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ABSTRACT

Road traffic systcm comprises of three components viz. road, vehicle and human.

Like roadway fault and human error, defective and road unworthy motor vehicles

on road pose a threat to safety of road traffic system. In developing countries. it is

likely that vehicle defects are more alien a pronounced factor in accidents as

vehicle conditions arc generally much worse. The vehicle Ikct consist usually old

reconditioned vehicles or vehicles locally modified with littlc or no consideration

at all to passcnger safety. Besides, buses are olien constructed on truck chassis

using materials and designs that offer little or no protection to passengers in the

event of an accident. Leg room between seats is olien exceptionally poor in order

to squeeze the maximum number of seats in the vehicle and the scat frames

themselves arc usually formed from angle steel, frequently causing amputation of

limbs in an accident. Emergency exits, when provided, arc olien blocked by a row

of seats, making their usc dit1icult. Modification of seating arrangement, fixing

additional features with the vehicle like strong bumpers. rooliop railing etc arc

also pose a great safety hazard. Defective vehicles may emerge as dreadliJl in the

realm of ever-increasing road accident menace.

The study is carricd out in attempt to identify the most common vehicular defects

and their inlluence on road accidents in Bangladesh. In this study accident data

collected from the Jamuna Multipurpose Bridge (.1MB) approach roads by the

Accident Data Unit (ADU) of JOMAC (the toll collection and bridge maintenance

agency) is used. It is found that during the period of 0 1-0 1-99 to 30-04-04, a total

of 1013 accidents occurred involving 2155 casualties on about 39 km section of

roadway, which includes 14.76 km east approach, 16.54 km west approach roads

and 4.8 km long bridge itself. Among these accidents. due to different vehicular

faults a total of 1G7 accidents had occurred involving 686 casualties. In terms of

the percentage of total accidents the contribution of vehicular defects is calculated

IG.G percent and in terms of total casualties caused by the same factor is 3 I .9

percent. The common vehicular faults are identified as tyre bursting, brake failure,

axle failure. whecl jam and wheel-off from axle, passenger fall-down Irom rooftop

etc. It is found that the most serious vehicular fault is tyre bursting which accounts

for 42.5 percent accidents and 83.7 percent casualty of all vehicular defects
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related accidents, which is followed by passenger fall down from rooftop (7%),

brake failure (5.7%), wheel/drum off or jam (2.6%), axle fallen (0.9%) and

defcctive light (0.1 'Yo). In terms of the total accidents and casualty the contribution

of tyre burst tantamount to about 7.0 percent and 26.6 percent respectively. Due to

tyre burst type accidents trucks involved in 59 percent incidcnees and buses

involved in 79.8 percent casualties of the total 71 accidents and 574 casualties. It

is found that rear tyre burst incidences are higher than front tyre burst incidences,

but front tyre burst incidences are more vulnerable than rear tyre burst incidences.

Trucks involved in the highest number of rear left tyre burst accidents than buses.

Based on the frequency of accidents and field condition survey that the rear-left

tyre is found to be the most defective and prone to bursting. Due to break failure

type accidents buses involved in more casualties than trucks and light vehicles.

Trucks involved in the highest number of casualties due to wheel jam, axle fallen

or tie rod broken of 89 percent and 67 percent respectively, lIence, trucks are

identified as the most defective and accident-prone vehicle followed by bus and

light vehicles respectively. By any comparison these findings are dreadfully

higher than those in developed countries.

From heavy vehicle's condition survey it is found that front leli tyre and rear left

tyre arc more defective than front right tyre and rear right tyre. It is found that

spear tyre, brake system, wheel, wiper, exit door and sitting arrangement

modification of vehicles are found poor or absent in 32 percent, 18 percent, 43

percent, 50 percent, 64 percent, and 75 percent of vehicles. It is also found that 46

percent vehicles have no fitness certificate, 88 percent buses have railing on

rooftop and 75 percent buses engine cover have modif1ed for passenger seat,

Questionnaire survey as well as vehicle condition survey reveled that the rampant

use of rubber lining tyre, unrestricted import of lower quality tyre, inadequate and

insufficient fitness checking arrangement, lack of vehicle fitness checking in the

field, poor vehicle maintenance practice, modification of vehicle specification,

improper way of vehicle overloading, general tendency of delerring the

replacement of defective parts by vehicle owners etc. arc identified as the mitior

underlying causes of vehicular defect related problems.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.I Backgrouud

An adequate and efficient transport system is a prerequisite for initiating and

sustaining economic development. The transportation system in Bangladesh is

extensive and diversified comprising about 140,000 km of roads in addition to

railways and waterways (FINROAD, 2003). During the last 20 years there has

been a significant shift from water and rail transport to road transport. Since

independence of Bangladesh demand for passengers and freight in road sector has

grown about 400 percent and 350 percent respectively. The road has share of

passenger and freight of 79 percent and 73 percent respectively (Quazi, M.U.Z.

2003). By the end of 2002, 678,000 motor vehicles are operating on roads of

which cars accounted for 24 percent, bus 9 percent, truck 7 percent, motorcycles

45 percent and auto rickshaw 12 percent (FINROAD, 2003). In addition 1.5

million NMVs were also operating. As can be seen, the road sector plays a major

role on the transportation system in the country.

f.2 The Status of Road Safety Prohlem

1.2.1 The Global aecident Seenario

The global road safety problem is a serious and increasing global public health

and economic issue. The problem of deaths and injuries as result of road trarnc

accident has now been recognized as global phenomenon. In 1990 road accident

was paced 9th as a cause of premature death. By 2020 its position will move up to



3'd place. The Global Road Safety Partnership (GRSP) has estimated that nearly

one million deaths and 15 million injuries occur on roads worldwide each year,

(GRSP, 2000). Where as road accident situation is slowly developing in

developed society most developing countries face a worsening situation. Over

seventy five percentage of the road accident casualties occur in developing and

emerging countries, which accounts for only 32 percent of total vehicle fleet.

Accident rates in developing countries are often 10 to 70 times higher than in

developed countries. Developing countries suffer staggering annual loss

exceeding US $ 100 Billion for road trauma, which is nearly equivalent to double

assistance (Hoque, M.M. 2000)

The BTCE (Bureau of Transportation and Communication Economics) (1992)

provided a comprehensive perspective on road crashes in Australia. It estimated

that 590,852 road accidents occurred in Australia in 1988 involving 1,068,166

vehicles. The cstimate includes those accidents officially reported together with an

estimate of unreported accidents. Fatal accidents constituted 0.43 percent,

accident involving hospitalization 3.29 percent and accident involving a medically

treated injury 9.11 percent. Non injury accidents constituted the largest group

(62.95 percent) with an estimated 72 percent of these being unreported.

Fatal and serious injury accidents which provide the vast majority of accident

analysis data constituted less than 4 percent of all accidents. These two types of

accidents were however estimated to account for 56 percent of the total cost of

road accidents.

1.2.2 Road Accident situation in Bangladesh

Road accident is a growing concern in Bangladesh and accident problem is very

serious by international standard. The Table 1.1 gives the national trend of police

reported road accidents, fatalities and injuries for the period 1993 -2000 of

Bangladesh. It also includes the fatality rate, number of deaths per 10,000 motor

vehicles on road. It is clear that the number of fatalities have been rapidly

increasing particular in reccnt years, from 1945 in 1993 to 4188 in 2002, nearly

three times in 9 years of period (Hoque, M.M. 2003). Table 1.1 gives the national

2



trend of police reported road accidents, fatalities and injuries for the period 1993-

2002 of Bangladesh.

Table 1.1 Police Reported Road Accident Trends in Bangladesh (1993-2000)

No. of No. of No. of Total Fatalitiesll 0,000
Year

Accidents Fatalities Injuries Casualties Vehicle

1993 3140 1495 2409 3904 122.1

1994 3013 1597 2686 4283 107.1

1995 3346 1653 2864 4517 110.1

1996 3727 2041 3310 5342 112.1

1997 5433 3162 5076 8238 138.2

1998 4769 3085 3997 7082 128.1

1999 3942 3314 2620 5934 140.4

2000 3970 4046 2270 6313 162.9

2001 2925 3314 1639 4953 132.0

2002 3941 4188 2150 6338 159.0

The statistics reveals that Bangladesh has one of the highest fatality rates in road

accidents. which are 163 deaths per 10.000 motor vehicle on road every year

compared with the rates of 2 in the USA and 1.4 in UK (Hoque. M.M. 2003).

Together with the social impact in terms of pain, grief and suffering. there is a

serious economic burden. In current prices road accidents in Bangladesh coast the

community in the order of 4000 crore (2% ofGDP) per annum. 70- 80 percent of

accidents occur in highways and rural roads, 70 percent of victims arc pedestrians

alone (Iloque. M.M. 2003). Typically principal contributory factors of accidents

are adverse roadside environment, dangerous overtaking, reckless driving,

careless of road users. disregards of traffic rules. variety of vehicles characters and

defects in vehicles. Others include a low level of awareness of salcty problems by

policy makers, inadequate and unsatisfactory education. safety rules and

regulations and inadequate and unsatisfactory traffic law enforcement and

sanction (Hoque. M.M. 2003)
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1.3 Significance of the Study

Many factors combine to produce circumstances that may lead to a motor vehicle

crash - there is rarely a single cause of such an event. Three categories of factors

contribute to crashes: human factors, roadway environment factors, and vehicle

factors. The worst conditions, characteristics, design and maintenance of vehicles

are responsible for causing accidents. Defective and road unworthy motor vehicles

on roads poses a thrcat to safety of road traffic.

In developing countries, it is likely that vehicular faults are ollen a factor in

accidents as vehicle condition is much worse. The vehicle fleet is usually older

with many vchicles imported from other countries. Studies carried out in thc

United Kingdom (UK) in recent years have indicated that between 5 percent and

8.5 percent of accidents are directly caused by faulty vehicles' conditions (Asian

Development Bank, 1998). In other studies it is reported that 25 percent of goods

vehicles and II percent of large passengers carrying vehicles involved in

accidents have contributory defects. In developing countries it is likely that

vehicles defects are more ollen a factor in accidents as vehicle condition is

generally much worse. The vehicle fleet is usually older with many vehicles

imported as second-hand from other countries. (Hoque, M.S., 2003)

A wide rangc of research on accidents associated with vehicle defects was

reported by Rompe and Seul (Accident caused by vehicle defect, ECE

Commissioned Report, 1985) and an overview is reproduced for the period 1960

to 1982. In summary they concluded:

"Probably beIWeen 3 percent and 5 percent of all accidents are callsed primarily

by vehicle defecls, which are also one of the contriblllingjilclors 10 or aggravale a

further 7percenlto 18 percent of all accidenls."

Road Traffic Accident (RTA), (police crash data, 1995b) analysis of NSW (New

South Wells, Australia) Police data for all vehicle types indicates that "equipment

failure of I,ndt" was associated with 0.5 percent of fatal crashes, 0.9 percent of

crashes resulting in "serious injury", 1.2 percent of crashes involving "other

4



injury" and 1.0 pereent of "non casualty" crashes. In discussion RTA have

expressed concern over police crash reporting and are of the view that the

contribution of vehicle defects to crashes is significantly understated. They

estimate that vehicle defects are a casual factor in 4 percent of crashes and a

contributing factor in perhaps up to 9 percent of crashes involving light vehicles.

The South Australian Parliamentary Committee (1996) reported that the State

Government Insurance Office estimated that less than 1.7 percent of crashes

giving rise to third party claims were associated with vehicles defects. The

Industry Commission (1994) reported that vehicles were associated with around 5

percent of nltal crashcs in Victoria.

"In Australia. published government statistics indicate vehicle defects to be a

cause or cOlltributing factor in between 2 percent and 6 percent of reported

crashes depending onjurisdictiol1."

The contribution of vehicles defects to fatal crashes involving light vehicles varied

markedly between jurisdictions. Over the three years for which data was collected

Victoria, SA, ACT recorded an average of less than 1.8 percent of fatal accidents

being related to vehicle defects (lowest group), NEW and Queensland were in the

middle range 2.0 percent and 2.25 percent respectively, while the largest group

include WA (4.1 percent), Tasmania (4.6 percent) with NT highest at 14.0

percent. Further information's are reported in Table 1.2
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Table 1.2: Contribntion of vehicle defects to fatal accidents FORS Fatal Filcs

1988, 1990, 1992
New Sonth Sonth

WAVictoria Qneensland Tasmania NT ACT All
Wells Australia

'\ccidents 1786 1261 966 438 461 153 121 58 5244
'10. of light

2244 1619 1221 533 550 202 134 84 6587
ehicles

'\ccident

related to 35 15 21 5 19 7 17 I 120
~efects

Vehicle defect-

related
2.0 1.2 2.2 1.1 4.1 4.6 14.0 1.7 23

[accidents as %

otal accidents

The fatal, injury, and property-damage-only crashes have significant economic

cost. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) recently

calculated the economic costs for motor vehicle crashes in 2000 at more than $230
billion, or the equivalent of over $800 for every person living in the United States.

NHTSA's estimate of economic costs includes productivity losses, property

damage, medical costs, rehabilitation costs, travel delay, legal and court costs,

emergency services, insurance administration costs, and costs to employers.

The proposed research aims the investigation of vehicular faults contributes to

accidents. There is no significance study on vehicular faults in our country. Here,

an attempt is made to establish the contribution of vehicular defects in road traffic

accidents in Bangladesh and the study will be helpful in the development of

vehicle safety, policies for vehicle maintenance and casualties.
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1.4 Objectives of the Study

The objectivc of the study is to assess the contribution of vehicular defects in road

accidents in Bangladesh. The study in particularly aimed at analyzing accidcnt

data collected by .I0MAC (the toll collection and bridgc maintcnance agency) and

carrying out.

I. To idcntify thc most common vehicular defects as wcll as types of vehicles

involvcd in road accidents

2. To estimatc the contribution of vehicular factors 111 the occurrence of

accidents

3. To evaluate the roadworthiness of vehiclcs which arc plying on thc

national arterials of Bangladesh

4. To assess vehicular maintenance practice that is followed by drivers and

owners

5. To rccommend appropriate remedial measurcs

It is cxpccted that findings of this research will be hclpful to comprehend thc

extend of ovcrall involvement of vchicle I'lctors in the occurrcnce of accident as

well as to rccommend appropriate remcdial measurcs to tackle the road accident

and thereby improvc overall road safety condition in Bangladesh. Since over all

safety depends on road conditions, vehicle factors and road users and road

conditions are improving day by day, it is neccssary to improve vehicle factors.

1.5 Scope of the Study

In this regard, a comprehensive analysis of accident data, collected from the

.lamuna Multi-purpose Bridge (.1MB) approach roads by .I0MAC (the toll

collection and bridgc maintenance agency) is carried out. It is found that during

ncarly five and half year period (01-01-99 to 30-04-04) a total of 10'13 accidents

occurred on about 39 km section of roadway which includcs 14.76 km east

approach, 16.54 km west approach roads and 4.8 km long bridge itself. from the

.I0MAC data it is also found that major accidcnts due to vehicular laults occurred

during the pcriod of 14-02-99 to 01-09-00. Due to identify the prescnt situation.
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vehicles conditions survey, driver's questionnaire survey and photographs are

taken.

1.6 The structuring of the Thesis

Apart from this chapter, the thesis has been divided into six chapters.

Chapter 2 reviews the literature relevant and related to the theme of the study.

This would help us to understand the road safety problem, strategies, costing,

evaluation and monitoring process and techniques for developing effective

countermeasures. An overview of the previous research work on road safety is

also including in this chapter.

Chapter 3 outlines the theoretical and analytical aspects of the study design as

well as research methodology.

Chapter 4 illustrates various remedial measures. Besides this chapter presents an

overview of method and data sources used in the thesis. It also includes data

recording system, data items, data collection procedure, development of transcript,

secondary data sources and data sources and data limitation.

Chapter 5 presents the extensive analysis of accident data to depict the accident

scenario and effectiveness of safety features. Data analysis and comparison of

various data sources are also presented here.

Chapter 6 presents the findings of the study, conclusions and various

recommendations for improving the safety situation and safety measures.

Direction for future measures and major policy issues are also highlighted here.
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1.7 Flow Chart of the Thesis Work

Problem Identification

Conceptualization

Methodology Selection

Data Collection

Primary Data
Collection

Field Condition
Survev...._:p;' -

Secondary Data
Collection

Govt. & Non-Govt.
Or!!anization

;q
Data Processing, Analysis &

Interpretation

--.~'., ..
~\.i~

Report Presentation
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CHAPTER Two: LITERATURE REVIEW



(Haddon and Barker 1981 and Robertson 1983). This is because many people

think that of an 'accident' as being something unpredictable, random, and

therefore not preventable. Another connotation of 'accident' is that they arc the

result of the human carelessness, that the injured person is to blame for his or her

injury (Berger and Mohan 1996). Actually the events which produce damage to

people arc non-random, have identifiable risk factors and involve interactions

among people, vehicles, equipment, physical and social environment. In this

study, the term 'accident' is used to denote the events which produce damage to

people or propelty due to the movement of at least one road vehicle.

Bus

Bus means a motor vehicle with motive power (except a trailer) designed to carry

more than 10 individuals (Moniruzzaman S.M. 2004).

Carriage way

A portion of a road improved, designed or ordinarily used for vehicular traffic is

termed as carriageway. It also includes shoulders and areas at the sides or center

of the carriage way used for standing or parking of vehicles. If a road has two or

more such portions divided by a reservation or reservations, they a carriageway

means each portion separately (RTA in NSW-1997).

Casualty

Any person killed or injured as a result of an accident is known as casualties

(RTA in NSW-1997).

Collision type accident

When motor vehicle hits pedestrian, another vehicle in traffic, parked vehicle,

animal, fixed object etc in an accident (Moniruzzaman S.M.2004).



approximately 40° to the

Cross Ply Tyre

The fabric plies cross over

each othcr at the same

anglc. This construction

has the ply cords extend to

the beads and laid at

1

Crossply lyre

ofanglesopposmg

Photograph 2.1 shows the

cross ply tyre

(www.osh.dol.govt.nz).

Industrinl tyres
EM tyres
MuIU.puq:'X>$e tyres
(MPT)

tread centcr line. ThefabrJcplle,s(1) cross over' each other
at the same angle,

Used by Contir'lental for:
.• Tyres for two~
whep.:led vehicles

.• AgdctJltural lyres

Photograph 2.1: Cross Ply Tyre

Defect

Defect includes any defect in pcrformance, construction. a componcnt. or matcrial

ofa motor vehicle or motor vehicle equipment (Moniruzzaman S.M. 2004).

Heavy Vehicles

Those vehiclcs that contain more than four whcels are known as heavy vehicles

(Moniruzzaman S.M.2004).

Fatal Accident

An accident in which one or more persons are killed outright on the spot is called

a fatal accident (RTA in NSW-1997).

Fatality

A person who dies within 30 days of an accident as a result of injuries received in

that accident (RTA in NSW-1997).

Friction

The force between the tyres and the road surface that causes the tyrcs to grip thc

road (Web Article- Tyre Tcrminology).
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Motorcyclc

Any mechanical or electrical propelled two or three-whccled machine with or

without side car. Includes solo motorcycle, motorcycle with sidecar, motor

scooter, mini-bike, three-wheeled special mobility vehicle and moped (motorized

'Pedal cycle') (RTA in NSW-1997).

Motor vchiclc

Motor vehicle means a vehicle driven or drawn by mechanical power and

manufactured primarily for use on public streets, roads, and highways, but docs

not include a vehicle operated only on a rail line (RTA in NSW-1997).

Motor vchiclc cquipmcnt

Motor vehicle equipment means-

(A) Any system, part, or component of a motor vehicle as originally

manufactured;

(8) Any similar part or component manufactured or sold for replacement or

improvement of a system, part, or component, or as an accessory or addition

to a motor vehicle; or

(C) Any device or an article or apparel (except medicine or eyeglasses

prescribed by a licensed practitioner) that is not a system, part, or component

of a motor vehicle and is manufactured, sold, delivered, offered, or intended

to be used only to safeguard motor vehicles and highway users against risk

of accident, injury, or death (Moniruzzaman S. M. 2004).

Motor vehiclc safcty

Motor vehicle safety means the performance of a motor vehicle or motor vehicle

equipment in a way that protects the public against unreasonable risk of accidents

occurring because of the design, construction, or performance of a motor vehicle,

and against unreasonable risk of death or injury in an accidcnt, and includes non-

operational safety of a motor vehicle (Moniruzzaman S.M. 2004).

Non -collision type accidcnt

Accident of motor vehicles which occurs without hitting any other vehicles and

objects. for example, over turning (RTA in NSW-1997).
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Passcngcr

Any person, other than the controller, who is in, on boarding, entering, alighting

or falling from a road vehicle at the time of accident, provide a portion of the

person is in/on the road vehicle (RTA in NSW-1997).

Passcngcr car

Passenger car means a motor vehicle with motive power (except a multipurpose

passenger vehicle, motorcycle, or trailer) designed to carry not more than 10

individuals (Moniruzzaman S.M. 2004).

Pedestrian

Any person who is not in, on boarding, entering, falling from a road vchicle at the

time ofthc accident (RTA in NSW-1997).

www.osh.dol.govt.nz). Photograph

2.2 shows radial ply tyre.

Radial Tyre

A type of tyre plies arranged so,

cords in the body run at 90 degree

angle to the center lines on the

tread. The belt (made up of 3-5

rubberized steel cord belt plies)

and casing plies overlap at an

angle of approximately 90° to the

tread centerline (Web Article-

Tyre Terminology &

Radial lyre

The belt (1) arid casing plios
(2)overlap at different angles~

Used by Continental for:
• Tyres for cars,
tTucksand
two-wheeled vBhlcles

• Industrial tyres

Agricultural lyres
Mulli-pulpose tyres
(MP1)

Photograph 2.2: Radial Tyre

Replacement Equipment

Replacement equipment means motor vehicle equipment (including a tyre) that is

not original equipment (Web Article- Tyre Terminology).
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Rim

A metal support for a tubeless tyre or a tyre and tube assemble upon which the

tyre beads are seated. Often referred to as wheel or wheel rim (Web Article- Tyre

Terminology).

Road

A throughout open to public by right or custom is delined as road. It excludes off-

street parking. access areas and other private property. The area devoted to public

travel within a surveyed road reserve, including a foot path and cycle path inside

the road reserve and a median strip or traffic island (RTA in NSW-1997).

Seriously Injured

A person who is injured and admitted to hospital as a result of an accident and

who does not dic as a result of those injuries within 30 days of the accident (RTA

in NSW-1997).

Seriously Injnred Accident

An accident for which at least one person is admitted to hospital but no person is

killed (RTA in NSW-1997).

Skid

To slip or side on the road when tyres lose their rolling grip.

Photograph 2.3: Tyre15

Tyre

A Precisely cngineered assembly of rubber, chemicals, fabric

and metal designed to provide traction and cushion road

shock and to carry a load under varying conditions (Web

Articlc- Tyre Terminology). Photograph 2.3 shows tyre.

Truek

Truck means a motor vehicle with motive power (cxcept a trailer) designed

primarily to transport property or special purpose equipment (Moniruzzaman S.M.

2004).



Tyre Tread

The wearing surface of a tyre, i.e. that portion of a tyre comes into contact with

the road. It is

Basic-

distinguished by the

design of its ribs and

groves (Web Article-

Tyre Terminology &

Truck Tyre

Continental).

Photograph 2.4 shows

tread oftyre.

~ 1. neo.addep1llof
O?wtyr'"

_ 2. Additional t •••~ld
(Ie pth throug I,
reg roo'ilng

mmrrn J. RemainIng basiC
thlcKn€'Ss to pro-
te-ct m", steel bF'lt

Photograph 2.4: Tyre Tread and Tread Depth

Tread Width

The widths of a tyre tread (Web Article- Tyre Terminology).

Tyre Ply

A rubber coated layer of fabric containing cords that run parallel to each other,

extends from bead to bead and goes between the inner liner and belts or tread. The

number of plies indicates the number of layers of rubber-coated fabric in the tyre.

In general, the greater the number of plies the more weight a tyre can support.

Tyre manufactures must indicate the materials must indicate the materials in the

tyre, which include steel, nylon, polyester and others (Web Article- Tyre

Terminology & www.osh.dol.govt.nz).

Tyre Inflation Pressure

Tyre inflation pressure is the level of air in the tyre that provides it with load-

carrying capacity and affects the overall performance of the vehicle. The tyre

inflation prcssure is a number that indicates the amount of air pressure- measured

in pounds per square inch (psi)-a tyre requires to be properly inflated. It will also

tlnd on the vehicle information placard expressed in kilopascals (kPa). which IS

the metric mcasure uscd internationally (www.nhtsa.gov).
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Manufacturers of passenger vehicles and light trucks determine this number based

on the vehicle's design load limit, that is, the greatest amount of weight a vehicle

can safely carry and the vehicle's tyre size. Tyres are designed to be used on more

than one type of vehicle; tyre manufacturers list the "maximum permissible

inflation pressure" on the tyre sidewall. This number is the greatest amount of air

pressure that should ever be put in the tyre under normal driving conditions

(www.nhtsa.gov).

Tyrc Identification Numbcr

This number is moulded into

the sidewall of the tyre,

provides tyre retailers specific

about when and where the tyre

was made (Web Article- The

Auto Smart Fact Sheet).

Photograph 2.5 shows a

sample of tyre identification

number.

manufacturing information

Photograph 2.5: Tyrc Idcutification Numhcr

2.3 Classification of Accidcnt

Uniform classification of traffic accident is extremely important to ensure

attainment of uniform statistic by ditferent agencies/organizations involved in

reporting, investigation, research, enforcement etc.

Primary Classification

Primary classification based on accident severity

• Fatal

• Injury ( Grievous and simple injury)

• Proper damage only

The fatal and injury together represents "casualty" accident. Further classification

is Urban or Rural and intersection or link (Moniruzzaman S.M. 2004).
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Dctail Classification

In terms of man ncr of collision accident may be classified as:

• Running off road

0 Hit object

0 No object

• Non- collision on road

• Overturning

• Other non collision

• Collision on road with

• Pedestrian

• Another motor vehicle

• Railroad train

• Bicycle

• Animal

• Fixed object

• Other object

Again collision between vehicles can be classified as angle, rear end, sideswipc

etc (Moniruzzaman S.M. 2004).

2.4 Elcmcnts of Traffic Accidcnts

2,4,1 Gcncral

Road traffic may consider as a system, in which various components interact with

each other. This system is often described as comprising three components - the

human, the vehicle and the road (Ogden, 1996).

In highway transportation, accidents have been traced directly to mechanical

failure of vehicles. Fewer have been attribute to "failure" of the roadway, except

occasional direct involvement of potholes and other pavement conditions or

defective traffic control devices. The resultant attribution of large percentage of

highway accidents due to driver failure (from 60 to 90% in many studies) does

serve the cause of safety. Human failure can as easily said to be the cause of all
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accidents, because it is human beings who not only drive or steer vehicles, but

also design and construct them, and operate facilities that are used by vehicles of

every mode. An often blaming the driver simply hides the real cause. Some

accidents arc deemed to have more than one cause. ror example 60 to 70 pedants

of accidents are attributed solely to driver error and another 20 to 30 percent may

be attributed to a combination of driver error and road related deficiency. In

general, human factors contribute to 85 percent of all accidents, road factors to 16

percent and vehicle factor to 5 percent (Bryer T.E. 1993).

2.4.2 Thc road Componcnts

Lassare (1994) discussed that the sequential structure of accident generating

processes is the basis from which to identify the various road features that play an

active part in the accident:

• Road alignment: horizontal (bends) and vertical (slopes)

• Road or lane surface and width,

• Shoulder surface and width,

• Road environment,

• Lateral obstacles (ditches, trees, barriers etc)

• Signing! signaling,

• Central and lateral markings,

• Junction design,

• Sidewalk/Footway,

• Medians! refuge islands,

• Road structure! barrier,

• Pedestrian facilities,

• Non motorized vehicle facilities

2.4.3 Thc Human Componcnts

The road user responsible for the accident may be:

• The driver of the vehicles,

• The pedestrians,
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• The cyclists,

2.4.4 The Vehicle Components

The conditions and characteristics of vehicle which are responsible for causing

road accidents are vehicle components. Improvements in vehicle design, occupant

protection and vchicle maintenance have made a significant contribution to

accident reduction in industrialized countries. In developing countries however,

the safety design of vehicles sometimes lags behind that of developed countries,

particularly when vehicles are locally manufactured or assembled. The vehicle

ncet is usually older with many vehicles importcd from other countries.

According to Hoque, M.S. (2003) followings are the few common vehicular

factors contributing to accident:

2.4.4.1 Vehicles Physical Factors

The followings are the few vehicles physical factors contributing to accident:

Brakes

Faulty brakes disable to halt or slow downs the vehicles effectively, hcnce causes

vehicle unsafe (Iloque, M.S. 2003).

Windshicld

Use of poor quality and broken windshield makes diftlcult visibility and also a

serious safety hazard (Hoque, M.S. 2003).

Mirror

Due to broken or dirty mirror driver unable to see the traftlc behind his vehicle

(Hoque, M.S. 2003).

Speedometer

Defective speedometer indicates wrong perception of traveling speed and may

result in violation of the legal speed limit (Hoque, M.S. 2003).
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Wiper
Faulty wipers cause driving difficult especially during rainy seasons and foggy

days and makes driving unsafe (Hoque, M.S. 2003).

2.4.4.2 Vehicles Conditions Factors

Worn out tyres
The most serious accidents occur due to vehicular faults because of tyre bursting

of !lat tyre of buses and trucks and cause more fatalities. Worn out tyre makes

grip poor and !lat, which enable to make correct contract with road surface. If

road surface is wet and driver brake the vehicle than it is difficult to stop vehicle

timely, which increase braking distance and sudden application of hard brake may

cause skidding. Moreover, possibility of bursting and puncturing increases. Worn

out tyre can not carry actual weight of the vehicles capacity and correct tyre

pressure can not maintained, if it is over loaded and road surface is rough or in

sharp speed breaker or in the approach of bridge increase possibility of tyre

bursting (Hoque, M.S. 2003).

Mixing radial & cross ply tyres
It is hazardous to use mixed tyres on the same axle because of the difference in

cornering behavior. For maximum safety, all four tyres should be of the same

make, size and tread pattern. However, it is safe to use cross ply tyres on front

wheels and radial tyres on the rare (Hoque, M.S. 2003). "

Incorrect lyre pressnre

Tyres may poorly, over-heat and wear out rapidly if the pressure is too high or too

low. Correct tyre pressure will ensure good road holding, cool running and low

rolling resistance. This will result in better fuel consumption and durability of

tyres (Hoque, M.S. 2003).

Bumper

This fixes additionally using sharp iron bar, elongated bar, without end cover

sharp angle steels are also pose more hazard wile accident.
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2.4.4.3 Vehicles Communications Factors

The followings are the few vehicle communication factors contributing to

accident:

Indicator lights

In absence or faulty indicator unable to indicate intention to turn or change lanes

and induce surprise situation to the following vehicles (Hoque. M.S. 2003).

Headlights

Faulty headlights cause poor or no illumination of the road at night. Other road

users may not see the vehicle (Hoque, M.S. 2003).

Stoplights

Stoplights arc liable to indicate while slowing down or stopping of vehicle and

may causc vchicle, which is following closely to apply hard brake to avoid

collision (Hoquc, M.S. 2003).

Faulty taillights

Other road users may not see the vehicle is in front of them until it is too late

(Hoque, M.S. 2003).

nirty ligh ts

Reduce illumination on the road (Hoque, M.S. 2003).

Loose steering wheel

A loose steering wheel reduces the sensitivity of thc front wheels to the steering

(Hoque, M.S. 2003).

Faulty horn

Defective horn of vehicles unable to forewarn pedestrians and other road users

(Hoque, M.S. 2003).
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2.4.4.4 Vehicles Modifications Factors

The followings are the few vehicles modification factors contributing to accident:

Sitting Arrangement

Modifying sitting arrangement leg room between seats are often exceptionally

poor in order to squeeze the maximum number of seats in the vchicle and thc seat

frame themselves are usually formed from angle steel, frequently causmg

amputation of limbs in an accident (Hoque. M.S. 2003).

Railing on roof

Railing are attached on roof of buses using angle steel in order to carryon

passenger and goods on it. Causes odd distribution of load i.e. putting more loads

on rooftop than that of vehicles inside load (Hoque, M.S. 2003).

Chassis

Buses are often constructed on truck chassis using materials and design that offer

little or no protcction to passenger in the event of an accident (Hoquc. M.S. 2003).

Stair attachment

Buses are often used sharp angle iron bar for stair to climb on the roof of bus

causing amputation in an accident.

Engine Cnver

Engine covers of buses are often turned into seat for passenger and therc are no

protections to passengers in the event of an accident (Hoque, M.S. 2003).

2.4.4.5 Vehicles Loading Factors

The followings are the few vehicles loading factors contributing to accident:

Over Hang

Increasing the length of overhang changes the center of gravity of vehicles and

makes the vchicle unstable. Special types of freight viz. rod, poles on short
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vehicle causing extended overhang at the tail which is the potential source of

accident especially at night time (Hoque, M.S. 2003).

Overloading

According to M S Hoque (2003) effects of overloading on vehicles are

summarized below

• Put excess stress on the component on the parts of vehicles including the

engine, chassis, suspension, brakes and tyre. This affects the handling of

the vehicle making steering very unstable and the vehicles unstable when

cornering.

• Increase stopping distance

• Causes punching of soft and weak shoulder resulting out of control

• Makes a vehicle very slow and thereby induces frequency of forced

overtaking

• Causes overturning of vehicles in case of application of sudden hard brake

• In case of vehicular brake down, overloading makes the vehicle vcry

difJicult to move to the road side and thereby immovable stationary

vehicle become a potential source of accident especially at night time and

if it is happen on a sharp bend

• Changes of center of gravity of vehicle and makes the vehicle unstable

especially if overloading is made at the rooftop or upper level of vehicles.

• Increase of fatality due to high vehicle falling impact

• Causes serious consequences if overloading is made in the form of taking

passenger at the heavily load freight.

• Causes the possibility of vehicular overturn when overloading vehicles

pass through shoulder with high cross-slope, sharp bends and roundabouts

with faulty super elevation etc.

Local Problems

The most common defects of vehicles in Bangladesh are worn out tyres, loose

wheels, overloaded axle, faulty brake and indicator lighting system etc. Physical

survey revealed that only 42 percent of trucks and buses observed had complete

defect free lighting system and a night time survey on long distance bus found one
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thirds with one or no rare lights (Hoque M.S. 2003). Vehicle lighting is a very

important safety aspect especially where street lighting, road marking and signs

are inadequate and driving practice is poor.

Modification of chassis, seating arrangement, fixing additional features with the

vehicle like bumper, rooftop railing, seat frame formed of sharp angle etc are also

pose a great safety hazard. Emergency exits, when provided are often blocked by

a row of seats. making their difficult (Hoque, M.S. 2003).

2,5 Specification Reqnirements for Safer Vehicles

In this article specification of buses and minibuses are briefly discussed bases on

the Office of Specialized Transit and Procurement of the Sate of California

( 1993).

Vehicle Loading

In no case shall the vehicle gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) or the front or

rear gross axle weight rating (GA WR) or any components therein, exceed the

original equipment management (OEM) Chassis rating, when the vehicle with all

options installed is fully loaded with passengers 68 kg (150 lbs.) per ambulatory

passenger and driver, and 113 kg (250 lbs.) per mobility aid passenger, seated in

the locations designated and offered. A weight distribution schematic and loading

calculation must be considered for each floor. Loading calculations must be made

with full tanks of fuel.

Engine

Approved gasoline electronic fuel ejection (EFE) or other fuel management

system should be provided. The engine package shall not be modified from the

original equipment manufacturer (OEM) and be the largest available for the

chassis. The engine of truck shall develop not less than 85 k W at rated maximum

revolutions/m inute.
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Transmission

Minimum three-speed automatic transmission incorporating an OEM installed air

to oil type auxiliary transmission oil cooler and filler extension neck for adding

nuid.

Brakes

Dual hydraulic power-assisted system with disc-type brakes on the front wheels

and drum or disc-type on the rear wheels. A hand or foot operated parking brake

shall be uscd with a warning light on the dashboard. Vehicle accident avoidance

center mounted LED red brake light, 51 mm X 152 mm (2" X 6") horizontally

mounted located on the center line of the bus above the rcar window.

Parking Brakcs

The vehicle shall be equipped with the factory OEM parking brake assemblies and

dash warning light. Parking brakes shall be propcrly adjustcd to factory

specifications upon delivery.

Steering

Each vehicle shall be equipped with OEM power-assisted steering. Steering shall

incorporate an OEM factory installed tilt wheel feature and cruise control.

Wheels

Each vehicle shall be equipped with seven matching steel-disc wheels. The rated

capacity shall equal or exceed the GVWR of the vehicle. Rear dual wheels will

have a valvc extension installed to the outside on each set of rear wheels to check

and fill air prcssure. The minivan shall be equipped with five (5) steel wheels, size

38.1 cm (15") minimum.

Wheel Alignmcnt

The front end shall have an alignment prior to final delivery. Documentation of

wheel alignmcnt with adjustment data shall be furnished when vehicle is

dclivercd.
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Wheel Base

The minivan shall have a 302.26 cm (119") minimum wheelbase.

Tilt Wheel and Power Steering

The vehicle will be provided with an OEM tilt stecring wheel and power OEM

power steering.

Tyres

A motor vehicle to be equipped with tyrcs that meet maximum load standards

when thc vehicle is loaded with a reasonable amount of luggage and the total

number of passengers the vehicle is designcd to carry. The vehicle shall be

equipped with thosc tyres by the manufacturer or by the first purchaser when the

vchicle is first bought in good faith other than for resalc. Seven OEM stecl-bcltcd

radial ply tyres of equal size, rating and standard uniform quality grading tyrc

should be uscd. The combined load rating of the tyres shall equal or exceed the

GVWR of the vehicle. The spare tyre shall be installed undcr the vehicle.

Tyre Changing E'luipment

Tyrc changing equipment, as provided by the OEM, shall include a jack of

sufficient strength/capacity, and other tools necessary for changing the mounted

tyres shall bc stored in a compartment/container within the vehicle. Such storage

space shall not diminish passenger capacity nor block accessory access.

Tyre Change

Vehicle shall have the necessary configuration and clearance on the frame to

allow for the use of the OEM jack in changing the tyre. Configuration shall meet

or exceed the OEM design, and have provisions to prevent jack slippage. Full

instructions 011 the tyre changing procedures and towing of a lowered lloor

minivan shall be provided.

Hnm pe rs

Front and rear bumpers shall be OEM, shock absorption type.
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Axles

The sum of the front and rear axle ratings shall equal or exceed the GVWR of the

vehicle. The rear axle shall be single-speed type.

Charging System

The vehicle charging system will use an alternator of 12 volt potential having the

largest charging capacity available from the Original Equipment Manufacturer

(OEM).

Batteries

Chassis OEM dual, maXllllum capacity, batteries shall be provided. Provisions

shall be made to charge the auxiliary battery from the engine alternator. A locking

weather protected sliding type battery box for the auxiliary battery shall be

installed on the curbside behind the passenger door with stainless steel bearing

slides that provides for a latched tray to hold the battery in place and at a safe

distance while the battery is being serviced. Battery cables installed in place of

chassis manufacturer's battery cables shall be a continuous run and sized to match

the electrical system's maximum current draw. For all ground wire connections,

paint or foreign material be removed and a coating of dielectric material applied to

the cleaned surface where each grounding cable attaches.

Fuel Tank

Fuel tank(s) shall be a minimum of thirty-five (35) gallon capacity from the OEM

chassis manufacturer. The chassis OEM fuel system shall not be modified and be

fully compliant with standards.

Instrument Panel

Each vehicle instrument panel shall be equipped with at least the following:

• Ammeter or voltmeter

• Oil pressure gauge

• Fuel capacity gauge

• Engine temperature gauge

• Speedometer
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• Emergency brake warning light

The instrument panel shall have lamps sufficient to illuminate all instruments. All

instruments shall be accessible for maintenance and repair and shall be mounted

so that cach instrument and all indicator lights are clearly labeled and visible to

the driver. Lights in lieu of the listed gauges will not be acceptable.

Body Modifications

All modifications shall comply with the Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (MVSS).

Bodies must be securely fastened to the basic vehicle structure and bolted securely

through chassis rail lIange at 1I00r and with added reinforcing plates or

comparable method. Method of attachment must conform to chassis OEM body

builders' requirements. Attachment through bus side rails is not allowed.

Body Structure

The vehiclc body shall incorporate a wclded steel or aluminum body frame or

shall be constructed to provide maximum protection to passengers in case of

rollover accident or a crash accident to the side or rear of the bus. The inside and

outside body panels should be fabricated of contoured steel, fiberglass, fiberglass

reinforced plastic with resin-hardened honeycomb, or aluminum. The frame shall

be Structure (Cont) attached to the understructure and securely attached to the

chassis so that the entire vehicle will act as one unit without any movement at the

joints. The entire unit shall be adequately reinforced with structural steel to carry

the required loads and withstand road shocks.

Track shall be constructed with MS plate at the front of the tray with full width

protection. The width is to be such that it gives ample protection to the equipmcnt

ahead of the tray body. The positioning of the body shall be in full agreement with

the vehicle manufacturer's requirements.

Roof Construction

The roof construction shall be of sufficient strength to prevent vibration,

drumming or lIexing. The roof is to be designed to prevent pooling of water on

the roof. All exterior seams shall be constructed to shed water without leaking into
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the vehicle. In no case shall sealing of panels bc dependent on caulking alone.

All exterior joints and seams shall be protected by zinc chromate caulking, butyl

rubber tape, or approved material. No water leaks in the body will be acceptablc.

The body shall be frec of cracks, dents, defects or physical damage.

Passcngcr Scats

All passenger seats shall be individual modules, weight mid/Hi, or equal, one or

two position bcnch type modules of not less than 17.5 inches in width. All seats

shall be track mounted for easy removal, forward facing and have an individual

cushion and equipped with folding back molded arms, or equal aisle armrest. All

back cushions shall be contoured to provide full lumbar support. All scats shall be

covered with heavy duty fabric (minimum double rub of 250,000) or vinyl

upholstery, not less than 1.134 g (36 oz.) per running yard full width 137.16 cm

(54" wide), color coordinated with the interior vehicle color. All seating shall

mcet the following requirements:

• All applicable motor vehicle safety standard (MVSS) requirements.

• Complete White Book testing.

• Cushions shall meet for Transit Bus and Van Materials usmg chestnut

ridge, safeguard XL, dual compression I"(inch) high medium and 1"

(inch) linn foam for the scat bottom and safcguard high medium for the

seat backs.

• Cushion and seat covcr shall be of the slipcover type, removablc and

replaceable without removing the entirc seat.

Rcar Emcrgcncy Exit

The rear emergency window shall be large enough so that in conjunction with the

rear view mirrors, blind spots are not created. Ifvehicle is equipped with rear door

as an option. rain molding shall be installed over the door(s). Seat backs shall not

intrude in required cmergency exit window or door openings. Low back scats

shall be used on rear wall when raised floor option is chosen. The handlc shall be

coated with a florescent yellow for easy identification, and a decal with minimum

l.27cm (1/2") letters shall attached near the handle with opcning instructions.
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Entry Door

The vehicle shall be equipped with a single front entrance door or a two-section

door equipped with 5.08 cm (2") electrometric material on each section that

overlaps a minimum of 3.81 cm (It ")to form a tight seal. Thc height and width

of the entry door shall be as specified in section 3.0. A rain molding shall extcnd

over the doorlrame to prevent water intrusion. The operation of the entrance shall

be manually controlled from the driver's position. Thc entry doors shall open to a

minimum of90 degrees. The door glass shall be see-through, tinted (A5-2) safety

glass.

Locks

All doors shall be lockable by key from the exterior. All access doors shall have

power locks with driver single control capability in the interior. All door locks

shall be keyed alike.

Interior paneling

All interior walls shall be paneled, including doors. All panels shall be the same

color and coordinated with the interior colors of the vehicle. All interior panels

may be made of scuft~resistant, vinyl-coated aluminum, textured paint on steel, or

laminate/FRP finished material.

Windows

All windows, except the windshield, rear and doors, shall be egress transit type or

a top T-slide panel type, a minimum of780 square inches. All side windows shall

be top vented to allow for venti lation and provide a clear view to the outside from

each scat position. Window(s) shall be installed in the double or single door(s)

directly behind the front passenger entrance door on the curbside of the vehicle.

Caulking around windows shall be used only as a seal, not to make up for body

defects or out of tolerance window openings. All rear and passenger glass is to bc

tinted to a maximum of 31% light transmission in the passenger compartment. II

steel plate adequate to support shoulder straps anchorages must be installed above

the windows.
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Windshield Wipers

Intermittent with dual jet washers and multiple speed control.

Rear Window Accessories

The rear window shall have an OEM electric window defogger, wiper and washer.

Rear View Mirror

An interior rear-vicw OEM mirror with a night driving adjustment shall be

installed to afford the driver a view of all passengers.

Side View Mirrors

Each minivan shall be equipped with OEM exterior left and right side mirrors, the

largest available, containing a convex/wide view mirror on the right side. Mirrors

shall have electric adjustment capability.

Sun Visors

Two OEM fully adjustable sun visors shall be provided.

Insnlation

Equivalent to 3.81 cm (1.5") fiberglass shall be installed in the roof, rear wall,

jront and rear caps, sidewalls and extended door sections. If additional insulation

is necessary to meet this requirement the insulation shall be glued to the chassis

body to prevent sagging. The insulating material of the body and sidewalls shall

be of suflicient thickness to contact the inner and outer walls, insuring positive

vapor barrier (cquivalent to 38.1 mm) fiberglass. Insulation shall comply with all

rcquirements and shall pass the testing requirements specified in the

Administration Recommended rire Safety Practices.

Paint and Trim

Exterior surfaces shall be properly cleaned and primed as required, dependent

upon the paint used. Painted surfaccs shall be impervious to diesel fuel, gasoline,

and commercial cleaning agents. Paint shall be high quality acrylic white enamel

that matches the OEM paint scheme (non fiberglass body). Two 13 cm (5") transit
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style stripes runlllng the full length of the vehicle shall be installed on each

vehicle. The entire vehicle is to be painted the same color.

Front Cap

The exterior front cap must be of solid one-piece reinforced molded fiberglass

covered with a jell-coated exterior surface.

Undercoating

The entire underside of the body including floor members, side panels below floor

level (if metal), and fender wells shall be undercoated, at the time of manufacture,

with a nonflammable resin type polyolefin. All openings in the floorboards and

firewall shall be sealed.

Air Conditioning

Small buses require an integral front air conditioner and an auxiliary rear air

conditioner with dual compressors, capable of producing 55,000 BTU. Large

buses require dual compressors capable of producing 67,000 BTU. All controls

for both air conditioners shall be located for ready access by the driver. Cooling

shall be specified in BTU at 100° F. ambient temperature. The condenser for the

air conditioner shall be skirt mounted and shall have a minimum of two 0.25 m

(10") fans cooling the condenser with automatic reset.

Two-way Radio Antenna Prep

Roof access for installing radio antenna with 5/8" 1.0 conduit with antenna pull

wire terminating behind drivers seat. Access compartment must have a hinged

lockable door.

Wiring

All electrical wiring shall be automotive stranded copper, of sufficient gauge to

handle the load, color coded to match the OEM, with no wires of the same color

in the same loom or harness. All harnesses that are modified or added to the

vehicle will be secured to the frame at a maximum of two feet intervals with

insulated clamps. Plastic wire ties are not acceptable. All exposed terminals and

wiring shall be protected from the elements using sealed terminals or heat shrink
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where necessary. Exposed wIres will be wrapped or loomed 111

corrosion/moisture-proofed materia!.

Horn

Horn system should be according to factory OEM.

Interior Lighting

Overhead and lower lighting shall be installed in the interior rear of the vehicle

that provides not less than two foot-candles of illumination at the entrance ramp

area. This system shall illuminate automatically when the vehicle front and sliding

doors are open. A manual switch must be available that overrides any timing

device on the interior light system.

Scat Lights

Additional lighting shall be installed in the lower panels of the vehicle that

provides a minimum of two foot-candles of floor illumination for the center and

rear seats. Interior lighting fixtures shall be reasonably flush with the interior

walls and ceiling to prevent being a hazard to passengers. Additional lighting shall

be wired to work off of the OEM interior overhead light switches. All additional

lighting must be adequately circuit protected.

Exterior Lighting

Exterior lighting shall be installed in accordance with the Safety Regulations and

Code of Regulations. All lights shall be sealed from moisture and grounded to the

body framing structure. The brake light shall not override emergency flashers or

turn signals. An OEM center stoplight, two OEM back-up lights, and OEM

running lights shall remain factory installed and complete.

Dash Warning Light

A red, flashing, heavy duty warning light, minimum 2.54 cm (I ") in diameter, will

be installed on the driver's side dash panel, in an area clearly noticeable to the

driver in a seated position, and activated when right or left.
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Headlight Adjustments

The manufacturer will adjust headlights for proper alignment.

Exterior Panels

Shall be sufficiently stiff to prevent vibration, drumming, or flexing while the

minivan in normal operation.

Road Noise

At 60 mph the ambient noise level shall not exceed 70.5 dB measured from the

geometric center of the passenger compartment.

Fasteners

All metal hardware and fasteners shall be non-corrosive high strength steel.

Clamps shall be fully insulated to prevent premature wear.

Interior Color

The interior shall provide a pleasant atmosphere, be aesthetically pleasing, and

contain smooth finishes without any unprotected sharp edges. The basic vehicle

interior shall be a dark blue/gray color.

Safety Equipment

All safety equipment shall be clearly marked, installed and secured to the vehicle,

and must be easily accessible to the driver. Installation shall not interfere with

passenger or driver boardiog or de-boarding.

• First Aid Kit: A minimum 10-unit first-aid kit shall be furnished and

mounted in the rear storage container that meets the requirements.

• Fire Extinguisher: One metal or plastic minimum 1.134kg (2.5 lb.) 4BC

fire extinguisher shall be provided, containing a gauge to indicate the state

of charge and an automotive-type bracket with easy release strap for

storage. Extinguisher shall be mounted in the rear storage area of the

vehicle.

• Yellow Safety Tape or Coating: Accessibility features that impair

vehicle boarding, or improve operator visibility, such as interior folding
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ramp pivot hinge, or center folding seat base, shall be covered with a

yellow tape or coating to provide contrast.

• Backup Alarm: A heavy-duty, weatherproofed warning alarm shall be

provided that is audible from the outside when the transmission is in

reverse.

• Air Bags: Front airbags shall be installed and equipped for the model

specified by the OEM, and will meet all Federal and State Safety

Standards.

2.6 Research on Vehicle Defects in Accidents

2.6.1 Research in Bangladesh

The occurrence of road traffic accidents usually docs not result from a single

cause but the accidents result from failures in the interaction of humans, vehicles

and the road environment - the elements which produce the road traffic system.

As demonstrated in the published literature. Causes of road accidents in

developing countries like Bangladesh are road user errors (90%), adverse road

conditions or environment (30%), and vehicle defects (10%) (Hoque, M.M. 2006).

In Bangladesh, very few studies have been carried out on accidents due to

vehicular faults. very few literature are available on this topics. However, very

little work has done to focus on a detailed spectrum of analysis of vehicular

default. [n this study an attempt has made to depict the accident scenario on the

involvement of vehicular factors on the basis of accident data.

2.6.2 Overseas Research

Factors affecting the driver, the road/traffic environment and the crashworthiness

including mechanical condition of vehicle fleets are known to vary, sometimes

markedly between countries and hence it is not surprising that overseas research

has produced differing estimates of the association between vehicle defects and

fatal crashes. A wide range of research into crashes associated with vehicle

dcfects was reported by Rompe and Seul (1985) and an overview is reproduced

for the period 1960 to 1982 in Table 2.1. In summary they concluded
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"Probably be/1l'een 3 percent and 5 percent of all accidents are caused primarily

by vehicle defects, which are also one of the contributing factors to or aggravate,

afiirther 7l'ercent to 18 percent of all accidents."

Table 2.1: Accidents Caused By Vehicle Defects, ECE Commissioned Report

1985

Number of
Percentage of Accidents hy Various Vehicular Defects

Survey Accidents Police of Comparable
In-depth Investigation

Probable Prohahle
Investiga ted Report

Canse Contributory Factors

Rhineland TIA 1960 1000 4.8 19.3

Rhineland TIA 1982 2326 1.5-8.7'

Federal Statistical
331,000 2.0-1.2

Office 1972-1982

Motor Traffic Insurer's
36103 2.4-1.8

Ass. I973-1977

Central Statistics Office
4.0-5.8

Ireland 1962-67

British Army Op.
250 7.8

Research Unit1946

Road Research
2130 15.0

Laboratory

Birmingham Urban
250 4.8 33.2

Accident Study, I970

TRRL 1974 2130 5.6

Public Prosecutors
24.4

Office, Belgium

ONSER 1970 500 3. I

RPS Indiana University 312 4.1

California Highway
409 6.4

Patrol 1970

Pennsylvania Turnpike
448 1.3

Study
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Percentage of Accidents by Various Vehicular Defects
Number of

In-depth Investigation
Survey Accidents Police of Comparable

Prohahle Probable
Investigated Report

Contributory FactorsCause

NHTSA 1968-1970 13.0

NHTSA 6.0

Highway Safety
390 9.5

Foundation, I973

Calspan 1970 434 4.6

1970 704 4.0

Nebraska 1972 2.6-5.6

Texas 1971 3.0-4.0

Tasmania 1970 1425 2.4

DEKRA 1980 II

MH-Hannover 1982 1732 8.5

Daimler-Benz, 1982 9267 2.1

Ministry of Transport,
1.3

Japanl983

1982 French Police

statistics: Fatal

accidents(motorways) 6.1

Accidents causing

injuries 11.4

(Source: Rompe & Seul, 1985), * Increasing the edge of Vehicle

2,6.3 Research in USA of Vehicle Defects in Accidents

National Highway Traffic Safety Administrator (NHTSA) found that from 1997

through 200 I, there were about 778,000 crashes occurred, in which police

identified that a specific vehicle-related failure might have contributed to the

crash. Where these failures were identified, brake systems and tyrcs were

identified most frequently, at 29 percent and 27 perccnt, respectively. One vehicle

factor that NIITSA belicves may contribute to crashes is under inflatcd tyrcs. In
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200 I, NHTSA conducted a study that found that 27 percent of passenger cars and

33 percent of light trucks were being driven with one or more under innated tyres.

NHTSA found that maintenance-related failures result from an operator's

improper maintenance of vehicle components, which may impair the runction of

the vehicle's equipment. Examples of maintenance-related failures include

inadequate tyre tread depth, worn brakes, unchecked or unchanged vehicle nuids,

and under inflated tyres. Equipment-related failures include both original

manufacturer and aftermarket-installed vehicle equipment that function

improperly (United States General Accounting Office, March 2003).

2,6.4 Research in Australia of Vehicle Defects in Accidents

The nature of vehicle defects

Federal Office of Road Safety (FORS) Fatal Files indicates for light vehicles that

tyre problems constituted the greatest contributor to defect-related fatal crashes

(61 percent) rollowed by brakes (18 percent) and steering (7 percent). Tyre

problems comprised "normal tyre blowouts" and "tyre defects", represented in

approximatcly equal proportions (47 percent compared with 53 percent). They

were the cause of a greater proportion of single vehicle crashes than multiple

vehicle crashes (some 71 percent compared with 47 percent) (FORS Fatal File

Unpublished Data, 1988, 1990, 1992).

Vehicle defects were assessed as being associated with only 4 percent of fatal

crashes and 4 percent of all crashes in Queensland in 1995. This contrasts with 6

percent and 4 percent respectively in Queensland in 1993. It is also noted that the

number or vehicles in Queensland identified with defects contributing to fatal

crashes has more than doubled over the last five years (1991-1995) compared with

the previous five years. Whether this is due to greater attention by Police to the

issue of defects or an underlying trend remains unclear. RTA (1995b) analysis of

NSW Police data for all vehicle types indicates that "equipment failure or fault"

was associated with 0.5 percent offatal crashes, 0.9 percent of crashes resulting in

"serious injury", 1.2 percent or crashes involving "other injury" and 1.0 percent of

"non casualty" crashes. In discussions RTA have expressed concern over police

crash reporting and are of the view that the contribution of vehicle defects to
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crashes is significantly understated. They estimate that vehicle defccts are a causal

factor in 4 percent of crashes and a contributing factor in perhaps up to 9 percent

of crashes involving light vehicles. The South Australia Parliamentary Committee

(1995) reported that the State Government Insurance Oflice estimated that less

than 1.7 percent of crashes giving rise to third party claims were associated with

vehicle defects. The Industry Commission (1994) reported that vehicle defects

were associated with around 5 percent of fatal crashes in Victoria.

"In Australia, published government statistics indicate vehicle defects 10 be a

cause or contributOlY factor in between 2 percent and 6 percent of reported

crashes depending onjurisdiction. "

In-depth Australian research

In-depth Australian research into the association between vehicle defects and

crashes is both limited and dated. The Consultative Council on Road Accident

Mortality (CCRAM 1978) in-depth study conducted in Melbourne involved

examination of a random sample of fatal and serious injury crashes which

occurred in 1975-76. Of 166 casualty crashes "defects in cars" were assessed as

"highly probably causative" in 1.2 percent of crashes and "probably causative" in

a further 5.4 percent of crashes. Heyw0l1h and McLean (1986) rcported that "the

corresponding percentages in the Adelaide In-depth Study conducted in 1976 and

/977 were 1.0 percent and 5.3 percent".

Victorian Police data

Victorian Police in the context of this study have supplied information on in-depth

cxaminations conducted by the Mechanical Inspection Section of some 1,683

vehicles involved in fatal and serious injury crashes in 1994 and 1995. The

inspcctions wcre undertaken by experienced qualified mechanics that attended the

crash scene and frequently arranged for crashed vehicles to be removed to a

central depot for further detailed examination. Inspectors reports were assessed in

the context of detailed crash investigation, reconstruction and review processes

and procedures undertaken by the Accident Investigation Section (AIS). Staff of

this Section reportedly attended all fatal and marc serious injury crashes within a

100 km radius of Melbourne and the more complex crashes which occurred in

rural Victoria. (AIS estimated they attended at least 70 percent of all fatal and
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serious injury crashes in the State.) Briefexamination of the processes adopted by

the AIS revealed a rigorous and comprehensive approach to crash investigation.

"The Victoria Police data revealed a high proportion 0/ vehicles exhibiting

defects (35.6 percent) many of which were of a minor nature. Significantly ollly

2.2 perce III of vehicles were assessed as having defects which had caused or

definitely collIributed to the fatality or more serious injUlY crash The data

indicates that between 1.1 percent and 2.1 percent of crashes (depending on year)

were caused by vehicle defects and between 3.6 percent alld 5.2 percent 'if
crashes were defillitely contributed to by vehicle dejects." Further information is

provided in Table 2.2.

Table2.2: Fatal and serious injnry crash data - Victoria 1994, 1995

Category Year
1994 1995

No. of fatal crashes 382 474

No. of serious injury crashes 193 203

No. of vehicles inspected 832 851

No. of vehicles with defects 313 287

No. of crashes

caused by vehicle defects 8 5

to which vehicle defects contributed 12 12

(Source: Victorian Police, 1996)

Federal Office of Road Safety Fatal Files (1988, 1990, 1992)

FORS Fatal Files (1988, 1990. 1992) arc derived from State and Territory

Coronial inquiries which incorporate independent consideration of police and

other evidence associated with fatal road crashes. FORS Fatal Files (1988, 1990,

1992) reveal that fatal crashes involving light vehicles are declining - the 1446

fatal crashes reported in 1992 constituted a decline of 31 percent below that

reported for 1988. Despite this decline the total number of fatal crashes related to

vehicle defects in light vehicles have remained about the same - an average of

around 40 fatal crashes per year involving light vehicles with defects. "Vehicle

defects were assessed as causing or contributing to an average 0/ only 2.3 percellt

of fatal crashes involvillg light vehicles. The contributiun 'if vehicle defects lu
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filtal crashes involving light vehicles varied markedly iJetll'eenjurisdictions. Over

the three years for which data was collected Victoria, SA, ACT recorded WI

average of less than 1.8 percent of fatal crashes being related (0 vehicle defects

(lowest group), NSrv and Queensland were in the middle range 2.0 percent and

2.25 percent respectively, while the highest group included IVA (4.1 percent),

Tasmania (4. 6 percent) with NT highest at 14.0 perce 111. "

The Fatal Files data for light vehicles indicated that single vehicle crashes

accounted for 63 percent of all fatal crashes, multiple vehicle crashes accounted

for 34 percent and crashes involving pedestrians some 3 percent. While the

involvement of vehicle defects with fatal crashes is smaiL vehicle defects were

associated with almost twice the 11lImber of single vehicle crashes as multiple

vehicle crashes (75 crashes compared with 41 crashes). Some commentators have

said that the police are more inclined to arrange for a vehicle to be inspected from

a single vehicle crash than a multiple vehicle crash and hence the conclusions

drawn in relation to multiple vehicle crashes understate the real position. The

evidence however does not necessarily support this contention. In some

jurisdictions where inspection reports were available for over 80 percent of fatal

crashes the percentage of vehicle defects which were assessed as causal or

contributory to the crash was higher in multiple vehicle crashes than single

vehicle crashes eg., SA, NT. Further information is presented in Table 2.3.

Table 2,3: Fatal crashes - Light vehicles with a eOlltrihlltory defeet(s) by

crash Type, FORS Fatal Files 1988, 1990, 1992

Defect type

Normal
Crash type Tyre Main Towing Total

tyre Steering Other
defect brakes apparatus vehicles

blowollt

Single 27 26 9 6 0 7 75
Multiple 8 12 12 3 3 5 41
Pedestrian 0 1 1 0 0 2 4
Total 35 39 22 9 3 14 120
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2.7 Overview

The preceding articles presented a brief but reasonably comprehensive review of

standard terminology, elements of traffic accidents- road components, human

components, vehicle components, specification required for safer vchicles and

overseas research on veh icle factors.

From the literature review it is found that in developed countrics, between 3

percent and 5 percent of all accidents are caused primarily by vehicle defects,

which are also one of the contributing factors to or aggravatc, a further 7 percent

to 18 percent of all accidents. Where these failures are identified, brake systems,

tyres and steering the most frequently vehicular defects. Vehicle defects arc

assessed as causing or contributing to fatal crashes, serious injured involving light

vehicles. In Bangladesh, very few studies have been carried out on accidents due

to vehicular faults, very few literature are available on this topics. However, very

little work has done to focus on a detailed spectrum of analysis of vehicular

defaults.
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CHAPTER 3

STUDY DESIGN AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter accidents research methodology. approach of accident analysis,

accident record keeping system in Bangladesh, frame work of accident analysis,

questionnaire survey and methodology with the limitations of the study has been

discussed. Accidents data collected from the Jamuna Multi- Purpose Bridge

(JMB) approach roads by JOMAC (the toll collection and bridge maintenance

agency) during the last five and half years period (0 I-Jan-99 to 30-Apr-04) are

used in this study, heavy vehicles field's condition survey is also conducted.

These data are used to detail analysis according (0 common vehicular faults,

which are contribute in major effects on accidents, tables and figures are drawn

with respects to contributing factors and photographs are shown. The scope of the

present study is limited because of sufficient accident data; information and

involving factors of accidents are not present and unavailable.

3.2 Accidents Research Methodology

3.2.1 Methodological consideration/ Approach of Accidents Analysis

According to M.M. Hoque (1988) traffic accident research methods can be

broadly categorized under three major headings:

• Theoretical,

• Empirical and

• Simulative
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M.M. Hoquc (1988) further told that by far the largest amount of accident

research has been attributed to the second category of approach i.e. empirical

analysis of accidents. Accidents analysis is also conducted both at micro and

macro level. Macro scale considers accidents occurrence in a town, country,

region, state or worldwide. On the micro scalc, concentration is on accidents

occurring on a spccific network, facility or location (curve, or intersection, airport,

train station highway exit, interchange).

M.M. Hoquc (1988) also told that by far the most of accident research has been

conducted on the basis of empirical method which involves the use of sets of data

obtained in form of observations of counts. These data are then analyzed under

two broad categories:

• Detail technical invcstigation of accident events

• Gencral surveys of system wide accident patterns.

The general category of accident study is mainly oricnted towards providing

information on accident data in a more or less non-technical form. It is associated

with describing accident ratc i.e. accident number or fatality number in term of per

unit of population, registered vehicles, vehicle-kilometer travcled etc and

identification of hazardous accident locations.

The technical category of accidcnt study is based on site specification collision

diagram to detcrmine the pattern of accident typcs, thc reasons for accidents and

thus give dircctions towards appropriate remedial measures.

3.2.2 Macro Scale Analysis

On the macro scale analysis accidents are summarized in tabular or chart form,

providing a record of the performance of a region or a country in terms of one or

more transport modes. Accidents occurrence, severity (in terms of fatality, injuries

or property damage) and rates provide a statistical illustrative of safety

performancc. Ratcs are intended to provide a yardstick of safcty related to the

amount of cxposure to danger involved in the transport mode. For instance the

common rate used in highway traffic safety is "accident (or injuries of fatalities)
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per 100 million vchicles-miles," on the assumption that the number of vehicles,

multiplied by the number of miles(estimated) driven by thosc vehicles, is a

reasonable measure of the exposure to danger of the occupants of the vehiclcs. At

highway intersections, a rate based on number of vehicles entcring the intersection

is more appropriate (Muniruzzaman S M. 2004).

In this study, these methods are adopted in order to understand trends in accidcnt

occurrences.

3.2.3 Micro scale Analysis

Micro scalc accident studics can be subdivided into the study of individual

accident, known as "accident reconstruction," and the study of 'high accidcnt

locations," as thcy are known as traffic engineering. In this latter analysis, pattern

of occurrence and types are analyzed for clues to causation, generally related to

design and control elements at the location in question. In USA accident

reconstruction is performed in all transportation modes and practiced at all

governmental levels.

Location analysis is conducted at high-accident-frequency locations. The studies

are based upon the individual accident report as a basic document. This procedure

has developed to its fullest in highway traflic safety; because the method requires

relatively large number of the same type of accident occur on a facility or stretch

of roadway. In this study all the three types of analysis are conducted while

investigation causes of accidents (Muniruzzaman S M. 2004).

3.3 Accident Record Keeping System in Bangladesh

3.3.1 Introduction

Accurate and comprchensive data is the cornerstone on which all road safety

activities should be based. An accident data system should establish produccrs for

the collection, storage, analysis and dissemination of data for all traffic accidents.
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3.3.2 Accidcnt Reporting System

In Bangladesh only the police department records the nationwide accident data

with the exccption of JMB area, where JOMAC also maintain record of accident

data. In the police station any road traffic accidcnt is recorded as First Information

Report (FIR) or general diary and then entered into the 'Khatian Register'. a book

maintain in all the Thanas to record all types of cases. Then the cntry copy of FIR.

being attached with the application of 'Ejhar' either made by the investigation by

the pol icc officer (10) or by the relatives of the victims are send to respective

circles and Superintendent of police (SP) offices. In the circle and office, Crime

Index is prepared from the FIR and month wise FIRS are preserved as case

document. Subsequent development in the process of inquiry is also entcred in

both the FIR book and Crime Index. Once disposal is obtained from the court

about any case, FIRS are send to the court inspector and only crime index remain

available for any reference. Both Crime Index and FIR is used to record all crimes

under respective jurisdiction. So accident data also enter seriously with all other

crimes and no separate sequence is maintained.

The police officers after filling up the FIR, fills up the newly introduccd Accident

report form and then send it to SP office each month. In practice, all road accident

cases are record in the FIRs as Bangladesh Penal Code Ohara 279, expressed
under following sections:

o Section 304B for all fatal case.

o Section 338A for severe personal injury.

o Scction 337 for light personal injury

o Section 427 for property damage only.

As the types of cases are recorded in the Crime Index/FIR data wise, considerable

time was spent to sort out accident cases from all other cases/ incidents.

In each month consolidate accident report from respective police stations are

routed through Circle and Superintendent of Police (SP), to Deputy Inspector

General of Police (DIG) of respective range and finally reaches Assistant
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Inspcctor Gcneral (AIG) crime at thc police headquarter. Besides sincc 1997, all

accidents recorded in the newly introduced form are send from police stations

through SP to DIG office where these are entered in the MAAPS (Micro

Computer Analysis Package-S) software in the Accident Data Unit (ADU)

establish in DIG office. This work is then forwarded to police Ileadquarter,

Assistant Inspector General (AIG) crime who in turn delivers it to Road Safcty

Cell (RSC), who maintains the national accident database 1997.

3.3.3 Accidcnt Data Itcm

Accuracy and magnitude of accident analysis depends on the availability of data

on which it is based. The basic data items required for any scientific invcstigation

of the accidcnt problem can be summarizcd fewer than three categories of

variables ( Andersen and Evangcl, 1990) viz, the road user variables, the vehicle

variables and environmental and other variables. In Bangladesh recording of

accidents with grcater details started from 1997 by police, but due to lack of

knowledge. negligence in filling up the specified form and widcspread still it

could not achieve the desired goal.

Accidcnt Databasc Managcd by Road Safcty Ccll (RSC)

RSC maintain a nationwide accident database from 1997, with the consolidatcd

data RSC has specific responsibility to bring out annual road traffic accident

report. Two of such reports have already been pub Iished. RSC has an invcntory of

all national and regional highways, with easily identifiable landmark, within each

kilometer scction of highway. These landmarks are located as a measurcd distancc

(displacement) from a fixed reference point. But due to lack of knowledge and

negligencc by police persons involved in recording this geo coding is not donc

accurately, as such identilication of exact location of accident becomes difficult

which is very essential for identification high accidcnt location and subscquent

development of countermeasurc. Moreover, RSC data is also not comprehensive

and complete due to following reasons (Alam, 2003).

Under Recording: A large no of accidents are not recorded due to thc following

reasons:
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• Ignorance of law by common people

• Pressure crcated by vehicle owner or driver

• Fear of harassment by vchicle owner, drivcr or their associations or by

police

• Compcnsation given by driver/owner to the victim

• Uncertainty of punishment of the offender

• Very minor punishmcnt, maximum 2 years of jail to the offender

Under Reporting: Alam, 2003 also mentioned there IS wide variation of police

rep0l1 FIR and MAAP data to the following reason:

'Police initially fills up the FIR, then send,. the monthly report to higher authority

but they are reluctant in filling up the new jimn as such around 20- 30 % data

remain missing in the MAAP database at RSC ( A lam, 2003)'

Revealing thesc facts RSC data base is not used for this study and it was a great

challenge for the study to develop a comprehensive, complete, accuratc, error free

and informative, lield visit etc will give an opportunity to develop an accurate

database. Thereby it forms the basis of evaluating accident data rcporting system

and comparing RSC databasc with that carefully developed by the author.

3.4 Framc Work of Accident Analysis

The necessary steps and systematic process involved in the Iramework of accident

analysis, developed by Hoque, M.M. (1988). This framework of accident analysis

systematically dividcs accidents problems into component parts starting from the

occurrence of accident events and ending up with site-specific treatments. Basic

steps involved in thc analysis of accidcnts data by using framework arc:

• To relevant crash data with specific details of objective information

• To identity hazardous location with respect to crash types and road class

• To sub-divide the hazardous location into intersection of crashes by road

class and/or by temporal, diurnal and social characteristics.

• To develop ranking of location on priority basis
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• To determine speeific nature of crash problem and develop

countermeasures.

In this study, accidents are analyzed associated with vehicles mechanical disorder

characteristics and the events that trend to extend the factors. Vehicular defects

are identified with their hazards and their effects and natures are classified.

Remedial measures of hazards are systematically expressed.

3.5 Questionnaire Survey

Questionnaire survey is the process of identification of present trend of the

condition on the basis of justification and anafysis. There are several variation of

the basic questionnaire survey format depending on the method used for

distribution and collection of the questionnaire forms. These variations include:

• Mail-outiMail-back

• Delivered to responded! Mail-back

• Delivered to responded! collected from responded

• On-board transit vehicle distribution! Mail back

• Roadside distribution! Mail back

• Activity centre distribution! Mail back

None of the above formats of questionnaire survey was used in the study. In order

to get answers directly from vehicle owners and drivers face-to-face interview

method is adopted in this study work.

3.6 Methodology Used in the Study

This research is concerned with detailed analysis of accidents associated with

vehicular faults. The analysis is performed by collecting data in the following

process:

• Accident related all types of data are collected from JOMAC during 30-

12-99 to 30-04-2004, concerned Police Stations and JMB Authority.
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• rield survey is conducted on heavy vehicles, which move on roads and
!

driver's questioner survey is also conducted to share with thcir lield

experience. Photographs are also taken during lield survey to detect thel

heavy vehicle's condition move on road.

• Major vehicular defects are identilied and distributed on the basis ofi

incidences and casualties.

• Individual major vehicular defects are analyzcd on the basis of incidences,

casualties, vehicle's involvement, factors enhanced vehicular defects,

consequences of incidences, vehicles loading condition, roadway

conditions and locations,

• Typcs of vehiclcs involved 111 accidents and major vehicles involved 111

vehicular faults related accidents are analyzed.

• Casualties are summarized according to vehicular faults related accidents,

casualty index and fatality index are identilied and based on casualty and

fatality the most vulnerable vehicular defects and the most dangerous

vehicles arc also identilied.

• A limited questionnaire survey is conductcd among the heavy vehicles

drivers and a similar heavy vehicle conditional survey is carried out.

• Vehicles physical factors, communication factors, loading factors,

modification factors and night time survey result are summarized on the

basis field conditions and have tried to lind out the present trend of heavy

vehicles.

• Vehicles condition survey is also conducted at night to evaluate the

lighting condition of heavy vehicles running on local route and inter

district route.

• Photographs of defective vehicle arc attached with the vehicular faults in

order to get the present scenario of vehicles that arc moving on road.

• Questionnaire survey is conducted on drivers to lind out thc causes of

rubber lying, litness checking, vehicle modilication, major vehicular faults

and their relative consequences.

rinally based on lindings of analysis and investigation appropriate suggestions

were made to improve vehicles safety.
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CHAPTER 4

DATA COLLECTION

4.1 Introduction

Collection of accurate and comprehensive information on accident record is very

important in any accident analysis. Various external and internal mechanical

disorder or designs of vehicles have direct impact on accident occurrence. So

there is a need to all the parameters of accidents in any comprehensive accident

analysis. In this chapter an overview of objectives of data collection, data

collection approach, accidents data collection form of JOMAC, data collection

from filed survey, nighttime vehicles condition survey, questionnaire survey,

accidents record keeping system in Bangladesh and limitations of accident record

keeping system in Bangladesh has been discussed.

4.2 Objectives of Data Collection

To establish the contributing factor of vehicle defects in road traffic accidents in

Bangladesh a comprehensive data collected from the Jamuna Multi- Purpose

Bridge OMB) approach roads by JOMAC (the toll collection and bridge

maintenance agency) is carried out.

The objectives of field survey are

I. To obtain a better understanding of the nature of vehicular faults of

vehicles those are engaged in traffic operation.

2. To obtain the maintenance practice, magnitude of the present trend of

vehicular faults and show those as document.
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3. To ask question to the heavy vehicle's drivers to justify and identify the

major causes of vehicle defects that involves in road accident. Also to

obtain thcir justifications about vehicle safety, inspection and servicing of

vehicles.

4.3 Data Collection Approach

4.3.1 Data collected from JMB

Accident data collected from the Jamuna Multipurpose Bridge (JMB) approach

roads, which was carried out by the toll collection and bridge maintenance agency

(JOMAC) are used in this study. Approach roads are 39 km, which includes 14.76

km east approach, 16.54 km west approach roads and the 4.8 km long bridge

itself. Though the geometric and structural standards of the approach roads and

the bridge itself are very high and the alignment is free roadside fringe

developments, the occurrence of frequent accidents has become a growing cause

of concern. A sample of JOMAC accident data collection form is given below.
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IIJ~II
ISO 9001 :2000 Certified
JOMAC Limited
Operations and Maintenance

FAX TRANSMISSION

Intertoll Management Services BY (The Netherlands)
Sir Owen Williams International (United Kingdom)
Abdul Moncm Limited (Ilangladcsh)
.JOi\IAC Limited
2nd Floor Ispahani Building
14-15 Motijhcel Commercial Area
Dhaka - 1000 Bangladc.<sh
Jamuna Multipurpose Bridge Project
Bhuapur Tangail Bangladesh
Tel: +880 2 935 3363 - 5
Fax: +880 2 935 1246
Email :jomac@citcchco.nct

01

ID No: 27044.

cc: JMBA site Office, Bhuapur

Serious:-

Name: Mr. Kazol Kumar Shaha
Night Shift of 10-01-2004.
00:40hrs.
100m South East of Bridge No: JMI3A-E-16.
JMI3A # East.
Fatal:- Nil
Small truck.
Nil.
Yes.
Yes.
Fine I Rain I Windy I Stormy I Fog I Dark I Light
Dry I Wet I Clean I Dirty

Dear Sir,
The following Security Patrol report is in respect of a Traffic accident occurred at 100m South East
of Bridge No: JMI3A -E-16. An East bound loaded Truck bearing Registration Number Nawgoan
Da-II-0017 while crossing the spot the driver lost control over steering & fallen down south side of
the embankment slope due to front right wheel burst. Result is 0 I passenger got minor injured &
took him to Tangail hospital. Nothing is damage to JMBA property. The information is based on
reports submitted to date.
Reported by (JOMAC Employee)
Date of Accident I Incident
Time of Accident I Incident
Location ( General Description)
AMS reference( Link -Section -Chainage)
Injuries
Number and Type(S) of Vehicle Involved
Damage to JMBA Assets ( Describe)
Damage to vehicle
Police Notified
Weather Conditions
Road surface conditions(Circie asappropriate),

To: JMBA Date: 11.01.2004
Attention: Project Director (JMBA) File: Sec: S.4.2
crom: Operations Director, Jomac Ref: 04 - 1080
FaxNumber: 02 - 9888414 No of Pages: 01
Subject: Accident Report

Yours sincerely,

R.W.Rudge

Operations Director

"JOA4AC is providing services under the controls established by a quality management system that
meets fhe requiremenfs of ISO 9001:2000 and that has been independently certified by B VQI under
certificate number: /09853. It
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The investigation covers accidents data collected and recovered from JOMAC

during the period 0 I January 1999 to 30 April 2004. Due to incomplete,

inaccurate of police data only JOMAC recorded (JOMAC accident record kccping

system shown in Appendix-B) data are considered for this investigation. Thc total

1013 number of accidents under investigation is shown in Table 4.1, of them 167

accidents occurred duc to different vehicular faults which are shown in

Appendix-C.

Table 4.1 Month wise Total Aecident Distribution

Date Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total
o !Jan 99-31 Dec99 15 12 17 16 10 18 16 18 13 15 13 24 187
01 JanOO-3 I Dec 00 25 16 29 20 II 12 12 14 19 21 12 17 208
01 JanOI-31 Dcc 01 22 18 23 I I 23 15 14 19 15 10 10 25 205
o !Jan02-31 Dec 02 10 16 17 10 15 05 19 10 17 06 12 31 168
o !Jan 03-3 I Dcc 03 23 16 09 06 12 16 17 19 23 21 17 18 197
01 Jan04-3 I Mar 04 20 II 17 - - - - - - - - - 4

Gmlld To/al - 1013

4.3.2 Data collection from field survey

Heavy vehicles condition survey is conducted for close observation of vehicular

defects. From field survey it is found that vehicles possess defects in tyre, uses of

tyre lining, whcel, bumper, lighting system, default and broken mirror, default

electrical and mechanical equipments etc. At the same time photographs of the

defective vchicles are also taken. Information is recorded by filling designed

survey format (shown in Appendix-A). Heavy vehicles conditions survey covers

the following factors:

• Specification factors

• Physical factors

• Cond ition factors

• Communication factors

• Modification factors

• Maintenance factors

• Loading factors
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Survey at night

To detect thc prescnt scenario of vehicles communication conditions, surveys arc

conducted at Night. Hcnce three major bus terminals are selected to carry out

these activities. These major three bus terminals are preferrcd duc to inter district

and local vehicles are accessible here.

Questionnaire Survey

Questionnaire surveys are defined to those which the rcspondent completes

without the assistance of an interviewer. The major advantage of a questionnaire

survey is its relatively low cost compared with an interview survey. In this study

heavy vehicle's drivers' questionnaire survey is also conducted. Questionnaire

surveys are perform cd by using form of survey technique.

Desired information is rccorded by filling questionnaire (designed for the study,

shown in Appendix -A) through interview. The questionnaire survey conducted

on drivers covercd the following main items:

• Name, age, registration number, types of vehicles drivcn, expericnce In

driving

• Common vehicular faults causes accidents

• Any practical experience in road accident of his driving lifc

• Rubber lining, use, practice and cost

• Maintenance practice and fitness checking of vehicles

• Repairing practice

4.4 Limitations of Data

The scope of thc study is confined, as many important aspccts are not availablc

due to data limitations. The problems relating to data availability arc summarized

below:

• Most of the accident data used in the study is extracted from JOMAC

becausc of unavailability of sufficient detail accident record keeping

system at nowhere in our country.
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• Only the police department records the nationwide accident data, which

are improper, inaccurate and incomplete due to lack of understanding and

carelessness. Hence it is not sufficient source of extracting accident data.

• Accident data collections from printing sources are not sufficient because

of limitation of coverage, location, description, identification and causes of

accidents. It is required to give training to Journalist about the proper way

of accident data collection, identification, location, analyze and

photograph collection. Accident Record Cell should be established and

report should be published monthly on the basis of analysis.

• Hospital record keeping system patients' particulars and treatment given

are recorded but no information is available about the occurrence of

accident. By regulation any death case is immediately informed to the

police by the hospital authority. Minor injured are treated in the outdoor

and seriously injured are admitted in the hospital. Normal accident victims

are admitted in the orthopedic, surgical, women and children ward. These

entire wards maintain a separate Road Traffic Accident (RTA) register.

Name of the patient, age, sex, address, date of admission/discharge,

treatment given including referring to other hospitals are recorded in this

register.

• All these irregularities happened may be due to lack of feedback from

accident data user group. Besides practical problem of understaffing, no

training, absence of dedicated staff, laek of proper working facilities at

Thana, Upazilla, Zilla and District level is continuously worsening the

situation.
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CHAPTERS

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRET ATION

5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a comprehensive analysis of accident data according to different

vehicular factors contributing to accident, comparative analysis of vehicles involved

in accidents, describing the accidents with individual vehicular faults by contributing

to accident, accident distribution by fatalities and location. In this regard, a

comprehensive analysis of accident collected from the Jamuna Multipurpose Bridge

(JMB) approach roads by JOMAC, is carried out. It is the only authorized agency that

collects accident data in systematic and prescribed format shown in the chapter four.

It is also necessary to modifY the format to focus accident in detail and

comprehensive, so that vehicular factors can detect adequately. Though the geometric

and structural standards of the approach roads and the bridge itself are very high and

the alignment is free from roadside fringe development, the occurrence of frequent

accidents has become a growing cause of concern. Field Survey is conducted to

identifY the most common vehicular defects as well as type of vehicles involved in

road accidents, to estimate the contribution of vehicular factors in the occurrence of

accidents, to evaluate the road worthiness of vehicles which are plying on the national

highways of Bangladesh.
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5.2 Data Analysis On the Basis of JOMAC Records

From JOMAC ( the toll collection and bridge maintenance agency), it is found that

during nearly five and a half year period (OI-Jan-99 to 30-Apr-04) a total of 1013

accidents occurred on about 39 Ian section of roadway which includes 14.76 Ian east

approach road, 16.54 Ian west approach road and 4.8 Ian length of the bridge itself.

These accidents resulted in 314 fatalities, 1841 injuries and involved 1072 vehicles.

The registration information of these involved vehicles reveals that 7.4 percent had no

registration and fitness related documents. It seems, in Bangladesh a large number of

vehicles in the traffic stream operate without registration and fitness certificates; this

is definitely very alarming from the overall vintage of road safety as well as

prevailing deficiencies in enforcement practices.

Before embarking on detail analysis of vehicular defects, the entire accident database

was sorted out in ascending order of number of casualties in an attempt to discern the

most severe incidences among 1013 accidents on the selected road-bridge section.

Table 5.1 shows the sorted out most dreadful 20 accidents. From the Table it can be

seen that the very first accident occurred due to tyre burst. It is observed that on 28th

April 2000 "One bus (1) was moving from E to Wand the driver lost control o/the

vehicle when thefront right side wheel was burst and the vehicle turned to the right.

Another bus (2) coming from the opposite direction collided with the out-of-

controlled bus (1) and both overturned. " In this tragic incident 45 persons were died

on the spot and in total 118 persons were severely injured. This larger number (163

nos.) of casualties occurred mainly due to the facts that the collision was severe head-

on type; taken place between two buses and most importantly, the incident was

triggered by sudden busting of tyre. Moreover, from the stability point of view, the

front right-side tyre burst is the most severe one as it inherently induces veering of

the vehicles towards the right with enormous possibility of a head-on collision. Table

5.1 shows that the 2nd top ranked accident also occurred due to tyre burst resulting a

total of 71 casualties including 16 fatalities. This is a single-vehicle lost-control type

accident which was triggered by the front left-side tyre burst. The vehicle involved in
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the incident is also a bus. Table 5.1 further reveals that out of 20 major accidents,

nine are occurred due to vehicular defects of which eight accidents occurred by tyre

burst while only one was caused by brake failure. This shows that 45 percent of the

top 20 accidents ranked in order of severity have occurred because of vehicular faults.
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Table 5.1: Major Accident Records between 01-01-99 to 30-04-04 (Source: JOMAC Accident Data Unit)
SI. Ace. Ref Date Time Description Casualty Fatality

rne bus (1) was moving from E to Wand the driver lost control of the vehicle whenfront right side
I 00/0371 28-Apr-00 15:00 ""heel was burst and the vehicle turned to the right. Another bus(2) which was coming from the opposite 163 45

kJirection collided with the fonner bus(l) and both overturned

2 00/0297 18-Jan-00 12:30 IAbus had suffered from left front wheel burst and the driver lost control and finally left the
71 16~arriageway.

3 01/0536 5-Mar-01 09:00 Pne large bus lost control while trying to save a by-cycle. 53 I

4 00/0378 20-May-00 11:35 IA large bus moving from E to W swerved and overturned on the south side of the road while it tried to
50 5avoid collision with two overtaking vehicles from the opposite direction.

5 0110500 15-Jan-0 I 15:30 pne Large Bus moving from W to E collided with another Truck moving from opposite direction and
49 0kJriver lost control and ran down through the road side slope to water pond on the south side of the road.

6 02/0810 2-Sep-02 10:40 IWhile a motorcycle with aflat lyre became uncontrolled, a bus along the same direction tried to save the
35 Imotorcycle as a result the bus driver lost control and it went off the road.

7 00/0339 16-Mar-00 04:08 [fwo buses collided head on at about 400m east of the JMBA E18. 35 4
8 02/0809 1-Sep-02 04:30 IAW bound truck had afrontflat lyre & driver lost control and the truck went off the road on the N side 32 I
9 99/0234 6-0ct-99 14:40 IAeastbound bus became uncontrolled when its front tvre burst 32 I

10 0010399 13-Jul-00 02:00 IAmedium truck moving from the E to W was collided with large bus moving from the opposite
32 7kJirection. Thereafter, both the vehicles left the carriageway and overturned.

II 9910224 17-Sep-99 13:55 IAwestbound bus driver lost control of the vehicle while overtaking another bus and collided with bridge
31 IIE10 and fallen down by the side of the road.

12 01/0599 26-Jun-0 I 03:45 lone truck hit a bus from the front. 31 II

13 9910114 14-Feb-99 23:45 JWhile a bus was moving at high speed, driver could not control vehicle due to brakefailure & it went
30 1pffroad

14 00/0459 30-0ct-00 13:20 pne large bus moving from W to E, the driver lost control of his vehicle because of flat front lyre and
28 3he bus went off the road.

15 03/0927 24-Apr-03 02:45 A westbound truck was hit by a eastbound bus, as such the truck driver lost control and went off the
28 Ioad.

16 9910236 13-0ct-99 01:45 An eastbound bus lost control and hit the central island. 27 0

17 9910271 20-Dec-99 10:50 Bus traveling east attempts to overtake truck of same direction. 3 rickshaw vans traveling west hit by
26 Ibus.

18 9910208 16-Aug-99 10:10 A westbound bus driver lost the control of the vehicle and overturned. 25 0
19 0110577 21-May-01 18:30 One bus driver lost the control of the vehicle due front left lyre burst 25 7
20 0110547 24-Mar-01 11:50 One bus got uncontrolled and went to the ditch while its front right wheel burst 24 7
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5.2.1 Vehicle Defect wise Analysis

In order to find out the contribution of various types of vehicular defects in road

accidents, the database is arranged by making several sub-groups in accordance with

vehicular defects. The important findings of the analysis are summarized as follows:

I. Tyre Burst

Table 5.2 shows that of the total reported accidents, tyre burst or flat tyre accounts for

71 accidents out of 1013 accidents. Close observation of Table 5.2 reveals that the

highest incidence of tyre burst involved trucks (59%) which are followed by light

vehicles (20%) and buses (18%). Based on casualty figures buses are found to be the

most vulnerable vehicle, which constituted about 80 percent of total casualties that

are caused by various categories of vehicles and based on vehicles involved in

accident trucks are on the peak of 58 percent, which are followed by buses of 22

percent.

Table 5.2: Summary of Tyre Burst Type Accidents

No. of Vehicles
Incidences Casualties Casualty

Vehicle Type Involved
Index

No. % No. % No. %

Truck 42 59 97 16.9 47 58 2.3 I

Bus 13 18 458 79.8 18 22 35.23

Car, Jeep, Pick-up,

Microbus, Covered 14 20 16 2.8 15 19 1.14

Van

Motorcycle 2 3 3 0.5 I I 1.50

Tota/= 71 100 574 100 81 100
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Figure 5.1 reveals that the highest numbers of incidents are occurred by tyre burst

type accidents by trucks (59%), which are followed by light vehicles (20%) and buses

(18%). Tendency of over
Truck,
59%

Bus, 18%

Light
Vehicles,
20%

Figure 5.1: Types of Vehicles Involved in Tyre Burst

Motorcycle
,3%

loading, carryon the use

of worn out tyre, uses of

tyre lining for economy

and absence of fitness

checking are the reasons

oftyre burst.

Figure 5.2 shows that

buses (79.8%) occurred Truck,
16.9%

the peak amount of Motorcycle,'J-- casualties and trucks 0.5% '\<:)
\]- occurred 17 percent

Light J6 casualties out of the Vehicles,2......,
total 574 of 8% Bus, 79.8%

no

casualties.

Figure 5.2: Casualties of Different

Vehicles Involved in Tyre Burst

From the Table 5.2 it is found that due to tyre burst of buses a total of 458 numbers of

casualties occurred which is 21.25 percent out of 2155 casualties. Buses and trucks

together account for 77 percent of tyre burst related accidents and resulted in 97

percent casualties, which essentially shows the over-involvement of heavy vehicles in

lyre burst type accidents.

Table 5.3 reveals that among 71 accidents, 43 are of the single tyre burst type

accidents and 12 were of the dual lyre burst type accidents. From the table it can be

perceived that casualties due to single tyre burst are 50 I numbers and dual tyre burst
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are 14 numbers, which are 87.3 percent and 2.4 percent of the total casualties that are

caused by tyre burst type accidents. Based on vehicle involvement in tyre burst,

single tyre burst contributed 60.5 percent and dual tyre burst contributed 14.8 percent

of the total accident that are caused by tyre burst.

This may be due to the fact that among 12 dual wheel burst cases, all involved

vehicles were trucks. No incidences of tyre burst involving two tyres could be found

with buses.

Table 5.3: Wheel's Position in Tyre Burst Accidents

No. of Vehicles Light

Tyre Burst
Incidences Casualties Truck Bus

Involved Vehicles *
No. 0/0 No. 0/0 No. % No. % No 0/0 No. 0/0

Single
43 60.6 501 87.3 49 60.5 17 39.5 25.611 15 34.9

Tyre Burst

Dual Tyre
12 16.9 14 2.4 12 14.8 12 100 0 0 0 0

Burst

Unknown 16 22.5 59 10.3 20 24.7 13 81 2 13 1 6

Total= 71 100 574 100 81 100 42 59 13 18 16 23
*Car. Jeep, Pickup, Taxi, Microbus, Motorcycle etc

respectively of the total accident

caused by tyre burst.

Figure 5.3 shows that single tyre

burst accidents are superior to that

of dual tyre burst accidents and

their magnitudes are about 60.6

percent and 16.9 percent

Unknown,
22.5% \

Dual Tyre
Burst, ----
16.9%

Singk
Tyre
Burst,
60.6%

Figure 5.3: Single Tyre and Dual Tyre
Burst Incidents
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Figure 5.4 stated that 87.3

percent casualties caused by

single tyre burst and 2.4

percent casualties occurred by

dual tyre burst type accident.

Single tyre burst incidences

inflicted much more casualties

than that of the bursting of two

tyres at a time.

Dual Tyre
Single _--__ r Burst,

::t,-( __ :_e::_=:'_~3??J-.,~4%
87.3% c:: :Y I

------- Unknown,
10.3%

Figure 5.4: Casualties by Single & Dual Tyre Burst

In order to assess the vulnerability of tyre position based on occurrence of tyre burst

incidences and resulting casualties, Table 5.4 is prepared according to six possible

combination of two axles viz. front right, front left, rear right, rear left, single tyre

rear wheel and double tyre rear wheel burst accidents. Table 5.4 shows that rear tyre

burst accidents (4:1%) are higher than front tyre burst accidents (38%), but based on

casualties front tyre burst (80%) are found more vulnerable than rear tyre burst

(10%). Front right tyre bursts (40%) accidents involved in more casualties than front

left tyre burst (30%). Trucks involvement in front right tyre burst incidences are more

(50%) than buses (40%) and buses (50%) involvement in front left tyre burst

incidences are more than trucks (40%). It is also found that 30 percent incidents

occurred due to rear left tyre burst, trucks involved in the highest of 76 percent

incidents due to rear left tyre burst, which is followed by light vehicles (24%) and

buses (5%).

A close look at the Table 5.4 reveals that trucks (72%) and light vehicles (24%)

involved in rear wheel bursts incidences are more than buses (4%). This opposite

nature of bursting incidences particularly between buses and trucks may be associated

with rampant overloading of trucks. Further analysis of rear wheel burst reveals that

among 22 recorded incidents, 12 are of dual tyre bursts and 10 are of single tyre

bursts. Trucks involved in all the dual-tyre rear-wheel burst incidences. No incidence

of bursting involving two tyres could be found with buses. In consideration of tyre
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side position, left hand side tyre burst is distinctively found to be more common with

all types of vehicles as compared to the right-hand side tyre burst.

Table 5.4: Wheel's Position and Vehicles Involved in Tyre Burst Incidents

Incidences Casualties Trucks Buses Light Vehicles **
Tyre position

No. 0/0 No. % No. 0/0 No. 0/0 No. IX.

Front (Right) 10 14 226 40 5 50 4 40 I 10
Front (Left) 10 14 150 30 4 40 5 50 1 10
Front(Unknown) 7 10 68 10 3 43 2 29 2 29
Total Front = 27 38 444 80 12 44 11 41 4 15

Rear (Right) 2 3 0 0 1 50 1 50 0
Rear (Left) 21 30 37 6 16 76 0 0 5 24
Rear (Unknown) 6 8 22 4 4 67 0 0 2 33
Total Rear = 29 41 59 10 21 72 1 4 7 24

Unknown 14 20 71 10 8 57 I 7 5 36
Unknown (left) 1 1 0 0.0 I 100 0 0 0 0
Total Unknown= 15 21 71 10 9 60 I 7 5 33

Total- 71 100 574 100 42 S9 13 18 16 23
Single Tyre Rear

10 45 60 0 0 6 6021 4 40
Wheel Burst

Dual Tyre Rear
12 55 40 12 100 0 0 0 014

Wheel Burst

Total Rear* = 22 10 35 100 16 73 6 27
*Known Cases only **Car, Jeep, Pickup, Taxi, Micro bus, Motorcycles etc.

Figure 5.5 shows the companson between front tyre burst and rear tyre burst

accidents and respective casualties. It is clear that in terms of casualty, the front

wheel combinations viz. front right and front left wheel are more vulnerable than rear

wheel combination viz. rear right and rear left wheel. It may be because of the fact

that the front axle comprises only single tyre at each side and any of the front tyre

burst can easily make the moving vehicle totally unstable and put it out of control. In
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terms of total casualties in 1013 accidents it tantamount to about 21 percent. This

may be due to over involvement of buses with this combination of tyre burst as well

as most importantly may be because of the fact that front right tyre burst usually tend

to cause most severe head on collisions, whereas the other three combinations mostly

cause rear-end, hit pedestrian/object, overturn, left carriageway etc type collisions.

450
400

~ 350
=; 300

~ 250
5 200

:5! 150
l:l 100
« 50

o

444

27

Front Tyre Burst

o Accident
o Casualty

59

RearTyre Burst

Figure 5.5: Comparison between Front & Rear Tyre

Burst Accidents & Casualties

It is found from the raw data that vehicles involved in tyre burst accidents (only

known cases) are over loaded and in high speed, which enhance the prone tyre to

burst. It is also found from the Table 5.5 that in tyre burst type incidences trucks

(only known cases) involved in the highest 25 numbers (76%) of accidents out of 33

accidents due to overloading & high speed.

Table 5.5: Overload and High Speed Involvement in Tyre Burst Accidents

Vehicle Types No. of Accidents * %

Bus 6 18%

Truck 25 76%

Light Vehicle* * 2 6%

Tota/= 33 100%

* Known cases only** Car, Jeep, Taxi, Micro-bus, Motorcycle
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Figure 5.6 reveals that

overloading and high speed Bus, 18%

Figure 5.6: Overload & High Speed of
Vehicles Involve in Tyre Burst Accident

Light
Vehicles,

6%

highest number of trucks

(76%) followed by buses

(18%) and light vehicles

(6%).

enhance prone tyre to burst \

and due to these reasons

accidents occurred involving

Table 5.6 shows that medium size trucks involved in tyre burst accidents are the top

number (71%), which is followed by small/mini trucks (29%) of the total 17 number

known cases. From the Table 5.5 it is found that trucks are involved in the maximum

number of accidents due to overloaded and Table 5.6 shows that medium size trucks

are more accident prone than large or small size trucks. This indicates that medium

size trucks are overloaded which induce prone tyre more burst.

Table 5.6: Truck's Size Involved in Tyre Burst Accidents

Incidences
Casualties

Truck's Size (Known cases)

No. % No. %

Large 0 0 0 0

Medium 12 71 13 52

Small/ Mini 5 29 12 48

Tota/= 17 100 25 100
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Figure 5.7 shows that medium

size truck involved in more than

small size truck in tyre burst type

accidents, because of overloading

and high speed are the reasons of

greater quantity of medium size

trucks tyre burst.

SrnalV
M"29U;;\

MeditDn,
71%

Figure 5.7: Truck Sizes Involved in Tyre Burst

Table 5.7 reveals that consequences of the accidents tyre burst about 44 percent are

tilted on, skidded and left carriageway, which induces 36 percent casualties of total

casualties that are caused by tyre burst. From the Table 5.7 it is also found that 35

percent casualties occurred as a result of head on collision. It is found from the table

5.1 that the largest number of casualties occurred mainly due to the facts that the

collision was served head on type, taken place between two buses by sudden burst of

tyre. It is found that 20 percent tyre burst accident resulted the vehicles over turned

and of them, the major vehicles involve are buses (71%) and 6 percent tyre burst

accidents result from head on collision and major contributions of vehicles (about

75%) are trucks.

Table 5.7: Consequences of Accidents Caused by Tyre Burst

Incidences Casualties Bus Truck Light Vehicles3
Consequence

No. % No. % No. 0/0 No. (Yo No. 0/0

i) Lost Control 10 14 90 16 5 50 4 40 I 10

ii) Lost control & overturned 14 20 63 II 10 71 I 7 3 21

iii) Lost control & head on collision 4 6 201 35 I 25 3 75

iv) Lost control and hit objectsl 12 17 12 2 3 25 I 8 8 67

R\') Lost control & left roadway2 31 44 208 36 22 71 4 13 5 16

Tota/= 71 100 574 100 41 l58 13 18 17 14

J Backside of other vehicle /Parapet /IslandiOther vehicle/Road Divider etc

2 Tilted ani leaves carriageway/skidded of3 Car, Jeep, Taxi, Microbus. Motorcycle
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Table 5.8 shows that due to front right wheel burst accidents most of the cases

(4cases) the vehicle overturned and in three (3) cases the vehicles left carriage way

and fell into road side ditch. In case of front left wheel burst most of the cases (5

cases) the vehicle left the carriageway. Due to front tyre burst a total of376 casualties

occurred by 20 incidences, eight (8) incidences of them were involved in the

consequence of leaving carriage way. From the Table 5.7 it is also found that the

most sever casualties occurred due to the consequence accidents are leaving roadway,

skidded of or tilted on. Hence it is clear that front tyre burst induce vehicles the most

sever consequences and mainly bus involved in front tyre burst accidents. On the

contrary, in case of rear left wheel burst trucks involved mostly and the consequently

leave roadway.

Table 5.8: Consequences of Tyre Burst Accidents by Tyre's Position

Incidences * Casualties
Consequences

Tyre's Position i ii iii iv v

No. % No. % No. No. No. No. No.
Front Right 10 23 226 55.67 2 0 4 I 3

Front Left 10 23 150 36.95 I I 0 3 5

Total (Front)= 20 47 376 92.62 3 1 4 4 8
Rear Right 2 5 0 0 I 0 0 0 1

Rear Left 21 49 30 7.38 2 7 0 0 12

Total (Rear)= 23 53 30 7.38 3 7 0 0 13

Total = 43 100 406 100 6 8 4 4 21

* Known Cases only [(i) Lost Control, (ii) Overturned, (iii) Head on Collision, (iv)

Hit objects, (v) Left roadway]
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Table 5.9 is furnished based on chainage of tyre burst incidences, shows that 16

percent accidents occurred at roundabout of both side of Jamuna Multipurpose Bride.

This is because, driver applied hard brake on his high speed vehicl~ to control the,
vehicle while passing through roundabout, which enhance the prone tyre to burst.

Table 5.9: Location of Tyre Burst Accidents

Incidences
Location (Just ahead of)

No. %

Toll Plaza I I

Roundabout II 16

East side of Bridge 27 38

West Side of Bridge 29 41

Other roadway Elements 3 4

Total = 71 100

In terms of occurrences of tyre burst incidences, it is observed that among 43 known

cases, the most burst prone tyre is the rear-left combination, which causes 48.84

percent of the incidences. Both in terms of occurrence and casualty figure, the rear-

right tyre is found to be the least burst prone (with only 4.65% incidences and no

casualty). In addition to faulty tyre, the reason behind the occurrences of unusually

high percentage of rear-left burst incidences may be due to the fact that rear axle

wheels oftrocks carry most of the vehicle's weight, which is about 80 percent of total

gross weight. Theoretically, though load should be evenly distributed on both sides of

the axle, due to 2-3 percent camber provided in carriageway, the centre of gravity of

vehicle-weight tilted towards left wheels. As a result, the left wheels are forced to

carry more weight than that on the right wheels. Moreover, the load distribution

become more eccentric when left wheels of vehicle occupy roadway shoulder and

become more tilted due to steeper slope (more than 5%) of shoulder and most

importantly due to pavement edge-drop which is often found to be as high as 25 mm.

In consequence more weight is shifted to the rear left wheels and induces high

internal tyre pressure. This situation becomes more aggravated when rear-left wheels
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make impact with embedded solid objects and potholes of shoulder and induces

further 10-20 percent dynamic weight to the rear left wheels. The extra weights,

which thus produced along with general overloading of trucks increase tyre pressure

and temperature and result in the frequent occurrences of rear left tyre bursting.

II. Brake Failure

A summary of brake failure type accidents is presented in the Table 5.10 shows that

the vehicular defect in the form of brake failure initiated a total of 16 accidents and

caused 39 casualties of which two were fatalities. Fewer numbers of casualties and

fatalities imply that in case of brake failure, drivers could somehow manage to stop

the vehicles without very serious consequences. Table 5.10 shows that the highest

number (56%) of brake failure incidences is associated with trucks and the next 31

percent, 12 percent are contributed by buses and light vehicles respectively. Among

all types of vehicles, expectedly bus is found to be the most casualty inflicting vehicle

with highest percentage of casualty (85%) and casualty index of 6.6.

This may be due to buses carried overloaded passenger on rooftop and inside,

geometric condition of roadway and most severe hit object, left roadway and fell

ditch etc.

Table 5.10: Summary of Brake Failure Type Incidents

No. of Vehicles
Incidences Casualties Casualty

Vehicle Category Involved
Index

No. % No. % No. %
Bus 5 31 33 84.62 5 28 6.6
Truck 9 56 3 7.69 II 61 0.33
Car, Pick-up,

I 6 2 5.13 I 6 2
Microbus

Motorcycle I 6 I 2.56 I 6 I

Total = 16 100 39 100 18 100
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Figure 5.8 show that highest amount of brake failure occurred by trucks (56%), which

is followed by buses (31%), and light vehicles (12%).

Truck, 56%Car,Pick-
up, Micro
bus, 6%

Motorcycle,
6% --

Bus, 31%
~

Figure 5.8: Accidents Occurred by Brake Failure

Figure 5.9 reveals that highest casualties (84.62%) occurred due to brake failure by

buses. Trucks and light vehicles are involved in 7.69 percent and 6.69 percent

casualties respectively.

Car,Pick-up,
Micro bus,
5.13%

Truck,/
7.69%

Motorcycle,l 2.56% Bus,
84.62%

Figure 5.9: Casualties by Brake Failure

Based on chainage data, the analysis on spatial distribution of brake failure cases, as

presented in Table 5.11 reveals that 31.3 percent accidents took place just in the near

vicinity of the East and the West roundabouts, 18.8 percent occurred just before the
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Toll plazas and 6.3 percent occurred before the speed breakers. It is to be worth

mentioning that once speed breakers were installed at a few black spot areas of this

road section, eventually were withdrawn in consideration of safety hazard posed by

these speed breakers themselves. In total, the occurrence of 56.2 percent incidences

just ahead of the roundabouts, toll plazas and speed breakers, essentially suggests that

in addition to faulty brakes, the application of hard brake supposedly with excessive

approach speed might have triggered these brake failure incidences. In addition to

faulty brakes, excessive overloading could be another catalyst for the occurrence of

these brake failure incidences particularly those associated with trucks. It is worth

mentioning here that according to weight data collected by JOMAC, over 85 percent

trucks were found to be excessively overloaded.

Table 5.11: Locations of Brake Failure Accidents

Incidences
Just Ahead of

No. %

Roundabouts 5 31.3

Toll Plazas 3 18.8

Speed Breakers I 6.3

Other Roadway Elements 7 43.8

Total = 16 100

Table 5.12 shows that lost control and left carriageway of vehicles are the most

vulnerable consequences by brake failure, causes highest casualties (76%), followed

by hit objects (13%). This is because, due to brake failure driver fully lost control

over steering and had no protection for vehicles on road side.
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Table 5.12: Consequences of Brake Failure Accidents

Accidents Casualties Truck Bus Light Vehicles
Consequences

No. % No. % No. No. No.

~ost Control 3 19 3 8 2 0 1

)..-ostControl &
1 6 0 0 1 0 0

Overturned

Lost control & Hit
8 50 5 13 4 3 1

Objects,

Lost Control & Left
4 25 31 79 2 2 0

Roadway

Tota/= 16 100 39 100 9 5 2

* Car, Jeep, Taxi, Microbus, Motorcycle etc

} Backside of other vehicle IParapet IIs/andiDther vehiclelRoad Divider etc

III. Wheel Jam & Drum-off from Axle

Critical observation of accident database reveals that 11 incidents are reported

involving of wheel/Drum-off and wheel jam. The summary of analysis of data is

presented in Table 5.13. It is evident from Table 5.13 that in wheel/Drum-off and

wheel jam type vehicular faults, trucks appear as the most defective vehicles involved

in 91 percent incidents. In case of casualty the maximum percentage casualties (89%)

were occurred by trucks, which are followed by light vehicles (II %). It is also found

that 13 vehicles (truck) are involved in 10 incidents which are 93 percent of the tota!

vehicles involved in wheeI/Drum-off and wheel jam type accidents. Excessive

overloading of trucks could be a reason for wheel/drum-off and wheel jams related

failure.
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Table 5.13: Accidents caused by Wheel Jam & Drum-off from Axle

Vehicle Incidences Casualties Vehicles Involved Casualty

Involved No. % No % No. % Index

Bus 0 0 0 0 0 0

Truck 10 91 16 89 13 93 1.6
Light

I 2 I 7 2
Vehicles. 9 II

Total = 11 100 18 100 14 100

• Car. Microbus. Pickup

Figure 5.10 shows that

91 percent incidents

occurred by wheeU

drum off and wheel jam

by trucks and 9 percent

by light vehicles.

Figure 5.11 illustrates

that 89 percent

casualties occurred by

trucks and II percent

by light vehicles of the

total II accidents that

are caused by wheeU

drum off accidents.

Truck,
91% ""

Light
Vechicles. ,

9%

.Car. Microbus, Pickup
Figure 5.10: Accidents by Wheel Jam & Drum off

Truck,
89% l

Light
~Vechicles

*,11%

• Car. Microbus, Pickup

Figure 5.11: Casualties by Wheel Jam & Drum off
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Table 5.14 shows that rear wheel jam incidences and casualties are more vulnerable

than front wheel jam incidences and casualties. 79 percent incidences and 50 percent

casualties are occurred by front wheel jam accidents and 9 percent incidences, 33

percent casualties are occurred by rear wheel jam accidents of the total incidences,

and casualties that are took place by wheel jam. A close observation of the table

reveals that rear left wheel jams (45% incidences & 39% casualties)are more frequent

than rear right wheel jam (18% incidences & no casualties).

Table 5.14 Based on Wheel's Position

Incidences Casualties
Wheel's Position

No. 0/0 No. %

Front Right I 9 2 II

Front Left 0 0 0 0

Total Front= 1 9 2 11

Rear Right 2 18 0 0

Rear Left 5 45 7 39

Rear Unknown I 9 2 II

Total Rear= 8 73 9 50

Unknown 2 18 7 39

Total= II 100 18 100

Single Wheel 5 45 6 33

Dual Wheel 4 36 5 28

Unknown 2 18 7 39

Total = 11 100 18 100

Table 5.15 shows that due to wheel jam accident most of the cases vehicles are over

turned (63% incidences) and maximum casualties (61%) of the total casualties caused

by wheel jam. Which is followed by vehicles hit objects (28%) and left carriage way

(II %) on the basis of casualty.
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Table 5.15: Consequences of Incidences by WheellDrum off, Wheel Jam

Incidences* Casualties
Consequence

No. % No. %

Lost control/ Lost control & Overturned = 5 63 II 61

Lost control & hit object = I I3 5 28

Lost control& leaves carriage way/skidded!
2 25 2 II

tilted =
Total~ 8 100 18 100

* Known Cases Only

IV. Axle Fallen, AxlelTie rod Broken

From observation of Table 5.16 reveals that 17 incidents are reported involving in

axle fallen, axle/tie rod broken etc. and 6 casualties occurred because of this vehicular

fault. Table 5.16 shows that by axle fallen, axle/tie rod broken incidents trucks appear

as the most defective vehicles involved in 59 percent incidents, which is followed by

buses and light vehicles of 8 percent both and in case of casualties trucks and light

vehicles involved in 67 percent and 33 percent respectively of the total casualties

caused by axle fallen. Excessive overloading, changing of loading pattern of trucks

could be a reason for axle and tie rod broken etc.

Table 5.16: Summary of Axle Fallen, AxlelTie rod Broken Incidents

No of Vehicles Casualty
Vehicles Incidences Casualties

Involved Index
Involved

No. % No. % No. %

Bus 2 12 0 0 I 6 0

Truck 10 59 4 67 II 65 0.4

Light Vehicle* 2 12 2 33 2 12 I

Unknown 3 18 0 0 3 18 0

Total' 17 100 6 100 17 100
*Auto Try Cycle! Rickshaw
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Vehicles involved in axle

fallen, axle and tie rod

broken accidents are shown

in the Figure 5.12, which

reveals that trucks involved

in the highest number of

accidents (59%), which is

followed by bus and light

vehicles (12%).

Truck,
59%
-.!

Unkno
18%

Light /
Vehicle,/
12%

Figure 5.12: Accidents by Axle Fallen,

Tie rod Broken

~ Truck,
67%

Light
Vehicle,~
33%

Figure 5.13 shows that

the highest number of

casualties occurred by

trucks of 67 percent,

followed by light vehicles

of 33 percent of the total

casualties caused by axle

and tie rod broken type Figure 5.13: Casualties by Axle Fallen, Tie rod Broken
accident.

Table 5.17 is arranged based on axle's position and found that front axle broken

accidents (71%) are more than rear axle broken accidents (29%). It is also found from

the Table 5.17 that all the casualties occurred by axle fallen & axle or tie rod broken

are front axle broken casualties.

Table 5.17: Axle's Position by Axle Fallen, Axlerrie rod Broken type Accidents

Incidences Casualties Truck Bus Light Vehicles
Axle Position

No. % No. % No. No. No.

Front Axle 5 71 5 100 2 I 2

Rear Axle 2 29 0 2 0 0

Total = 7 100 5 100 4 1 2
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Figure 5.14 shows the comparison between number of accidents and casualties of

front axle and rear axle broken type accidents. It is found that Front axle broken

accidents and casualties are more than rear axle broken accidents.

5

£ 4
""~"\$ 3
"••:s! 2
lj-<

o
Frout Axle

o Accident
o Casualty

2

o

RearAxle

Figure 5.14: Comparison between Front & Rear Axle

Failures Accidents & Casualties

Table 5.18 shows that due to axle/tie rod broken axle most of incidents (43% cases)

vehicles hit objects (hit roadside objects, other vehicles etc) and causes maximum

casualties (75%) of the total accidents and casualties caused by axle and tie rod

broken.

Table 5.18: Consequences of Incidences by Axle Fallen, AxlelTie rod Broken

Incidences Casualties Truck Bus
Light

Consequence Vehicles.

No. % No. % No. No. No.

L-ostcontrol & over tumed 2 14 0 0 2 0 0

c.ost control & hit objects 6 43 3 75 4 I 0

wst control & left / lilted
5 36 I 25 2 1 0

n carriageway

,topped & block
1 7 0 0 1 0 0

arriageway

Total = 14 100 4 100 9 2 0

* Auto Try Cycle! Rickshaw
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V. Passenger Fall Down from Rooftop & Freight top

In Bangladesh, many people, especially the low-income group, travel on rooftop of

buses as well as freight top of trucks. In the analysis passenger fall down are

considered as vehicle factor related accidents as these incidences are the inevitable

consequences of either vehicle modification in the form of attaching rooftop railing or

unsafe freight top passenger loading pattern. Table 5.19 shows that during the study

period 48 passenger fall-down incidents had happened and unfortunately, most were

recorded as fatal or severely injured. Though the Table 5. I9 shows that the maximum

number of incidences (68%) as well as casualties (60%) are associated with bus, but

casualty index reveals that passengers who fell down from the freight top of trucks is

more prone and more likely to inflict severe consequences than that of falling down

from roofs of buses.

Table 5.19: Incidences of Passenger Fell Down

No. of Vehicles
Passenger Fcll Incidences Casualties Casualty

Involved
Down from Index

No. % No. % No. %

Bus 34 68 29 60 34 63 0.85

Truck 9 18 12 25 12 22 1.33

Light Vehicles* I 2 I 2 I 2 I

Unknown 6 12 6 I3 7 I3 I

Total- 50 100 48 100 54 100
* Car, Microbus, Pick-up

Figure 5.15: Accidents by Passenger Fall Down
from Rooftop

Unknown,
12%

Figure 5.15 shows that buses

involved in the utmost number

of accidents (68%) caused by

passenger fall down from roof

top or fright top, which is

followed by trucks (18%), and

light vehicles (2%).

Light
Vehicles*,

2% ,-
Truck,
18% *Car, Mi:robus,Pi:kup
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Bus, 60%
)

Figure 5.16 shows that highest

number of casualties occurred by

buses (60%) which is followed

by trucks (25%) and light

vehicles (2%) of the total

casualties caused by fallen from

rooftop or fright top.

Unknown
,13%

,2%

~Tnx:k,
25%

*Car, Microbus,Pickup

Figure 5.16: Casualties by Passenger Fall
Down from Rooftop

It is also evident from the database that among 48 incidents, 14 occurred at the two

roundabouts on either side of Jamuna Multipurpose Bridge, where over speed was

reported to be the cause of these incidents.

Table 5.20: Bus Size involved in Passenger Fall Down from Rooftop

Incidences Casualties
Bus

No. % No. %

Large 8 24 8 28

Unknown 26 76 21 72

Total = 34 100 29 100

Table 5.21 shows the temporal distribution of passenger fall down incidents, reveals

that 7 incidents (15% of the total 46 known cases of fall down from rooftop) had

occurred at early morning and 6 incidents (13% of the total known cases of fall down

from rooftop) occurred at late night when the passengers tend to be drowsy or to fall

asleep. It is also evident from the detailed description of incidences that the

passengers who fell down particularly at these times are often over run by the

following vehicles.
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Table 5.21: Circumstances of Passenger Fall Down from Rooftop

Time of Accident
Incidences (known cases) Consequences (known cases)

No. % Run over By other Vehicles

Early Morning 7 15 3

At Day time 23 50

1st Half of Night 10 22

Late Night 6 13 1

Total = 46 100 4

It is evident from the Table 5.22 that among 50 incidents, 19 accidents occurred at

two roundabout on either side of Jamuna Multipurpose Bridge, which is 38 percent of

the total accidents that are caused by fallen from rooftop or fright top, where over

speed is was reported to be the cause of these incidents. This is because, at

roundabout vehicles didn't control its speed, hence when vehicle passing through

roundabout, passenger fall down from rooftop.

Table 5.22: Location of Passengers Fall Down from Rooftop

Incidences
Location (Just ahead of)

No. %

Toll Plaza 4 8

Roundabout 19 38

East Side of Bridge 10 20

West Side of Bridge 13 26

Other Road way Elements 4 8

Total = 50 100

VI. Defective Vehicular Light System

Observations on accident database show that there are 2 (two) accidents from

defective vehicle light; one serious casualty was reported due to this type of failure.

From detail description of these two accidents it is found that in one incident, 'A

JOMAC patrol vehicle hit a standing truck on the back side. The truck had no
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parking light and occupied about half the carriageway' and in other incident 'A

motorcycle riderfailed to identifY the east roundabout due to defective head light. As

such, he lost control and fell down from the bike.. In consideration of the fact that

accidents caused by defective indicator lights are often associated with overtaking

maneuver and turning operation at junctions, the database was scanned objectively. It

was observed that 13 accidents were associated with turning operations, 19 accidents

are occurred by suddenly stopped vehicles and hit by following one, 5 accidents are

occurred due to hit the parking vehicles on back side, though no definite cause of

accident is reported except type of collision. Presumably, at least few of these

accidents might have been caused by defective indicator lights.

Table 5.23: Summary of Defective Vehicular Light System

Incidents Casualties No. of Vehicles Involved
Vehicle Involved

No. % No. % No. %

Truck I 50 0 0 I 50

Motorcycle I 50 I 100 I 50

Total = 2 100 1 100 2 100

Figure 5.17 shows that 50 percent accidents of defective vehicular are caused by

truck and rest are caused by motorcycle.

Motor cycle,
50%

Truck, 50%

Figure 5.17: Accidents by Defective Light System
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Figure 5.18 expresses that all

casualti es are occurred by the

involvement of light vehicles like

motor cycle.

Figure 5.18: Casualties by Defective Light System

5.2.2 Casualty Wise Defect Analysis

In the Table, 5.24 casualties caused by vehicular factors in known cases are

distributed in three major classes of fatal, serious and severe injured. Table 5.24

reveals that tyre burst is the most severe aspect of vehicular factor; caused 89 persons

fatal injured (94% of the total fatal injured), 221 persons serious injured (82% of the

total serious injured) and 69 persons severe injured (61% of the total severe injured).

Which is followed by fall down from rooftop or freight top 5 percent fatal injured, 13

percent serious injured and 9 percent severe injured.

Table 5.24: Casualty wise Vehicle Factor Distribution

SI. Casualties Total
Vehicle Factors Fatal Serious Severe Injured Accidents CasualtiesNo.

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
I "yre Burst of Flat lyre 89 94 221 82 69 61 25 30 379 79
2 3rake Failure I I 12 4 25 22 7 8 38 8
3 WheellDrum off or wheel Jam 2 I 9 8 5 6 II 2
4 ,,"xleFallen, Tie rod broken
5 assenger Fallen from rooftop 5 5 36 13 10 9 46 55 51 II
6 pefective Light System I I 1 I I

Total- 95 100 271 100 114 100 84 100 480 100
Total casualties occurred (caused

~yvehicle, road, users, 277 777 771 823 1771
"'nvironmental factors etc.) =
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5.2.3 Vehicle wise Defect Analysis

Summary of vehicles involved in various vehicular defects related accidents, as

presented in the Table 5.25, shows that truck is the most defective and accident prone

vehicle, which accounts for a total of81 (48.5%) accidents followed by bus and light

vehicles of 54 (32%) and 19 (11%) accidents respectively. From Figure 5.19 it is also

clear that bus is the most dangerous and highest casualty inflicting vehicle, which

involved in 520 numbers (75.8%) of casualties followed by trucks and light vehicles

132 numbers (19.2%) and 23 numbers (3.35%)of casualties respectively.

600/ 520 I 0 Accide Dis,r1/ ~ IC Casualties500
~ f--

,: 400
./

~~
./~ 300= '-----••:ll 200V 132"" 7=« V 54

100 IF 19 23 4 5 9 6
o 1/ -< > ,

? <" './I j < ?

Bus Truc:k Light Yehicles' MotortyJe Vnkno\\fl

*Car, Jeep, Pickup, Taxi. Microbus etc

Figure 5.19: Vehicle Wise Accidents and Casualty Distribution
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Table 5.25: Summary of Vehicle wise Accidents and Casualties Distribution of Vehicle Factors

Bus Truck Light Vehicles** MotorCycle Unknown Total

SL '" '" '" '" '" '"Vehicle Factors Ace. " Veh. Ace. " Veh. Ace. " Veh. Ace. " Veh. Ace. .~ Veh. Ace. " Veh..- .- 'p
~

'p- ~ -No •• ] •• ••No. " No. No. " No. No. No. No. " No. No. " No. No. " No.'" '" gj gj gj gj
'" '"U U U U U u

1 Tyre Burst 13 458 18 42 97 47 14 16 15 2 3 1 0 0 0 71 574 81

2 Brake Failure 5 33 5 9 3 11 1 2 1 1 I 1 0 0 0 16 39 18

Wheel/Drum-off
3 0 0 0 10 16 13 I 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 18 14
or Wheel Jam

Axle Fallen, Axle,
4 2 0 1 10 4 11 2 2 2 0 0 0 3 0 3 17 6 17
Tie rod Broken.

Passenger Fall

5 down from Rooftop 34 29 34 9 12 12 1 I 1 0 0 0 6 6 7 50 48 54

& Freight Top *

6
Defective Light

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 I I I I 0 21 0 0 2 1
System

Total- 54 520 58 81 132 95 20 U 21 4 5 3 9 6 10 167 686 186
* Passenger fall down is included here as vehicle factor, since it is the result of vehicle modification

** Car, Jeep, Pickup, Taxi, Microbus etc
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5.2.4 Overall Contribution of Vehicular Defects

A summary of accidents caused by various vehicular factors are presented in the

Table 5.26. It can be seen from Table 5.26 that due to different types of vehicular

faults a total of 167 accidents occurred out of 1013 accidents involving 686 casualties

out of 2155 casualties and 186 no of vehicles are implicated out of 1072. Among

various vehicular defects, the highest numbers (71) of accidents as well as casualties

(574) were contributed by tyre bursting of the highest casualty index (8.08). In terms

of the total accidents and casualty the contribution of tyre burst tantamount to about 7

percent and 26.6 percent respectively. It is also observed from the table that passenger

fall down from roof top, axle/ tie rod broken and brake failures are involved in 29.9

percent, 10.2 percent and 9.6 percent accidents and 7 percent, 0.9 percent and 5.7

percent casualties respectively of the total casualties caused by vehicular faults.

As such, in the context of Bangladesh, tyre burst is the most dangerous type of

reported vehicular defects. Finally, in terms of the percentage of total accidents

caused by roads, vehicles, users, road environmental factors, the contribution of

vehicular defects, as presented in Table 5.26, is calculated to be 16.6 percent and in

terms of total casualties caused by the same factor is 31.8 percent.
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Table 5.26: Summary of Accidents Caused by Various Vehicular Factors

(Analysis period 01-01-99 to 30-04-04)

Incidences No. of Casualties Vehicle Involved Casualty
SL. Vehicle Factors

No. % No. % No. % Index

1 ryre Burst of Flat Tyre 71 42.5 574 83.7 81 43.5 8.08

2 Brake Failure 16 9.6 39 5.7 18 9.7 2.44

3 Wheel! Drum-off or Jam 11 6.6 18 2.6 14 7.5 1.64

4 Axle Fallen, Tie rod Broken 17 10.2 6 0.9 17 9.1 0.35

5
Passenger Fall Down from

50 29.9 48 7.0 54 29 0.96
Rooftop

6 Defective Indicator Light 2 1.2 1 0.1 2 1.1 0.50

Total = 167 100 686 100 186 100

rotal accidents occurred (caused

y vehicle, road, users, 1013 2155 1072

nvironmental factors etc.) =
Contribution of vehicle factors (in 16.6 31.8 17.4
Yo of total accidents) =

(Source: JOMAC, Accident Data Unit)

Figure 5.20: Accidents Occurred by Vehicular Factors

I--l
TyreBurst,
42.5%

~ Brake
Failure,
9.6%

Derective
/ Light,1.2%

,..--
Wheel!

Drum-offor
Jam,6.6%

Axk:,Tierod
Broken,
10.2%

Passenger
Fan Down
fromRoof~.
Top,29.9%accidents that are caused by

vehicular faults, followed by

passenger fall down (29.9%),

axle & tie rod fault (10.2%),

defective brakes (9.6%),

defective wheels (6.6%),

defective light (1%).

Figure 5.20 shows that tyre

bursts constituted about 42.5

percent accidents of the total
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Figure 5.21: Casualties Occurred by Vehicular Factors

Tyre Burst,r 83.7%

AxleITJerod / I \
Broken, 0.9% Brake Failure,

Wheel!Drum 5.7%
ofi'or Jam,
2.6%

Defuctive

Passenger Fan Light, 0.1%
Down from
RoofTop,
7.0%
L

Figure 5.21 reveals that

tyre burst contributed the

highest number of

casualties (83.7%) of the

total casualties that are

caused by vehicular

faults, followed by

passenger fall down from

roof top (7.0%), brake

failure (7.5%) and

defective wheel (2.6%).

5.3 Data Analysis Based on Heavy Vehicle's Field Condition Survey

In order to evaluate the roadworthiness of vehicles, which are plying on the national

highways of Bangladesh, a limited vehicle condition survey is conducted on the

selected national highways and at the bus and truck terminals located in and around

Dhaka city. The survey is carried out by observing, taking inventories of vehicles'

physical conditions both at stationary and running conditions, asking drivers opinion

and judgment. Vehicle's physical fitness study is also appended with photographic

survey to capture different vehicular defects exists particularly in the heavy vehicles

fleet as well as to portrait them visually. The roadside observational survey is carried

out objectively to see the extend of vehicle lighting conditions particularly at

nighttime driving. Vehicles condition survey is conducted on three most important

bus and truck terminals (Gabtoli, Saidabad and Mohakhai) because of availability of

standing and moving vehicles, vehicles owner, drivers, conductors, helpers, repairing

workshop and rubber lining workshop. Nighttime vehicles conditions survey was

carried out on trucks (56%) and buses (44%). Among these buses, 62.5 percent move

on inter district route and 37.5 percent moves on local route. From the survey, it is

found that 61 percent vehicles are registered and 39 percent vehicles are not

registered, it is also observed that all the unregistered vehicles are trucks.
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The important findings of the field survey are summarized as follows:

5.3.1. Vehicles Condition Factors

I. Tyre Condition

Table 5.27 shows the tyre (front) conditions of heavy vehicles move on road. From

visual inspection, in case of tyre tread, tread width, additional tread width, rim,

sidewall were found perfect then it is considered as good tyre. When tread width

became flat but in satisfactory condition then it is considered as fair, in case of tread

with became more flat, additional tread are also flat and sidewall is defective then it is

considered as poor tyre. It is found that front left tyre (21%) are more defective than

front right tyre (7%), 57 percent front right tyres found good, 46 percent front left tyre

found fair. It is also found that front left tyres of buses (38%) are more defective than

trucks (25%). From JOMAC data analysis (Table 5.4), it is found that front left tyre

burst incidents were more than trucks. The probable reasons of defective left side

tyres might be rough road surface on edge side, carrying additional passenger by

hanging on exit door and 2-3 percent camber provided on carriageway.

Table 5.27: Summary of Front Tyre's Condition

Vehicle Good Fair Poor
Factor Position Total %

Type No. % No. % No. %

Bus 5 63 3 38 a 0 8 100
Right

10Truck lJ 55 7 35 2 20 100
Front Total- 16 57 10 36 2 7 28 100
Tyre Bus 3 38 2 25 3 38 8 100

Left
Truck 6 30 lJ 55 3 15 20 100

Total- 9 32 13 46 6 21 28 100
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Figure 5.22 shows that 57

percent front right tyre

condition found good, 36

percent are fair and 7 percent

are poor.
Fair,
36%

LGood,
57%

On the contrary, from Figure

5.23 it is found that 21 percent

vehicles front left tyres

conditions are poor and 46

percent are fair. It reveals that

front left tyres conditions are

more vulnerable than front

right tyres.

Figure 5.22: Front Right Tyre's Condition

Fair,
46%

Figure 5.23: Front Left Tyre's Condition

In the Table 5.28 rear tyre conditions are reviewed in four categories of one good,

both good & poor, inner & outer mixing. Table 5.28 shows that 46 percent vehicles

single tyre of rear right & left side found good and 29 percent vehicles both the rear

right tyres found well in condition. It is evident from the Table that 64 percent

vehicles single tyre of rear right and rear left side are poor. Moreover, 50 percent

trucks buses possess single tyre good and poor in rear right and rear left side

respectively. This is because, when both tyres are flat, their trends are to replace it by

new tyre or lining it for economical. It is also found from the Table that 32 percent

vehicles rear left dual tyres found poor and of them 35 percent trucks possess both the

rear left tyres poor. From JOMAC data analysis (Table 504), it is found that truck is

involved in all the rear left tyre burst related accidents and rear left flat tyres are the

most vulnerable for trucks.
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Table 5.28: Summary of Rear Tyre's Condition

Inner Outer
One Good Both Good Both PoorFactol Position Vehicles Mixing Mixing

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

Right BUs 3 38 3 38 1 13 0 0 1 13
Ilruck 10 50 5 25 4 20 1 5 0 0

Rear Total = 13 46 8 29 5 18 1 4 1 4
Tyre Left ~us 4 50 2 25 2 25 0 0 0 0

ITruck 9 45 1 5 7 35 2 10 1 5
Total= 13 46 3 11 9 32 2 7 1 4

Figure 5.24: Rear Right Tyre's Condition

Figure 5.24 shows that 46 percent

of the rear right tyres are found

good, 29 percent are both good and

18 percent tyres are found both

poor. It is also found that 4 percent

rear right tyres are found inner and

outer mixing. The owners and users

trend to use rubber-lining due to

cost minimization.

Inner
Mixing,.../
4% Both

Poor,
18%

ne
_________Good,

46%

lBoth
Good,
29%

Figure 5.25: Rear Left Tyre's Condition

Figure 5.25 shows that 32

percent of the both rear left tyres

are found poor and 7 percent

tyres are found inner mlxmg.

This indicates that left side inner

tyre mixing tendency is more

than right side inner tyre mixing.

This is because, rear left tyres

turn flat frequently than rear right

tyres.

Both Poor,

32% \

Both
Good, -------
11%

Inner
M"~:\

Outer
M"/:':'

One
----------Good,

46%
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Photograph 5.1 shows

defective rear tyre of

a truck and it is also

found that rear left

tyres conditions are

more defective than

rear right tyre.

Photograph 5.1: Defective Rear Left Tyre

Table 5.29 shows that 25 percent buses and trucks have no spare tyre. most of the

local buses have no spare tyres or poor spare tyres and 35 percent trucks have poor

spare tyres.

Table 5.29: Summary of Vehicles Spare Tyre's Condition

Factors Vehicles Good (%) Fair (%) Poor(%) Absent(%) Total
Spare Bus 25 25 25 25 100

Tvre Truck 5 35 35 25 100

Photograph 5.2 shows

defective rear left tyres of a

truck and spear tyre and it

is also observed that rear

left outer side tyre is the

most defective.

Photograph 5.2: Defective Rear Left and Poor

Spare Tyre
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II. Bumper's Conditions

Table 5.30 shows that 57 percent vehicles possess unsafe and 29 percent vehicles

possess sharp end front bumper. It is also found that 61 percent vehicles have no rear

end bumper. From close observation of the table 5.30 reveals that 50 percent buses

front side bumper is unsafe and 45 percent trucks possess sharp end bumper in front

side. In rear side bumper condition, it is found that 63 percent buses possess unsafe

bumper and 85 percent trucks have no rear side bumper.

Table 5.30: Summary of Vehicle's Front and Rear Side Bumper's Condition

Factor Position Vehicles
Good Sharp End Absent Total
No. % No. % No. % No. %

Bus 2 25 6 75 8 100
Front

Truck 6 30 14 70 20 100

Bumper Total = 4 14 8 29 28 /00

Bus 2 25 6 76 a 0 8 100
Rear

Truck 0 0 3 15 17 85 20 lao

Total= 2 7 2 7 17 61 28 100

From figure 5.26 it is found that only 14 percent vehicles front side bumper

conditions are good and 75 percent vehicles front side bumper's conditions are found

unsafe.

Sharp End,
76%

Good,14%

Figure 5.26: Front Side Bumper's Condition
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Figure 5.27: Rear Side Bumper's Condition

----,
Sharp

End, 32%

(GOOd, 7%

Absent,
61% --:

Figure 5.27 shows that 61

percent vehicles have no rear

side bumper and 37 percent

vehicles have unsafe bumper.

Since unprotected and

dangerous bumpers create

hazards and causes injury to

passengers and pedestrian.

Photograph 5.3 shows

defective front bumper

of a truck and

Photograph 5.4 shows

defective rear bumper

condition of a passenger

bus.

Photograph 5.3: Defective Bumper and Light

Photograph 5.4 also

shows that the rear

indicator light, brake

light and tail lights

are absent and stair is

attached with the

bus.

Photograph 5.4: Faulty Bumper & Light
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ill. Vehicles Body's Condition

Table 5.31 shows that 68 percent vehicles front side are good, and 75 percent vehicles

rear and right side have sign of hit and 64 percent vehicles left side possess sign of

hit. It is found that 75 percent buses and trucks possess sign of hit at rear side, this is

because the following vehicles knock the preceding vehicles. It is also found that 63

percent buses have sign of hit at right side.

Table 5.31: Summary of Vehicles Body's Condition

Factor Position Vehicles Good Sign of Hit Present Total
No. % No. % No. %

Front Bus 4 50 4 50 8 100
Truck 15 75 5 25 20 100
Total- 19 68 9 32 28 100

Rear Bus 2 25 6 75 8 100
Truck 5 25 15 75 20 100

Body Total= 7 25 21 75 28 100
Right Bus 3 38 5 63 8 100

Truck 4 20 16 80 20 100
Total- 7 25 21 75 28 100

Left Bus 3 38 5 63 8 100
Truck 7 35 I3 65 20 100
Total = 10 36 18 64 28 100

Figure 5.28 shows that most of the vehicles (65%) front side conditions are found

good and in rear, right and left side of vehicles have sign of hit in maximum number

of vehicles whose values are 75 percent, 75 percent & 64 percent respectively.

I0 Good 0 Sign of Hil

80%/ 68% ~ ~%
700/0 V 640/0-

60%/
~ -

.•. -
~ 500/. / -36%

I40%/
.:t~'Yo -

30"/./
=~5% -25% --== -

~ ~ -
200/0 V -

100/0/
- - - -

0% /'
- - - ~

Front Rear Rigbt Left

Body's Position

Fieure 5.28 Vehicles Body's C0'Wtion in Different Position



5.3.2 Vehicles Physical Factors

I. Brake System

Table 5.32 shows vehicle brake conditions found from field survey and the survey is

conducted based on driver's questioners and visual inspection of vehicles. According

to driver's information defective brakes do not work properly, poor air pressure and it

is not properly setting up with steering arrangement. They also informed that most of

cases defective brakes are confirmed at time of driving. Table 5.32 reveals that 46

percent vehicles possess fair brake system, 36 percent vehicles have well and 18

percent vehicles have defective brake system. It is also found that in case of trucks 20

percent have defective and 55 percent have fair brake system, which is greater than

buses. It is found from the Table 5.10 based on JOMAC data analysis that truck's

involvement in brake failure type accidents are the highest of 56 percent of the total

incidents that are caused by brake failure.

Table 5.32: Summary of vehicles Brake's System

Physical Good Defective Fair Total
Vehicles

Factor No. % No. 0/0 No. 0/0 No. 0/0

Bus 5 63 I 13 2 25 8 100
Brake System *

Truck 5 25 4 20 II 55 20 100

Total- 10 36 5 18 13 46 28 100

* Based on Drivers' questioners & visual inspection

Figure 5.29 shows the brake's

conditions found from field

survey in pie chart, which

reveals that 18 percent heavy

vehicles moving on roads

possess defective brake system.

Good,
36%

Defective,
/ 18%

Fair, 46%

Figure 5.29: Brake Conditions Found from

Field Survey
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II. Steering System

Table 5.33 is arranged by steering conditions of heavy vehicles based on driver's

questioners and visual assessment. Table 5.33 shows that 21 percent vehicles moving

on road have defective steering and 25 percent of trucks and 13 percent of buses

moving on road possess defective steering system. It is found from the filed survey

that the buses which have defective steering system, their brake conditions are also

defective. It is also found from the Table 5.33 that 63 percent buses have well and 65

percent trucks have fair steering arrangement.

Table 5.33: Steering's Conditions Found From Field Survey

Good Fair Defective Total
Physical Factor Vehicles

No. % No. % No. % No. %
Steering Bus 5 63 2 25 1 13 8 100
System. Truck 2 10 13 65 5 25 20 100

Total= 7 25 15 54 6 21 28 100
• Based on Drivers' questioners and visual inspection

III. Speedometer

Table 5.34 shows that 32 percent vehicles have faulty and 25 percent vehicles have

no speedometer and milometer. It is found that 18 percent vehicles of the total

vehicles surveyed have good speedometer, of them 38 percent are buses and 10

percent are trucks. 40 percent trucks running on road possess faulty speedometer and

30 percent trucks have no speedometer. When it is asked to the driver and helper

about vehicle's defective speedometer, they informed that they face problems of this

deficiency and vehicles owners are careless to repair it due to unavailability.

Table 5.34: Speedometer's Conditions

Physical Good Fair Faulty Absent Total
Vehicles

Factor No. 0/0 No. % No. % No. % No. 0/0

Bus 3 38 3 38 I 13 I 13 8 100

Speedometel Truck 2 10 4 20 8 40 6 30 20 100

Total= 5 18 7 25 9 32 7 25 28 100
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Figure 5.30 shows that 32 percent vehicles have faulty speedometer, 25 percent

vehicles have fair and absent speedometer and 18 percent heavy vehicles moving on

road have well speedometer.

Absent,
25%~

Faulty,J
32%

Good,
/"18%

-----Fair, 25%

Figure 5.30: Speedometer's Conditions

Faulty speedometer and milometer has been shown in the Photograph 5.5.

-- -.•. ~

Photograph 5.5: Defective Speedometer
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IV. Wheel

Table 5.35 reveals that 57 percent vehicles wheels condition are perfect, 43 percent

vehicle's wheels are jam. Most of the trucks (55%) moving on roads are found wheel

jam. Wheel jam conditions are determined by questionnaire survey to drivers and

helpers, like- turning right or left, slowing or increasing speed, moving backward etc.

Table 5.35: Summary of Vehicles Wheel's Condition

Physical Good Jam Off From Axle Total
Vehicles

Factor No. % No. % No. % No. %

Bus 7 88 I 13 0 0 8 100
Wheel

Truck 9 45 II 55 0 0 20 100

Total= 16 57 12 43 0 0 28 100

V. Wiper

Table 5.36 shows the present trend of using wiper of heavy vehicles and it is found

that 50 percent heavy vehicles possess no wiper and 29 percent vehicles possess

incomplete wiper and 21 percent vehicles have perfect wiper. It is also found from the

Table that 60 percent trucks possess no wiper and 30 percent trucks have incomplete

wiper. Incomplete and absent of wiper occurred poor visibility of road both during

day and night and make driver difficulty especially during rainy and fogy days.

Table 5.36: Summary of Vehicles Wiper's Condition

Physical Perfect Absent Incomplete Total
Vehicles

Factor No. % No. % No. % No. %

Bus 4 50 2 25 2 25 8 100
Wiper

Truck 2 10 12 60 6 30 20 100

Total- 6 21 14 50 8 29 28 100
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Figure 5.31 shows that 50

percent vehicles have no

wiper, 29 percent vehicles

have incomplete wiper

and 21 percent vehicles

moving on road in local

and inter district route

Absent,
50%

Iocompete
-- ,29%

'- Perrect,
21%

have perfect

workable wiper.

and
Figure 5.31: Wiper's Conditions ofVebicles

Photograph 5.6 shows

that the bus moves on

inter district rout have

no wiper and have no

left side mirror and

there are no protections

of driver sight from

direct sunlight at

daytime.

Pbotograph 5.6: Wiper and Left Side Mirror Absent

VI. Mirror

Table 5.37 is arranged based on the mirror conditions of heavy vehicles in right and

left position in three groups of perfect, broken and absent. It is found that 54 percent

vehicles possess no left side mirror and 39 percent vehicles have no right side mirror.

32 percent vehicles have broken mirror on both left and right side. It is also found

that 65 percent trucks have no left side wiper and 45 percent trucks have no right side

mirror and 50 percent buses possess broken mirror on both right and left side.
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Physical Perfect Broken Absent Total
Position Vehicles

Factor No. % No. % No. % No. %

Bus 2 25 4 50 2 25 8 100
Right

Truck 6 30 5 25 9 45 20 100
Mirror Total = 8 29 9 32 II 39 28 100

Bus 2 25 4 50 2 25 8 100
Left

Truck 2 10 5 25 13 65 20 100

Total= 4 14 9 32 15 54 28 100

Table 5.37: Summary of Vehicles Mirror's Condition

Absent,
------ 39%

Broken,J
32%

Figure 5.32 shows that 39

percent vehicles have no mirror,

32 percent have broken mirror

and 29 percent vehicles possess

perfect mirror in right side.

Figure 5.32: Right Side Mirror's Condition

Figure 5.33 shows that 54 percent

vehicles have no mirror, 32percnt

have broken mirror and 14 percent

heavy vehicles possess perfect

mirror in left side. It is clear from

the Figure 5.32 & Figure 5.33 that

left side mirror conditions are

worse than right side mirror of

vehicles.

Perrect,
~ 14%

('

Absent,
54%

Figure 5.33: Left Side Mirror's Condition
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VII. Windshield and Exit Door

Table 5.38 is arranged on vehicles windshield conditions on three categories of

perfect, broken and absent. Table 5.38 reveals that 89 percent vehicles windshields in

front of driver are perfect and II percent are broken or damaged. It is also found that

54 percent vehicles have no windshield in other area. Table 5.38 shows that

windshield in front of buses (13%) are more defective than trucks (10%). Exit door

conditions of 64 percent vehicles are found defective and 11 percent are found

blocked. It is also found from the table that exit door of trucks (75%) are more

defective than buses (38%) and 13 percent buses exit door and 10 percent trucks exit

doors are blocked. Emergency exit door is absent in all vehicles.

Table 5.38: Summary of Vehicles Windshield's Condition

Perfect Broken AbsentPhysical Factor Vehicles
No. % No. % No. %

Bus 7 88 I 13 0 0
Windshield Truck 18 90 2 10 0 0

Total = 25 89 3 II 0 0
Bus 5 63 2 25 I 13

Rear & Side Widows Truck 2 10 4 20 14 70
To/al= 7 25 6 21 15 54

Perfect Faulty Blocked
Vehicles

No. % No. % No. %
Exit Door Bus 4 50 3 38 I 13

Truck 3 15 15 75 2 10
Total = 7 25 18 64 3 II
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Figure 5.34: Windshield's Conditions

Perrect,
/ 25%Absent,

54%
'---

Perfect,

[ 89%

Figure 5.34 shows that 89

percent vehicles windshields

in front of drivers are perfect

and II percent are broken.

Figure 5.35 shows that 54

percent vehicles rear and side

windows are absent, 25 percent

are perfect and 21 percent are

broken.

Figure 5.35: Rear & Side Windows Conditions

Photograph 5.7 shows a

defective windshield in

front of a bus driver

move on local route.

Defective windshields

in front of driver cause

serious difficulty In

visibility and have

tendency to accidents.

Photograph 5.7: Defective Windshield
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Figure 5.36 shows that most

of the vehicles possess faulty

exit door (64%), which is

followed by perfect (25%)

exit door and blocked (11%)

exit door.

Bbcked,
11%

\
Perrect,
25%

Figure 5.36: Exit Door's Conditions

5.3.3 Vehicles Communication Factors

I. Head light

Table 5.39 shows that left side headlights (14%) of vehicles are more defective than

right side head light (7%). It is found that right side (10%) & left side (15%) head

light conditions of trucks are more defective than buses right side and left side head

light (13%). From the Table 5.39 it is also found that 89 percent vehicles head light

have no black strip and II percent vehicles head light possess black strip. In case of

buses, there are no head light found with black strip.

Table 5.39: Summary of Vehicles Head light's Conditions

Communication Factor Position Vehicles Perfect Broken
No. % No. %

Right Bus 8 100 0 0
Truck 18 90 2 10

Total = 26 93 2 7

Left Bus 7 88 I 13

Headlight Truck I7 85 3 15
Total= 24 86 4 I4

Vehicles Present Absent
No. % No. %

Black Bus 0 0 8 100
Strip Truck" 3 15 17 85

Total = 3 II 25 89
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Figure 5.37 shows that 93 percent

right side headlights conditions

are perfect and 7 percent are

broken.

Figure 5.38 shows that 86 percent

left side head lights conditions of

are perfect and 14 percent are

broken.

Perrect,
93%

,
Broken,
7%

Figure 5.37: Head light's (Right) Conditions

Perrect,
86% \

Figure 5.38: Head light's (Left) Conditions

II. Indicator Light

Heavy vehicles indicator light conditions summarized in the Table 5.40, shows that

64 percent vehicles front side right indicator lights are perfect, 21 percent are absent

and 14 percent are broken or defective. In case of front side left indicator lights, 43

percent are absent and 14 percent are broken. It is also found from the table that 36

percent vehicles rear indicator lights are broken and absent, 29 percent vehicles both

rear indicator lights are perfect. It is found that 70 percent trucks front left indicator

light and 85 percent trucks rear indicator lights are defective. In case of buses 38

percent rear indicator light, 25 percent front left and I3 percent front right indicator

light are defective. These indicate that at front and rear side trucks possess more

defective indicator light than buses and in both vehicles rear side indicator lights are

more defective than front side indicator light. Faulty indicator light causes difficulty

to following vehicles while turning right or left, overtaking, changing lanes, V-turns

and has possibility to hit on backside by following vehicles.
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Table 5.40: Summary of Vehicles Indicator Light's Conditions

Communication Perfect Broken Absent Total
Position Vehicles

Factor No. % No. % No. % No. %

Bus 7 88 I 13 a a 8 100
Front Right

Truck II 3 6 2055 15 30 100

Total = 18 64 4 14 6 21 28 100
Bus 6 75 2 25 a a 8 100

Front Left
Truck 6 30 2 10 12 60 20 100

Total= 12 43 4 14 12 43 28 100Indicator Light
Bus 5 63 2 25 I 13 8 lOa

Rear Right
Truck 3 815 40 9 45 20 100

Total = 8 29 10 36 10 36 28 100
Bus 5 63 2 25 I 13 8 100

Rear Left
Truck 3 15 8 40 9 45 20 100

Total = 8 29 10 36 10 36 28 100

Figure 5.39 shows
80%/

that vehicles /-64°/.. 71% 71%rear
70% V,-. - •.... f-

indicator lights ~ 1/ ~o -~ 60%.••.. 43'J1i -•• V(71%) are more ,s 50% 6%_,e=.1/ 1-'" 40% 29'l-defective than front ~ =- 290 1-•• / =~ 30% =side indicator light / - - .- 1-

'" 20%
~ /

- - - 1-(57%) and front left •• 10%=- 0% /' - - - 7(57%) indicators are
Front Right Front Left Rear Right Rear Leftmore defective than

II o Perfect I
front right indicator o Defective Indicator Lights Position

light (36%). Figure 5.39: Vehicles Indicator Light's Conditions
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Photograph 5.8 shows

that rear indicator

light is absent and

stair is attached at the

rear side of a inter

district passenger bus.

Photograph 5.8: Faulty Indicator Light

III. Horn and Brake Light

Table 5.41 reveals that II percent vehicles hom systems are defective and out of

them 17 percent are buses, which are followed by trucks of 9 percent. Most of the

local buses moving on road possess defective hom system. Several cases hom system

of vehicles are identified by asking questions to driver & helper and based on their

answer hom conditions are identified. Defective hom consisting vehicles fail to

forewarn pedestrian and other road users. Table 5.41 also shows that 57 percent

vehicles brake lights are defective and most of the trucks (65%) have defective brake

light, which is followed by buses of 38 percent. Defective brake lights cause trouble

to following vehicles to recognize the foremost vehicle's movement and have trend to

hit the foremost vehicle on backside.

Table 5.41: Summary of Vehicles Communication Factors

Communication Factor Vehicles Workable Faulty Total
No. % No. % No. %

Bus 5 83 I 17 6 100
Horn Truck 20 91 2 9 22 100

Tota/- 25 89 3 11 28 100

Vehicles Present Absent Total
No. % No. % No. %

Brake Light Bus 5 63 3 38 8 100
Truck 7 35 13 65 20 100
Tota/- 12 43 16 57 28 100
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Table 5.42 is arranged on modification of vehicles and found that 75 percent buses of

moving on local and inter district route have changed their sitting arrangement. It is

found that 50 percent local buses and 50 percent inter district buses have modified

their sitting arrangement. Table 5.42 also reveals that 75 percent buses engine cover

are used as seat and angles are used in vehicles inside construction. From the Table

5.42 it also found that 88 percent buses have railing on rooftop and stair is attach with

vehicles. Several cases it was found that inter district buses were used to transport

passenger and goods on rooftop, which makes the vehicle overloaded, changes center

of gravity, makes the vehicle unstable especially on sharp bend, induces tyre more

prone to burst, brake failure, loss of control and become a potential source of fall

down from rooftop.

5.3.4 Vehic:les Modification Factors

Faulty,
/11%

,89%

Figure 5.40: Horn's Conditions of Vehicles

possessvehicles

Figure 5.40 shows the present

condition of hom system of

vehicles and it is found that 89

percent

workable hom and II percent

vehicles possess faulty hom

system.

Table 5.42: Summary ofVehic:les Modification Factors

Modification Factor Original (%) Changed (%) Total (%)
Sitting Arrangement 25 75 100

LegRoom Good (%) Fair (%) Poor (%)
25 13 63

Engine Cover Used as Seat (%) Not Used as Seat (%) Total (%)
25 75 100

Inner Body Material Round Angles (%) Sharp Angles (%) Total (%)
25 75 100

Railing on Roof Present (%) Absent (%) Total (%)
88 13 100

n •• nn " 'nn
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Photograph 5.9 shows

that the sitting

arrangement of a bus

move in local route is

modified and sharp

angles are used for

internal body

construction.

Photograph 5.10 shows

that all the buses possess

sharp angle railing on

rooftop and stairs are

attached with the vehicles

at left side.

Photograph 5. I I shows

defective exit door and

the engine cover is used

as seat of a bus to carry

passenger on it.

Photograph 5.9: Sitting Arrangement Changed

Photograph 5.10: Sharp Angle Railing on Rooftop

Photograph 5.11: Blocked Exit Door and Engine
Cover Used as Seat

I I 1



Photograph 5.12 shows passengers carrying on roof of a bus and railing on rooftop.

Photograph 5.12: Passenger on Rooftop of a Inter District Bus

5.3.5 Vehicles Maintenance Factors

I. Repair Damaged Parts and Fitness Checking of Vehicles

Table 5.43 is arranged on the basis of vehicles maintenance factors and found that 71

percent cases damaged parts of vehicles are repaired by duplicate tools of local made

and 29 percent cases damaged tools are not repaired. 75 percent buses and 70 percent

trucks used duplicate tools and 30 percent trucks and 25 percent buses do not repair

damaged parts. Due to a lot of factors like resource constraint, vehicle of various

make, type and model, non-availability of spares, owing to high taxation, import of

sub-standard product by unscrupulous traders, lack of proper institutional and

managerial training, owners use duplicate parts of vehicles. Table 5.43 also reveals

that 46 percent vehicles moving on road have no fitness certificate and 55 percent

trucks, 25 percent buses have no fitness certificate. Lacks of roadside fitness

checking, integrity of vehicle inspectors, imposing fines for unfit vehicles are the

reasons oflarge quantity of unfit vehicles moving on road.
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Table 5.43: Summary of Vehicles Maintenance Factors

Duplicate Not Repair TotalMaintenance Factor Vehicles
No. % No. % No. %

Bus 6 75 2 25 8 100
Repair Damaged Parts Truck 14 70 6 30 20 100

Total- 20 71 8 29 28 JOO
Possess Absent Total

Vehicles
No. % No. No. % No.

Fitness Checking Bus 6 75 2 25 8 100

Truck 9 45 11 55 20 100

Total- 15 54 13 46 28 lOa

Figure 5.41 shows that 71

percent cases vehicle owners

repaIr damaged parts of

vehicles by duplicate tools and

29 percent cases do not repair

the damaged parts.

Not
Repair,--
29%

I

Duplicate
,71%

Figure 5.41: Repair Damaged Parts of Vehicles

Figure 5.42 shows that 54
Absent,

percent vehicles possess 46%
fitness certificate and 46 )

percent vehicles have no

fitness.

Possess,
54%

Figure 5.42: Fitness Checking of Vehicles
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5.3.6 Vehicles Condition Survey at Night

I. Head light and Tail Light

Nighttime vehicles condition survey of head light and taillights are furnished in the

Table 5.44, which reveals that 88 percent vehicles possess perfect head light of both

right and left position and 13 percent have defective head light on right and left side.

14 percent buses and II percent trucks have defective head light on both right and left

position. Table 5.44 also shows that 44 percent vehicles left tail light and 38 percent

vehicles right taillights are defective. It is found that most of the trucks (67%)

taillights are defective. Due to lack of proper maintenance, safety, unavailable of

parts and deficient of protection from hit on back of following vehicles are the

reasons of defective light.

Table 5.44: Summary of Vehicles Head light and Tail Light's Conditions

Perfect Absent TotalFactors Position Vehicles
No. % No. % No. %

Bus 6 86 I 14 7 100
Right Truck 8 89 I II 9 100

Total= 14 88 2 13 16 100Head light
Bus 6 86 I 14 7 100

Left Truck 8 89 I II 9 100
Total= 14 88 2 13 16 100

Working Absent TotalPosition Vehicles
No. % No. % No. %

Bus 7 100 0 0 7 100
Right Truck 3 33 6 67 9 100Tail Light

Total= 10 63 6 38 16 100
Bus 6 86 I 14 7 100

Left Truck 3 33 6 67 9 100
Total= 9 56 7 44 16 100
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II. Indicator Light

Table 5.45 shows that 31 percent vehicles front right, 44 percent vehicles front left &

rear right and 38 percent vehicles rear left indicator lights are absent. Most of the

cases (44%) front left and rear right indicator lights are found defective. Most of the

cases (67%) front left & rear right indicator lights of trucks are absent, 44 percent

trucks have defective front right and rear left indicator lights.

Table 5.45: Summary ofIndicator Light's Conditions

Working Absent Total
Factors Position Vehicles

No. % No. % No. %

Bus 6 86 I 14 7 100

Front Right Truck 5 56 4 44 9 100

Tota/= 11 69 5 31 16 lOO
Bus 6 86 I 14 7 100

Front Left Truck 3 33 6 67 9 100

Tota/= 9 56 7 44 16 lOO
1ndicatorLight

Bus 6 86 I 14 7 100

Rear Right Truck 3 33 6 67 9 100

Tota/- 9 56 7 44 16 lOO
Bus 5 71 2 29 7 100

Rear Left Truck 5 56 4 44 9 100

Tota/- 10 63 6 38 16 lOO

III. Parking Light, Brake Light and Light inside Vehicles

Table 5.46 reveals that 38 percent vehicles parking light, 44 percent vehicles brake

light are absent and 50 percent vehicles inside light condition are poor. Based on

vehicles, 67 percent trucks parking light & brake light are absent and 50 percent

buses inside light condition are poor.
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Table 5.46: Summary of Parking! Brake Light and Inside Light's Conditions

Working Absent Total
Factors Vehicles

No. % No. % No. %

Bus 7 lOa a a 7 lOa

Parking Light Truck 3 33 6 67 9 lOa

Total= 10 63 6 38 16 100

Working Absent Total
Vehicles

No. % No. % No. %

Brake Light Bus 6 86 I 14 7 lOa

Truck 3 33 6 67 9 lOa

Total = 9 56 7 44 16 100

Perfect Poor Absent
Vehicles

No. % No. No. % No.

Light1nside Vehicle Bus 3 43 4 57 a a

Truck I II 4 44 4 44

Total = 4 25 8 50 4 25

5.3.7 Review of Vehicles Conditions Survey

A summary of vehicle's factors ITom vehicles condition survey is presented in the

Table 5.47. It is found that vehicles ITont left tyres (21%) and rear left tyres (32%) are

more defective than front right tyres (7%) and rear right tyres (18%). Spear tyre,

Brake system, wheel, wiper, exit door and sitting arrangement of vehicles are found

poor or absent in 32 percent, 18 percent, 43 percent, 50 percent, 64 percent, 75

percent cases. It can be seen ITom the table that 46 percent vehicles have no fitness

certificate, 88 percent buses have railing on rooftop and 75 percent buses engine

cover have modified for passenger seat. From the Table 5.47 it is also found that

most of the cases vehicle factors of trucks are more defective than buses and it is

clear that trucks are the most defective and accident-prone vehicle. Moreover from

JOMAC data analysis (Article 5.3.3) it was found that truck is the most defective and
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accident-prone vehicle. During vehicles field condition survey it is also observed that

due to tyre burst, defective engine, and damage batteries vehicles stopped in the

carriageway, which create traffic jam and enhance passenger's sufferings.

Random motor vehicles inspections on roadway, vehicle-loading pattern rearrange,

restriction on motor vehicles import, safety awareness campaign could be improved

of the present trend.

Table 5.47: Summery of Major Vehicular Factors (Source: Field Conditions

Survey)

SI. Poor/ AttachedlBlocked/Modified GoodlDistant/Original
Vehicle Factors

No. Bus (%) Truck (%) Total (%) Bus(%) trruck (%) Total (%)
I fyre(Front Right) 0 10 7 63 55 57

2 yre (Front Left) 38 IS 21 38 30 32

3 :;:;-yre(Rear Right) 13 20 18 38 25 29

4 yre (Rear Left) 25 35 32 25 5 II

5 Spare Tyre 25 35 32 25 5 II

6 Brake System* 13 20 18 63 25 36

7 Steering System 13 25 21 63 10 25

8lWheel* 13 55 43 88 45 57

9 ]Wiper 25 60 50 50 10 21

10 Iwindshield 13 10 II 88 90 89

11 ~.D 38 75 64 50 IS 25~Xlt oor

12
'iitting

75 2575 25
Arrangement

13 Railing on Roof 88 88 13 13

14 ]Engine Cover 75 75 25 25

IS ]Fitness Checking 25 55 46 75 45 54

* Based on Drivers' questioners & visual inspection
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5.3.8 Review of Vehicles Nighttime Condition Survey

A summary of nighttime vehicle's condition survey is presented in the Table 5.48and
found that head light, front right indicator, front left & rear right indicator, rear left

indicator, parking light, brake light are defective in 13 percent, 31 percent, 44
percent, 38 percent, 38 percent, 44 percent vehicles. From the Table 5.48it is also
found that indicator light, brake light, tail light's of trucks are more defective than

buses and in case of head lights, buses are more defective than trucks.

Table 5.48: Summary of Nighttime Vehicle's Condition Survey

SI. Defective (%) Perfect (%)
Vehicle Factors

No. Bus Truck Total Bus Truck Total

I Head light (Right) 14 11 13 86 89 88
2 !Headlight (Left) 14 11 13 86 89 88
3 ~ndicatorLight(Front Right) 14 44 31 86 56 69
4 ndicator Light(Front Left) 14 67 44 86 33 56
5 ndicator Light(Rear Right) 14 67 44 86 33 56
6 ndicator Light(Rear Left) 29 44 38 71 56 63
7 ~ight Inside Vehicle 57 44 50 43 11 25
8 Parking Light 0 67 38 100 33 63
9 ~rake Light 14 67 44 86 86 56
10 rail Light(Right) 0 67 38 100 33 63
11 !rail Light(Left) 14 67 44 86 33 56

5.3.9 Review of Drivers Questionnaire Survey

Driver questionnaire survey is conducted due to shear the experience of vehicular

defects on tyre burst, rubber lining, tyre ply, repair of vehicles, fitness checking,

common vehicular faults, maintenance practice etc. Among the drivers, 53 percent

are bus driver, 42 percent are truck driver and 5 percent are light vehicles driver. Of

them, 89 percent driver drive private vehicles and rest II percent driver drive govt.
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(BRTC) vehicles. A large number of drivers (81%) informed that tyre bursts of flat

tyre is the most defective vehicular faults and 54 percent drivers informed that brake

failure and 23 percent drivers seems that axle failure are also hazardous vehicular

defects.

The important findings are summarized as follows:

Tyre Ply

From questionnaire survey it is found that tyre used in heavy vehicles are 14 ply or 16

ply, which are designated in sidewall oftyre. But when tyre become flat or burst most

of the cases it is found that the tyre is 6 ply or 8 ply, which is about half of the

designated number. Moreover, a good number of the drivers have no ideas about

radial tyre and cross ply tyre and the right use of cross ply and radial ply tyre. Lack of

restriction on importing and checking tyres from abroad and awareness could be the

reasons of use poor tyre ply.

Rubber Lining

In our country, there are general practices of using rubber lining on flat tread tyre;

cost reduction is the main purpose of reuse flat tyre. Most of the cases rear one tyre of

buses and trucks are used for rubber lining and rest one remains fair. When tyre

becomes flat it is sent to rubber lining factory and extra rubber (molded spare tyre) is

coated on flat tread tyre. Rubber lining cost for each tyre takes Tk. 2500 to 4500,

depending on size and shape of tyre and quality of rubber lining. However, new tyre

costs Tk. 4500 to 12000. Drivers also informed that there are two types of rubber

lining -cold type (less costly) and hot type (more costly), are generally used and about

2 to 3 days required for whole rubber lining process in the factory.

From JOMAC data analysis and field conditions survey it is observed that use of old

tyre, reuse of tyre by rubber lining, overloading and high speed, gape of bridge deck

from road, poor imported tyre (6 & 8 ply), no scope of checking imported tyre are the

reasons of tyre burst.
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Registration & Fitness

From questionnaire survey it is found that 39 percent vehicles have no registration

number and most of the trucks have no registration number, moreover these trucks

have no fitness certificate. Truck drivers informed that they are to pay money to the

roadside inspector and check points in spite of their fitness certificate, hence the

drivers are careless to maintain fitness certificate and provide registration. The drivers

also informed that fitness checking system should be fair, quick and contactiess.

According to the investigation it is clear that random roadside inspection, mobile

court installation, contactiess inspection might be useful for fitness checking.

Vehicles Repair

In case of vehicle repairing it is found that 58 percent owners use local made parts for

the damaged parts of vehicles and 42 percent owners try to avoid repairing of

vehicles if they think the parts are not very essential or use stolen parts. Use local

made parts, not use and stolen parts are due to unavailable of spare parts, various

origin, variation in type, size, model and of high costs.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDA nONS

6.1 Introduction

In Bangladesh, very few studies have been carried out on accidents due to

vehicular faults, very few literature are available on this topics. However, very

little work has done to focus on a detailed spectrum of analysis of vehicular

default. In this study an attempt has made to depict the accident scenario on the

involvement of vehicular factors on the basis of accident data collected from

Jamuna Multipurpose Bridge (JMB) approach roads by JOMAC is carried out and

the present conditions of vehicles moving on road. This provides knowledge and

insight on the major contributing vehicle factors and application of effective

countermeasures for the prevention and minimization of these factors.

In the prevIous chapter, detailed analysis of the study has been discussed

elaborately. Based on these, the summary and findings of the study, conclusions

and recommendations are presented in the following articles.

6.2 Snmmary and Findings of the Study

6.2.1 Findings of the Accident Data Obtained from JOMAC

General findings on the analysis of vehicular faults on the analysis of accident

data obtained from JOMAC are summarized below:

• Accident analysis shows that out of 1013 accidents 167 accidents occurred

due to vehicular faults, which is 16.6 percent of the total accidents.
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• Based on casualty 686 casualties occurred out of 2155 due to vehicular

faults, which is 31.8 percent of the total casualties.

• Out or 1072 vehicles involved in total accidents, 186 vehicles are involved

in vehicular raults related accidents, which is 17.4 percent or thc total

vehicle involvement.

• Casualty index or tyre burst is thc highest (8.08), which is rollowed by

brakc railure (2.44) and wheel jam (1.64).

• On the basis or vehicles truck is the most defective and accident prone

vehiclc, which accounts for a total 01'81 accidents (49%), rollowed by bus

54 accidents (32%) and light vehicles 20 accidents (II %). It is also round

that bus is the most dangerous and the highest casualty inflicting vehicle,

which are involvcd in 520 nlllnbers of casualties (75.8%), followed by

trucks 132 numbers of casualties (19.2%) and light vehicles 24 number of

casualties (3.35%).

Specific findings from JOMAC data analysis are summarized below:

Tyrc Burst or Flat Tyrc

Tyre bursting or flat tyre accounts for 71 accidents and 574 casualties, which are

about 7 percent or the total 1013 accidents and in terms of casualty, it tantamount

to 26.64 percent of the total 2155 casualties. Tyrc burst related incidents and

casualties are the peak of 42.5 percent and 83.7 percent respectively or the total

incidents and casualties by vehicular faults and top two ranked accidents were

occurred by front tyre burst of buses. On the basis of casualties, 94 percent fatal,

82 percent serious injured and 60 percent severe injured by tyre burst of the total

casualties by vehicular faults. It is also found that the highest incidents (59%)

occurred by trucks and the largest casualties (79.8%) occurred by buses and buses

are most vulnerable vehicles of casualties index of 35.23. Single tyre bursts are

more vulnerable than dual tyre burst and front left wheel is more vulnerable for

buses and rear left wheel is more vulnerable for trucks. Lost controls over vehicles

and leaves carriageway and head on collision are the most injurious conscqucnccs

of tyre burst accidents.
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Hrake Failure

It is observed that 9.6 percent incidents and 5.7 percent casualties are occurred

due to brake failure and casualty index is 2.44. Trucks involved in the highest

incidents of 56 percent and buses involved in the highcst casualties of 84.62

percent and casualty index of 6.6. Due to brake failure incidents most of the cases

vehicles lost control and left the carriageway and occurred maximum casualties.

Wheel/Drum-off & Wheel .Jam

Accident data analysis shows that 6.6 percent incidents and 2.6 percent casualties

are occurred by wheel jam of the total accidents occurred by vehicular faults and

casualty index is 1.64. Most of the wheel burst related incidents (91%) and

casualties (89%) occurred by trucks, which is followed by light vehicles of 9

percent incidents and 11 percent casualties. Single whecl jam incidents are more

vulnerable than dual wheel jam and rear (left) wheel jam incidents more injurious

than front wheel jam.

Axle Fallen, Axle/Tic rod Hroken

It is found that 10.9 percent incidents and 0.9 percent casualties occurred by axle

fallen, axle or tie rod broken. Trucks are the most vulnerable vehicles occurred 59

percent incidents and 67 percent casualties, which is followed by light vehicles of

12 percent incidents and 33 percent casualties and front axle jam is more injurious

than rear axle jam.

Passenger Fall Down from Rooftop & Freight top

Accidents data analysis shows that 29.9 percent incidents and 7 percent casualties

of the total accidents and casualties by vehicular faults occurred due to passengers

fall down from rooftop. Buses involved in the most of the incidents (68%) and

casualties (60%), which is followed by trucks of 18 percent incidents and 25

percent casualties. It is also found that 28 percent passenger fall down from

rooftop at let night and early in the morning when the passenger fall asleep and

the passengers who fell down particularly at these times were often over run by

the following vehicles.
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Faulty Light

It is found that 1.2 percent incidents and 0.2 percent casualties occurred by faulty

light. Truck and motorcycle involved in this vehicular faults incident and all

casualties arc occurred by motorcycle.

6.2.2 Summary of Heavy Vehicle's Field Condition Survey

General findings of hcavy vehicles field condition survey and night time Survey

are summarized below:

• It is found that 21 percent of front left tyre found poor and bus possess the

maximum (38%) front len defective tyre. 57 percent front right tyre found

good and 46 percent front left tyre found fair. Incase of rear tyre, it is

found that 46 percent of both rear left and rear right tyre found good, 32

percent both rear left tyre found poor, 7 percent rear len tyre found inner

mixing (i.e. one tyre good and another rubber lining tyre) and 4 percent of

outer tyre of both rear left and right tyre found mixing. Trucks use more

(60%) than buses in case of using rubber-lining tyre. It is found that 25

percent heavy vehicles have no spear tyres and 35 percent trucks spear tyre

found poor.

• From field survey, it is found that 57 percent vehicles possess unsafe front

bumper and 61 percent vehicles have no rear bumper. 29 percent and 7

percent front and rear bumper respectively found sharp and defective end

cover. In case of body, 75 percent vehicles rear and right side possess sign

of hit and 64 percent vehicles left side have sign of hit and 68 percent

vchicles front right side condition found good.

• Based on driver's questioners and visual inspection it is found that 46

percent vehicles have fair and 18 percent vehicles have poor brake system.

In case of steering system 54 percent vchicles have fair steering and 21

percent have defective steering system. It is also found that 25 percent

vehicles have no speedometer and 32 percent have faulty speedometer. On

the basis of drivers questioners it is found that 43 percent vehicles wheels

arc Jam. 50 pcrcent vehicles havc no wiper and 29 perccnt have

incomplete and defective wiper. Most of the trucks (60%) moving on road

have no wiper. In mirror condition, it was found that 39 percent right side
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and 54 percent left side mirror is absent. Most of trucks (65%) have no left

side mirror. 89 percent vehicles windshields condition in front of driver

found perfect. 64 percent vehicles possess faulty exit door and II percent

vehicles have blocked exit door.

• Vehicles communication factors headlights condition found perfect in 93

percent right side and 86 percent left side cases, but 89 percent headlights

have no black strip. In case of indicator light 64 percent front right and 43

percent tront left found perfect, 36 percent cases rear indicator light of left

and right side found absent. 89 percent vehicles horn system found perfect

and 57 percent vehicles brake lights were absent.

• Vehicles modification factors sitting arrangement is changed in 75 percent

buses and 63 percent cases legroom are (space between two scats) found

poor. 88 percent buses moving on road in local and inter district route have

railing on rooftop and 75 percent vehicles inside is made with angles.

• In case of vehicles maintenance factors 71 percent vehicles use dupl icate

parts of locally made and if it is not available then 29 percent cases they

left it. 56 percent vehicles possess titness and 46 percent vehicles have no

fitness.

• At nighttime vehicles conditions survey it is found that 88 percent vehicles

head light condition found perfect and 38 percent rear right side and 44

percent rear left side tail light found defective. In case of indicator light it

is found that 31 percent front right, 44 percent front left and rear right and

38 percent rear left side indicator light is absent and defective. 67 percent

vehicles parking light and 44 percent vehicles brake light arc absent. 57

percent buses inside lighting conditions found poor and 44 percent tucks

have no inside lighting system.

6.3 Recommendations of the Study

Based on the detail accident analysis following recommendations are made to

improve safety of vehicles and to avoid accidents and damage reduction.
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Motor Vehicles rnspeetion
• Random motor vehicle inspection should be introduced involving the

police and vehicle inspector day and night to encourage compliance with

safety standards. Strict enforcement of meaningful periodic and random

vehicle inspection needs to be addressed more seriously.

• Police enforcement activities to prevent occurrences of ovcrloading. This

may achieved by installing weighbridges at key locations along the

highways. Another approach could be to introduce multi-axle vehicles,

which have a better load distribution capability than of two axle vehicles.

However all types of vehicles are prone to overloading.

Vehicle's Load Distribution

From the study, it is found that due to camber provided in the carriagcway,

pavcmcnt edge drop, and steeper slope of shoulder load distribution on wheels are

not contain according to design (0.1 Won both front right & len wheel, 0.4 Won

both rear right & left wheel). In consequence, more weight is shifted to the rear

len wheels and induces high internal tyre pressure. Ilence, load distribution on

whecl should be rearranged.

Motor Vehicles Import

• Conforming to vehicles safety standards are necessary to ensure that

unsafe vehicles are not imported and to develop a safety culture among

vchicle operators, owners, and users. Imported uscd vehicles must always

be checked on arrival in a country to ensure that they comply with national

safety standards.

• Recently the government has imposed restriction on importing

reconditioned vehicles from abroad, which is a positive step towards

ensuring roadway safety. Authority should take immediatc steps for

checking tyres, which arc imported from abroad. Howevcr, in order to

promote overall motor vehicle safety, vehicle maintenance should be given

more emphasis than that of imposing restriction on importing used

vehicles.
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• Commercial transport vehicle be standardize to fewer makes and models.

Only those vehicles be allowed to import whose manufacturer can cnsure

regular supply in time and properly. Alternatively, policy towards the

setup of vehicle manufacturing plants locally should be given priority.

Safety Awarcness Campaign

• Drivers and owners of vehicles should be self motivated in good

maintenance practice and focused on specifying their responsibilitics.

• Encourage owners to keep their vehicles fit and road worthy, duty and sales

tax on items of brake system and safety glasses be totally withdrawn so

that owners feel encourage to replace old and defective spares and brake

system in time and properly.

Vchicle Maintcnance

It is recommended that to carry out regular maintenance checks of vehicle. Daily

inspection can save time and expense later on and can reduce change of

mechanical failure of vehicles. A minimum check covers-

Tyre/ Wheels/LightslTraiIer connections/Bonnet security/Load restraints/Fluid

levels/Engine bay- belts, pulleys, leaks /Drain brake air tanks if fitted/Air leaks in

the brake system/Emergency equipments, seat belts/Driving

controls/Windscreen/Communication equipmentslTools and Equipment etc.

Filness Chccking

• Fitness checking can include such items- lyres, brakes, steering

components, suspension, chassis and underbody, coupling and towing

device, wheel, lighting and m.arkings, exhaust, general vehicle fitness,

vehicle registration status, load security, vehicle dimensions (height,

width, length) gross and axle mass limits, noise and smoke emissions.

• Fitness centers need to be increased throughout the whole counlry. Six-

monthly fitness checking could be more appropriate than the current

yearly fitness practice. Singapore, with highly productive and
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sophisticated test system, specifies inspection every six months for public

service vehicles (PSVs), heavy good vehicles (HGVs) and taxis.

• There is need for the introduction of computer based checking system to

make the service more reliable, quicker and most important to eliminate

subjective judgment of vehicle inspectors and thereby to reduce the scope

of illicit financial practice of the fitness issuing system.

• Contact less inspection system needs to be introduced so that vehicle owner

does not get the chance of managing vehicle inspector to get preferential

treatment.

• Privatization of the fitness issuing system could be a better alternative in

order to provide the service more effectively and competitively. This

system has adopted in Singapore where three main contractors (all

qualified to International Quality Assurance Standard ISO 9002) have

been licensed. Testing of light vehicles in UK is also carried out by the

private sector with appropriate control and enforcement by the

government.

Research, Testing, Development and Training

Analysis of accident and defect data records need to be undertaken in order to

assess the effectiveness of vehicles process and should be monitor carefully.

Authority of Transportation shall conduct research, testing, development, and

training and shall submit each year a report to the administration.

6.4 Reeommcndations for Futurc Rcscarch aud Invcstigations

Though in this research work it is attempted to make the study comprehensive but

due to time and economic constrains, few important aspects could not be

addressed. If the following issues could have been considered in this works it

would have been more comprehensive and complete.

• This study has carried out on vehicular factors contribute to accident based

on data collected from JOMAC and printing sources. To gain full

understand of the extent and characteristics of vehicular factors it is

required to collect and analysis data for longer duration through the whole
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country. Analytical approach as demonstrated in this study may widely be

employed in future investigation.

• Detailed accident data collection program may be conducted with

emphasis on objective information containing core data items relating to

vehicle. It is suggested that an introduction of a good accident report form

by revising the present police report form could be an essential starting

point for the purpose of initiating the accident investigation process.

Efforts should be made to report all accidents in a consistent manner.
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ApPENDIX-A



A. HEAVY VEHICLE'S CONDITION SURVEY

I Date: 1 I Time: 1 1 Location: 1 _

A. Vehicle '.I' Specificatioll Factor

1. Vehicle Type...... 1--13-u-s-
Others

2. Standard of Bus ~ I Non-Me

3. Veh icles Route . ___ L_o_c_a_I__ 11 Inter District

4. Registration No.

2. Steering System I Good II Defective II Fair

3. Speedometer ~ ~ I Faulty II Absent

4. WheeJ....................................................................... I Good II Jam I I Off from axle

5. Wiper.......................................................... I Perfect II Absent II Incomplete

B. Vehicle '.•.Physical Factor

I. Brake System .
Good II Defective II Fair I

I

I

I

I

6. Why doesn't it work'!

7. Mirror:

10. Side Windows .

8. Windshield .

11. Exit Door. .

12. Emergency Exit Door. 1 Present II

A. Right Side J_p_r_es_e_n_t_1I Absent II_p_er_~_ec_t_1I Broken I

B. Left Side 1==p=re_-s=e_n-t=1~1_A_b_se_n_t_ll_p_e_rD_e_ct_11~_B_r_o_k_e_n_1

C. Ra re Side J-P-r-es-e-n-tI I--A-b-s-e-n-t-I '-p-e-rf-e-ct-I 1==B=r=ok=e=n=I

I Perfect 11::B:ro:k:'e:n:1

9. Rear Windows................................................................ I Perfect I I Broken I

I Perfect II Broken I
Perfect II Blocked II Faulty I

Absent II Blocked II Useable I



C. Vehicle's Co//{litioll Factor

2. Spa re Tyre Condition .

Outer Tyre MixingInner Tyrc Mixing I

~ I_I' ._o_or_11 Absent

I Good I ~ ~ Mixing I
~ ~~ Mixing I

One Good II Both Good I I Both Poor I

I Inner Tyre Mixing II Outer Tyre Mixing I
One Good II Both Good I I Both Poor I

I

I

D. Rare Left I

B. Front Left .

C. Rare Right. I

I. Tyre Condition:
A. Front Right .

3. Hum per.. I Present II Absent

A. Front Bumper ~ I Unsafe II No end cover II Sharp end cover

B. Rare Bumper ~ I Unsafe II No end cover II Sharp end cover I
4. lIead light's Condition:

A. Left Side ........ 1
Perfect II Broken I I With l31ack Strip II Without Black Strip I

B. Right Side ...... I Perfect II Broken I I With Black strip II Without l3Iack strip I

5. Body's' eonditiou:

A. Front Side ......................
Good I I

Sharp edges II
Presence of sign of hit

H. Rare Side .......................
Good I I

Sharp edges I
Presence of sign of hit

C. Left Side ........................
Good I I Sharp edges I

Presence of sign of hit

D. Right Side ......................
Good I I

Sharp edges I I
Presence of sign of hit

Perfect II Absent II Broken

Perfect II Absent II Broken

Perfect II Absent II Broken

D. Vehicle's COllllllllllicatioll Factor

I. Indi~~o~:~unt Right. ~I _
----

B. Front Left. _1 _

----

C. Rare Right. 1 _



3. Brcak Light. 1 Present II Absent

4. Horn systcm 1 Workable I61Not workable

D. Rarc Lcft. .

2. I'a rking Ligh t. .

Pcrfcct II Absent II Broken I

_p_e_r_fe_c_t_I_I_A_b_se_n_t_1_1_B_ro_k_,e_nI

I

I
E. Vehicle '.\'Modificatiol/ FactoI'

7. Insidc Body Eqnipmcnt. I Round Edgcs I I Sharp Edges

__ U_se_d_as_'_se_a_t_1 I Not uscd as scat

I. Scating Arrangcmcnt .

2. Railing on Roo!'.. .

3. Lcg Room bctwccn Scats .

4. Chassis .......................................................................

5. Stair Attacbmcnt .

6. Engine Covcr .

Changed II
I Present

Unchanged I

I _I A_bsc_nt I

I ~I Po_or I

__ I'v_Io_d_ific_d_1

Distant I
-

I

I

F. Vehicle's Loadil/g FactoI'

I. Overhang I-N-o-t-O-ve-'r-h-a-n-g-II I'ront II Rarc

2. Handle on roof for passcngel'.. I Absent I I Locked I I Open

G. Vehicle's Mail/tel/al/ce FactoI'

I. Fitness checking of vehicles............................................................ I Posses II Not Possess

2 R . d J Original II Duplicate II Not repair. epall' amagcd parts of vehicles by ~---- ----- -----



B. VEHICLE'S COMMUNICATIONS SURVEY AT NIGHT

IDate: I_I Time: I I Location: I__ ~ ,

I. Head light .
Perfect II Defective

I Working II
I Working II
I Working II
I Working II

2. Indicator:

A. Front Right. .

B. Front Left .

C. Rare Right .

D. Rare Left. .

3. Lig h ti ng insi de Vehicle . Perfect I I

Not working I
Not working I

Not working I

Not working I

Poor II Abscnt I

4. Parking Light I Working II Not working I

5. Tail Light

A. Right.. I

B. Left I

Perfect I I Defective

Perfect I I Defective

6. Break Light I Working II Not working I



C. DRIVER'S QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY

Loca///l1ler
District

. Private/ Govt,
Vclllcic Owncr: (BRTC)

Datc: I'imc: !Location: Vchiclc BlIs/Tnfck/()thersTypc:

Q. Major Vchicular Fanlts on his outlook:

Liccnsc No.

INamc: I IAgc: I J)riving D
'__________ _ E_....x_p_c_.r_ic_,_lc_.c_:__

Defective Tyres - Front (Right/Left), Rear Right/Left (Inner/Outer/Both)

Mixing Tyre-(Radial /eross Ply)-Front (Right/Left). Rear Right

(lnner/Outer/Both), Rear Left (Inner/Outer/Both). Tyre Pressure

Defective lights (Indicator/ Head/Stop light/ Tail), With out Black Strip

Defective Wind Screen / Mirror/ Horn/Railing on Roof/Sharp angles inside vehicle

Defective Wheel/Axle / Break /Speedometer /Bumper /Loose Steering

Others:

Q. Any Practical Experience on Road Accident due to Mechanical Failure:

Q. Docs he use of rubber lining tyre?

I No I I Why I___ , Yes ~

Ilow

---~-- ------------------
Q. What types of problem he face due to mechanical disorder of the vehicle?

Q. Maintenance Practice - How frequently it require?

Q. How does he get fitness certificate of the vehicle?

Q. Operation Regarding Fitness - Privatization/ COl1lact/ess / Road Side /f7.Ipec/ion

/ClIs/Ol/1aty / Modified ClIs/ol/1ary

Q. When parts of his vehicle arc damaged, what does he do?



ApPENDlX-B



1 Accident Details

Yisof Contribulory Faclors
01 Oriver ermr :mcVor orcles~ driving
02 Orivor tired or asleep
OJ Om'Cr m or olhcr physic.1! dc(C"C!s
04 Driver under 'nnucnee of t1!col'Clor drug ••
05 Exces~ivf) speed
06 excessive speed for Cond~io~~
07 F~i1ing fo keep for nC:l~ldQ
08 OvertClkJ"!J Improperly
O!) Turning round careless')'
10 FClRlno 10 comply w1lh lralne sJon ••
11 F:lilinglo complywilh ro"d rror1-:1nO"S.
12 SolUng ort carelessly ~ neo:lrsldo
13 Selling ofTc:.rcfcssly. offs!do
1.( Ch:lnoino frame lanes enrclo ••s1)'
15 rumIna len cnrclcs:sly
10 Tumlna rlghl alrolassl)'
17 C~slno ro:xf e:1relessly
16 Fonowlno too c1oso
19 SloppIng suddenly
20 Misjudged disl3neo
21 WJlkJnO or sl~ndino In ro:ld
22 fllJ}1nO In rao:ld
23 sre:,plnOInIO ro:ld C:l.rcles!>ly
2-1 Holdina 0:'110 ~hlclQ
2!:iO:l::zlcd by other vehIcle lighls
ZGO:'lWcd due 10nl::lrlno st!n
27 Incorrect usc or ':eh!do li!)h!ln,
23 Oefcellvelin:ldCflU:Jle rC:lr iiaMs
;;:'1Odecllvclinndc'lualo rronll;D~I!
:10 Cnn:;:less bqo:lnfingf:ll1nhting from Ixl!
31 F;llllng"from vehldl)
:12Ne[flQence by hus condue!or
33 Anlm&llln carn>l{lC\'I:!Y
3" OlherobslrucI!on r:, c,'lni:tg!!\\'.,"{
:!5 P<lrIlOdfsll'llloni!ry vChlcl::lln dtmaercus ('lO~T!
~O Oebris/vehlclo from pr~\'lou,:: neck!!!n!
37 Oerccllvo b:<!kes
:In D~t(lClivCtIyros or wheel:-.
3!l OereCrNC sleering
-\0 ln~ceuro load
41 OvoilOo:ldcd vehlde
012 Un::llended vehIcfo ro.nn1oIJOl'lllY
43 Olhervehicle dc!ccb
44 POlholo cir surlilce defccl
45 Dcfcclivo rronholo or gut:y rover
tlli Slippcrym:ld surfaco (not \'/cJl1!cr)
~7 Olher rood surface a,ndilions or {zclors
4n nO;'1d worl:.s present
4!J Fon or mlsl
~ Slrono winds
51 Hl'!::IVY(:lin
52 Fnirfno to slop :11rx:c!c!;lnan cros~!r'9
5) T'l:cversino Co:lrclcssly
5" Odvlno In middle of ro~d
5S Driving on wrona S'~e of rO<ld
~r; Olher f::lc'~

I f:' NQr Knnwn

'0

.',..~;,
Ii,
! '1

,, .

,,,, .

,
I "

l, '.
J i'. '1

;.

NdN-.

':.5'<wr .~, ~.
1.25 CdrriagewClY Hn.zdrds

---eNor'e .-

1Oi::I~d~cd .vehicle IOo:ld1~c'wo:lj'
2 OUl'~r ohjeet In C'Yl;JY

:I Invr:tve:mcnl wilh previous accident

" Anl'no:ll.ln c."lm;lQcw:lY

5 Pet !!sirian In c'wJy
GOtr~!!r

Choc,s~ ~tleast one faclor Trom the list In
In b~t column _ plu~ ufl to fhr~e others

1.26 ~oi" Coniribulory Faclor

1.27 Oth•.,r Contributory Foclor _ 1

1.26 Olh"r Contributory Factor _2,
1.29 Oth,,, Conlnbu!Ol)lFoclor _ 3

1.30 Do.n:o~e10JMBI\ Property
01 N'no
010'r'o1!)e

02 n"o:ld Surf"co.,
03 Krrb or Pavln~

01,Dl.lln~
05 SI~ln or sIO\';,1

on lloJhtlng cor~inn
07 S:.fcly Feneo

OI1P:lf:lpel

00 PO'!r<lpclr<1hino

10 fc:nce or b<lnic~

11 Er'lb.in!<ment
12 Tr'~o or pl~n!:lljC'ri

13 D(:~diP!Jorolhcr ("cmty
14 rru cQutpmcnl

~t;- '1(2f-cc., cL:f :
. V vt:tik 7

L..~0>~d:T.~--7

'3.~
4' -,)

2-

l

o

i"
Ugh! ConditionS;; :
1 O<)yIiOhl:rood Iighb p,fliscnt
2 Do:lyliOhl:no ro~d fiOhling:

j D:lyIiOhl: ro:ld Iiohlinii unknoy,""
.( Do:lrknes••: rO:ld Iiohl(p;e~enl o:lnd Iii

5 Oo:lr!t.ness:roo:ldIiOhl~ P;eienl but unlil
. ,; I ;

G D;'Irkness: no roo:ldfiohlmo

7 D:HKnC::S:rOo:ldIj\1hli~g!u'~kno •.•m
'.~ '

Wealher ; "
o Not Kf'IOWn ( ~

1 Ano (No hl0hwlnds).~ ,
2 T'l::.lnlng(No hiDh wtriCts)

:J Flne ~!Jh winds) ~ 1
4 Rainin!} (high winds);

5 Fog (lr mi;t • if h;'ll::u~ : ~

G Ho:li!(No high vli~s)f ~,~
" I .7 H::JitChiohwinds) t; ~
t' ••

8 Dosl or~:lnd slorm ~rt~"l::.rd}
!)Olhcr

1I Olher

J
1.22

1.23

J

.: ~
.'

.{ .

, ,
r ;,, ,

.Ro~dSurfnccCondition
o Not I(oown l. t ;

1 Dry .~ ~. i,
I ~ ,I2D:'lmp , } ~.

:lWei ~ ',':'
-I DusVOlrt ~ ;" i
!j Root! (::urfaco w:'lle/db~d:nn)
G Oil J Diesel, clc i r :'

.; .;;

1./4 . Special Condiliori~b{silc
o Nona "i :~.

~.\ -
3 Perm:lncnl rand sran defeclive or ob~curcd

4 RO:Jd works prescnt;, ! ~
. -. t :

5 Road surf<lce derectr.vc; -(
G Civil di~lurb:!r.co 1 i 1. ,
7 Adverso wco:llhcr ~ _;

" '.'j '~

.;

010

<"~~~.r;~
i 1:)

"" ..@l1J@0

No of Vehicle records

No of Cb~u<)Hyrecords

Dnle

Junction Dct;lil
00 No! ~tor within 20 m oT junclion
01 Ro~nc!~boul

03 r or st:10gered j(lnClion
013Crossro:1ds
on Priv;.'llc drivo or cnlt,mco
0:;) Other junclion

Pedestrian Crossing Facililieo 10 I 0
00 No crossIng wilhin!iO m
01 Zr.hr:t crossin!)

OJ Zebr;;J, conlrolled by :lulhorised pe~Qn

07 ?lhcr ~ile conlroHed by <Julhl)risec/ rcr~on
06 Cenlr~l rdune. no conlror~

.3

1.!j

1.G

1.7

,/

.1.1~ Carriageway Typo
1 noundoboul (Circle)
2 Ono W::JY Rond

J OU:lIC'w~y-2lones

!j Sing'e C'';;~y- :ing'e Imclt r(}Jd

G Sinole C\V3Y. 213ne (one in e3ch direclion)
7 Unm:1dc l1o:ld ••

1.~ Time or day

,:::.r~-

1.1G

Ncxl HemJunclion Accidcnt~ only

J

1.17 Junclion Conlrol
1 Aulhorised per~on
3 S[~r ::ll)n

" Give WOlYsIan or m:1rkingo;
. 5 Unconlrollcd

1.20
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I
I
I

Olc'

DO

Vellicle Renis1ralion Tyre
o None

1 ::;Iandard

2 fUicignl Oiplom:llic

JMilil:Jry

.1 Reoi::I:<I!ion I\pp:icd For
!i Un~nown

Sex of Driver
1 M;)lc
2 Fenl=:l!c
J U"knowl\

Vehicle Rcniotrolion Mark (VRM)

Hil ond Run
OOlh~r
1 Hit <Ind run
2 Non.:;lop. vehicle nol hil

Olher Vehicle Hit
ReI. No 01 other vehicle

Part(s) Domoged
o None
1 Fronl

20 ••ck
:3 Olf:;idc
-I NC:Jr~iclc
~ nool
GUlllJcddc
7 AUluur :;ide:;
GNat
known

.','

2.2G

2.25

2.24
J

2.10

2.21:v

2.17

4

r -;

::l
2.12 Hit Object. in Co(riogewoy

-------00 Nono ! ~
-- 01 Provious .ll:clden~'

O.3-Ro:ld works! .~.
0' P.ukcd 'Vehiclo • fit
04. i.:'<:arkcd vchrde • u.- nljl
of'Orfdoe - roof,~ ~
O,&OritJgo. ::ido ~ .~
OT/Doll:lrd II:l<'1n.d I ~crUOC
OtOpen door 01vehicle
(}l Centrnl j:;l<:rnd.o' (oundauout (circle)
(Ol<ell! .!~;

1 ,~'H Othct ObjCCI.! I
. 'of

2.1J Vehicle LeavindCorriageway
../ 0 Did nollcJvo c'vr.i~

1 Lelt c'w:JY nC;)rsid9
2 Left c'W:lY nC<lr:idc t. rcooundcd
:l Lori c'WJY :lrai!Jhl':<:rhc<:rd :It junction
., lell c'W<lY olf:;i<,le ',9nIO ccnlr<:al re:;erve
"5 lefl c'w':ty ofbldll onlo c(:ntr<:rl re:el'\'c t.
GLeft c'w~y'orrside'~nd cros:;ed cen1r.l1rcserve
7 Left c'w<:ay o.Jr:;idct

o Left c'w<:ayo/(side t. tcbounded
.}

2A4 Hit Object 0(( Cmriageway l:l
...---' . 00 Nono • .:! 5.

01 ROOid sion I Tr;;lliic si!)n:al
O:ll:ll1lp colum,; 7:
0'1 Trco ,!
O~Du:; Slop I Dus sllcller
OGCcnlwl Ct:I~llb:micr
07 Ne::lr::itlc or ~f1:;i~c cr.1:;h b:lrricr
00 Submerged ill \./~lcr (cumpklcly)
'O!) Enlcred dilcll .).,
100ui:din!) ;

11 Other pcrm<:anent objcct. ,
2.1G Firsl Point or.lrrip~ct
-J 0 Did nol impocl

1 Front
2D;'lck

:3Or:~it!c
'I NC;"lr:;ide

(j

~,.
",

ACCI

Junctic.illocalion ofVehicle at. ,-
Fir:;t Jr.pact ..•
o Nol=:lt.-,nction(will lin 20 m) : ~:.
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1.0 Accident caused by Tyre Burst or Flat Tyre

81. Acc. Ref. Time Description of Accidents Location
Chainage at

No.
Date Accident Point

1 99/0112 04.09.99 06:50
A small truck moving from W to E, the driver lost control of his vehicle when On the E side ofEIO 31100
one rear wheel became flat.

2 99/0219 04.09.99 13: I0
A westbound hns had its rear right wheels out of the axle and the driver lost 50m E ofEI2 30075

control.

3 99/0229 29.9.99 11:30
A eastbound private car lost control while its rear tyre became flat and hit the On the N side of the E toll 21900

road divider. plaza.

4 99/0234 06.10.99 14:40 A eastbound bus became uncontrolled when its front tvre burst. 60 m EofW9 6860

5 99/0266 08.12.99 21 :05 Trnck leaves carriagewav due to flat tvre. East bound, 200m E of W2 1350

6 99/0279 29.12.99 12: 15
Truck gets flat tyre causing driver to lose control, leaves carriageway and West bound, approx.500m E 7300
goes down. ofW9

7 00/0296 17.01.00 18:00 A motorcycle suffered from front tyre bnrst and fell off the motorbike
East bound, apprx. 300m W 5500
ofW8

8 00/0297 18.01.00 12:30
A bus had suffered from left front wheel bnrst and the driver lost control and East bound, approx.200m E 34000
finally left the carriageway. ofE4

9 00/0353 05.04.00 09:30
While a truck( 1) was moving from W to E it hit another trnck(2) parked on On the JMBA E5. 33455
the JMBA E5 due to its flat tvre. Again the truck(2) hit a tempo on the back.

10 00/0362 20.04.00 02:00
One loaded truck moving from Eta W hit another truck on the back which was 400m E ofW5 2780
stoppin" on the road side due to flat tyre.

I 1 00/0365 24.04.00 07:30
One loaded medium truck was moving from W to E. The driver lost control of 782m W ofW 8 5018
his vehicle while one front tvre burst and finallv the trnck overturned.
One bus(l) was moving from Eta Wand the driver lost control of the vehicle

12 00/0371 28.04.00 15:00
when front right side wheel was bnrst and the vehicle turned to the right. 450m E ofW7 4790
Another bus(2) which was coming from the opposite direction collided with the
former bust I) and both overturned.

13 00/0459 30.10.00 13:20
One large bus moving from W to E, the driver lost control due to flat tyre and 300 m of E3 34325
went off the road.



81.
Ace. Ref. Date Time Description of Accidents Location Chainage at

No. Accident Point
A large bus moving from E to W, suddenly its front right side tyre burst and

14 00/0464 10.11.00 18:15 the driver lost control and collided headon to another medium truck coming 98210 EofW7 5322
from the opposite direction.

15 00/0489 31.12.00 15:25
A motor car moving from E to W on the main bridge, the driver lost control of 30m E of the Pylon NO.25 on

18980
his vehiclc while one front tire burst and it hit divider of the bridge. the Slane of the main bridge.

I

16 01/0539 06.03.01 01: 15 One medium truck lost the control of the vehicle due to tyre burst. 1050 10W bridge E 18 25250 i

17 01/0542 11.03.01 14:50 An east bound microbus gets uncontrolled due to tyrc nailed (rear left). 100m E of bridge E 05 33555

18 01/0547 24.03.01 11:50
One Bus got uncontrolled and went to the ditch while its front right wbeel

150 10E of JMBA E 5 33605 I

burst.

19 01/0564 01.05.01 17:00
One east bound truck got uncontrolled because of front tyre burst and goes

250m W ofE8 31930
down.

20 01/0577 21.05.01 18:30 One bus driver lost the control of the vehicle due front left tyre burst. West ofW3 1600
One Truck lost control due to front left tyre burst and fell down by the side !

21 01/0580 23.05.01 06:00 200m E of JMBA W4 2180
of the road i

One truck driver lost control due to front left tyre burst, leaves carriagcway
,

22 01/0586 01.06.01 19:30 50010 EofWI8 12050
,

and goes down.
23 01/0643 18.09.01 15:40 One truck drivewr lost control of the vehicle due to front right tvrc burst. 200m east of E12 30225
24 01/0652 13.10.01 20:28 One truck driver lost control and due to tvre burst. 100m E of W Round Circle 15300
25 01/0663 19.11.01 09:45 One jeep driver lost control and turn over due to rear left wheel burst. 20m W ofE5 33435

26 01/0674 06.12.01 07:00
One speedy truck driver lost control due to front right tyre burst and head on

50010 W ofW6 2750
collision by another truck.

27 02/0694 09.01.02 18:20 One truck driver lost control of the vehicle due rear left tyre burst.
50010 N-W of E Round

22300 I

Circle !

28 02/0720 02.03.02 17:32
One truck driver lost control ofthc vehicle due to suddenly front right lyre

40010 S-E of W9 7200
i

burst and left the road.

29 02/0721 03.03.02 08:00
One oil truck driver lost control of the vehicle due two rare right tyre burst 1.2 km N-E of E Round

24000
out and left the road. Circle

30 02/0754 15.05.Q2 16:15
A eastbound taxi cab had a nat tyre while it reached on the bridge and

Between picr 45 and pier 46 21000
subsequently hit parapet.



SI. Acc. Rcf. Date Timc Description of Accidents Location
Chainage at

No. Accident Point

31 02/0783 05.07.02 03:50
A eastbound micro bus had a flat tyre and hit a traffic sign on the central 200m E ofE2 35300
island.

32 02/0792 25.07.02 08:23
A westbound pickup had flat tyres on the rear axle and overturned on the 1000m ofEl8. 25300
north verge.

33 02/0809 01.09.02 04:30
A west bound truck had a front !lat tyre and the driver lost control and the 100m N-E ofE17 27500
truck went off the road on the north side.

34 02/0810 02.09.02 10:40
While a motorcycle with a !lat tyre, a bus along the same direction tried to 300m N-W ofEl3 29125
save & the bus driver lost control and it went off the road.

35 02/0815 13.09.02 03:30
A eastbound loaded pickup had a flat tyre and the driver lost control of the 150m N-E of W13 8900
vehicle and it over turned on the hard shoulder.

36 02/0821 21.09.02 22:00 A private car had its flat front right tyre and hit central island.
15m S-W of the E Round 22785
Aboout

37 02/0822 22.09.02 08:30
A eastbound bus had front left tyre flat and the driver lost control of the 350m N-W of E17 27050
vehicle and went off the road and overturned.

38 02/0829 24.10.02 05:45
A eastbound mini truck had a rear nat tyre and the driver lost control and it 100m N-E of W4 2080
overturned on the carriageway.

39 02/0838 23.11.02 02:30
While a westbound truck had flat tyre on the rear axle, the truck overturned 10m W ofW06 3240
on the carrial!eway.

40 02/0868 26.12.02 08:30
A westbound passenger car had a nat tyre and the driver lost control and hit At the W roundabout. 15200
bollard on the west roundabout.

41 02/0871 26.12.02 16:10 A eastbound truck had rcar left tyre nat and it overturned on the road. 50m SoW ofWI6 10000
While an east bound Medium Truck was crossing the spot suddenly bursts it's

42 03/0874 03.01.03 02:00 front right wheel. Resulting the truck skidded to right and fell to embankment 600m S-E of E18 26900

slop. south side of the road

43 03/0879 09.01.03 22:45
When an east bound Trnck was crossing the spot suddenly rear left wheel 100m N-W ofE05 33355
both tyre burst and overturned on the high way.
When an east bound loaded Truck was crossing the spot suddenly rear left

44 03/0881 14.01.03 20:30 both wheel burst & driver lost the control. Resulting the Truck tilted on the On the JMBA W 16. 10050

high way / on the culvert & road surface damaged

45 03/0924 18.04.03 08:25
A eastbound sandy loaded speedy medinm truck had its front left wheel 100m N-E of E3 34725
burst and the driver lost control and the truck went off the road.

1 _



SI.
Acc. Rcf. Datc Time Description of Accidents Location Chainage at

No. Accident Point

46 03/0925 20.04.03 11:50
A eastbound loaded truck had its rear left wheel bnrst and the driver lost

100m N-E of E7 32650
control and it overturned on the carriageway.

47 03-0934 06.05.03 3:40
An east bound loaded truck suddenly rear left both wheel burst ,the driver

200m S-E of E-04 34000
lost control & the truck tilted on approach road and surface road damaged.

48 03/0940 25.05.03 8: \5
While a west bound Inaded speedy truck due to rear left bnth wheels burst

300m E of E the circle 23100
driver lost controll on steering & truck skidded & tilted on the highway. .'

49 03/0966 20.07.03 21:55
While an East bound loaded Mini truck was crossing the spot at that time it's

600m S-E of W-18 12150
rear left wheel flatted & the truck fell to the high wav
A west bound speedy passenger Bus while crossing the spot suddenly it's

50 03/0967 20.07.03 13:10
front left wheel burst and hit a concrete ballard south east side of west traffic

S-EofWTC 15200
circle. Resulting the bus directly went the Gas fencing area and also hit the
fence of Gas station
One E-bound loaded truck due to rear left while burst tilted on highway.

51 03/0991 30.08.03 21:00 Same time one bus was crossing (E-bound) the truck & hit another truck of E-03 34625
opposite direction. 04m road carpet was damaged.
Due to burst of both rear left wbeel of a loaded medium truck the driver lost

52 03/0994 02.09.03 7:45 control & truck tilted on the middle of highway. (93m x 7m x25 mm road 1500m N-E of W-18 13050
carpet damaged).

53 03/0995 02.09.03 13:20
Due to burst of rear left wheel driver lost control of a micro bus and fallen on

100m N-W ofW-15 9650
embankment end slope.

54 03/0997 04.09.03 16:35
Due to rear left both wheels hurst of a over loaded Medium Truck driver

800m S-W of WTC 14400
lost control and went wron" side and tilted.

55 03/1 002 08.09.03 23:20
Due to hurst of rear left both wheels burst driver lost control of a loaded

200m N-E of E-O1 35750
Medium truck and overturn on the midle of the highwav.

56 03/1011 22.09.03 3:45 Due to front left wheel burst it hit parapet of a loaded Medium Truck.
[nbetween Pylon 6 & 7 (M-

17050Sr)

57 03/1019 07.10.03 23:00
Due to rear left both wheel burst driver lost control thus skidded & tilted on

300m S-E ofW-09 7100
earriagewav of a loaded Medium Trnck.

58 03/1025 16.\0.03 11:25
Due to rear left wheel burst driver lost control & went on railway line of a

01km N-W of E-18 25300Light Vehicle ( Covered Van) .



SI.
Acc. Ref. Date Time Description of Accidents Location Chainage at

No. Accident Point

59 03/1026 18.10.03 17:30 Due to rear left wheel burst of a loaded Small Truck overturned on south
300m S-W ofWTC 14900lane on carriageway.

60 03/1029 20.10.03 2:35 Due to both wheel burst the sneedv loaded truck tilted on carriageway. 300m N-E of W-6 3550
When an E bound loaded Tyre flatted Truck illegally parked on the carriage

61 03/1 038 04.11.03 2:08 way and the driver was working under the truck unsafe position. During this
250m E of W-02 1400time E bound another unknown speedy unknown vehicle knocked down the

driver & runaway.

62 03/1 058 05.12.03 16:00 Due to front wheel burst driver of a speedy Large Bus lost control & fallen
300m S-W of E-17 27100on south highway slope (10m x Scm x 3cm hard shoulder damaged)

During crossing the spot due to front left wheel hurst driver of a speedy
63 03/1 068 15.12.03 3:00 passenger Large Bus lost control & fallen down & overturned on the 550m N-W ofW-6 2700

embankment slope.
An East bound loaded Truck while crossing the spot the driver lost control

64 04/1 080 10.01.04 0:40 over steering & fallen down south side of the embankment slope due to front 100m S-E ofE-16 27800
right wheel burst.

65 04/1 089 27.01.04 4:30 Due to rear left wheel hurst driver lost control of a loaded Medium Truck &
400m N-W ofW-09 6400tilted on highway

66 04/1090 29.01.04 8:47 Due to rear left both wheel burst driver lost control & of a loaded Medium
500m S-E of WTC 15700Truck tilted on shoulder.

An East bound passenger Bus while crossing the spot suddenly burst its front
67 04/1092 31.01.04 15:35 right wheel, driver lost control over steering and hit face to face another west 05m S-E ofE-12 30030

bound Truck bearing as a result both vehicle dama"ed

68 04/1 094 03.02.04 18:00 Due to front left wheel burst driver lost control of a Private car & hit
150m S-E of E-04 33950Rickshaw van

69 04/1 095 04.02.04 11:20 Due to rear left wheel burst driver lost control of a speedy Microbus & fall
150m N-E of W-09 6950down north side of highway slope

70 04/1112 17.03.04 21:00 Due to rear left wheel burst driver lost control of a loaded Small Trnck •
550m N-W of ETC 22250tilted on the highway & road carpet damaged

71 04/1117 22.03.04 22:30 Due to rear lert two wheel burst driver lost control of a loaded Medium
100m N-E ofW-14 9550Truck and overturned.



2.0 Accident caused by Break Failure

51.
Ace. Ref. Date Time Description of Accidents Location Cbainage at

No. Accident Point

I 99/0114 14.02.99 23 :45 While a bus was moving at high speed, the driver could not control his
Between the W9 and WI O. 7290vehicle due to brake failure and it went off the road.

2 99/0185 07.07.99 06: 15 A easthound truck lost control due to failure of brake and went off the
At the E round circle. 22800road.

3 99/0198 27.07.99 05:50 A westbound truck driver lost control of the vehicle due to brake failure. 30m E side of the bridge W6 3280

4 99/0256 24.11.99 07:00 One westbound truck hit another one from the back due the break failure. 100 m W of W police station. 15100

5 00/0301 20.01.00 04:00 While a truck (I) was moving towards the east at that time another truck(2) On approach to E toll plaza,
22000following hit due to brake failure. approx. 100m E

6 00/0313 19.02.00 07:35 A truck approaching to the west roundabout suffered from brake failure. N-E quadrant of the West BEF
15200As such, the driver could not control the truck and it left carriageway. round about.

7 00/0342 18.03.00 10:45 A motorcycle rider lost control of his bike due to brake failure and fell
20m WofE15. 28130down from the bike.

While turning back one JOMAC vehicle driver lost control of his vehicle
8 00/0355 10.04.00 21:45 due to brake failure. The vehicle hit a temporary shop on the north side of 250mWofWOI 220

the road.

9 00/0357 12.04.00 16:01 One Bus moving from East to West the driver lost control of his vehicle due
At the E Toll Plaza. 21900to brake failure. The bus hit barrier of the east Toll Plaza lane NO.4.

A large bus moving from E to W, the driver lost control of the vehicle due
About 8m S-W of the E round10 00/0401 18.07.00 02:50 to brake failure. As such, the vehicle went off the carriageway and hit
about. 22792

traffic sign.

II 01/0525 22.02.01 03: 15 One Large Bus moving from West to East could not reduce speed on speed
500m E ofE 15. 28650breaker and ran over the maintenance equipment on the carriage way.

12 01/0588 04.06.01 15:45 One west bound truck lost control due to hard break. 100m E ofE2. 35200
13 01/0690 24.12.01 13:05 One car driver hits a small bus while the car break fails. Toll Plaza W 16100



SI. Ace. Ref. Date Time Description of Accidents Location
Chainage at

No. Accident Point

14 02/0807 24.08.02 15:05
A west bound loaded truck while turning at the east roundabout, the driver 50m S-W of the E round about 22750
could not control the truck due to brake failure.

15 02/0819 20.09.02 19:00 Due brake failure a eastbound bus lost control and went off the road. 500m S-E of W5. 2880

16 0310957 28.06.03 17:15
A E bound loaded truck suddenly due to brake failure driver lost control 10m N-E of WTC 15210
& hit the ballard.



3.0 Accident caused by Wheel/Drum-off or Wheel .Jam

81.
Acc. Ref. Date Time Description of Accidents Location

Chainage at
No. Accident Point

A truck moving from W to E stopped on the highway due to a hroken wheel

I 99/0106 18.01.99 03:00
and was hit by a hus as well. The bus also remained on the carriage way. In between EI2 and E13. 30025
Thcreafter, a police van on duty came on the spot and it was hit by another
truck.

2 99/0202 03.08.99 05:50
A JOMAC jeep lost the control of the vehicle when its front right wheel On the main bridge, in

19000
Ijam. between pillar no 25 & 26
While a large truck was moving from Eta W, suddenly its two left rear

3 00/0415 12.08.00 11:30 wheels hroken down and gone away. The truck skidded on the surface of 300m EofEIO 31400
the Highway.
While a medium truck moving from W to E, suddenly two rear left wheels

4 00/0431 12.09.00 22;45 broken down and gone away and the truck overturned on the main 760m ofW9 7560
camageway.

5 01/0626 18.08.01 23:30
Due to over weight while was out from the drum of a truck rear right At the middle of E8 32180
while.

6 02/0786 07.11.02 13:55
A eastbound loaded truck had its rear right wheels went out of the rear 30m ofE4 33830
axle.

7 02/0835 15.11.02 00:10 A eastbound loaded truck had its rear Icft whcels broken down. 100m N-W of W08 5700

8 02/0847 6.12.02 06:20
A castbund loaded truck had its rear left wheel drum broken and the truck

300m N-E ofW08 6100
overturned on the carriageway.

9 03/0923 04. I0.D3 03:55
A eastbound loaded truck had its rear left both wheels went out from the

200m N-Wof EI3 29225
wheel drum, as such the truck overturned on the hard shoulder.

10 03/1 036 27.10.03 21 :20
Due to rear both wheel went out of the drum of a truck, the driver lost

150m N-E ofW-18 11700
control & tilted on highway.

II 04/1101 14.02.04 19:45
Due to defective wheel of a truck, the driver lost control & overturn on the 550m N-W ofW-8 5250
highway



4.0 Accident caused by Axle Fallen, Axle, Tic rod Broken

SI.
Ace. Ref. Date Time Description of Accidents Location

Chainage at
No. Accident Point
I 99/0272 20.12.99 14:55 Rear axle falls of trnck causinv immediate stODand blockage of road At the W roundabout. 21350

2 00/0472 26.11.00 00:50
A medium truck moving from W to E, suddenly the rear axle right side broken On the main bridge

19750
down and the vehicle overturned and blocked the full lane. near pylon no 33.
A eastbound truck had its tic rod broken as a result the driver lost control of the

3 02/0856 19.12.02 06:30 truck and it overturned on the carriageway. And at the same time, another 200m N-WofEI4. 28700
westbound truck driver lost control and it went off the road.

4 02/0863 23.12.02 04:15 A westbound loaded truck had its front axle broken down. 250m N-W ofWO\. 220

5 03/0922 04.04.03 11:00
A westbound trnck lost control while its tic rod broken down and the truck hit At the W roundabout. 15200
safety ballard on the west round about.

6 03/0943 02.06.03 7:10 Due to speed of a trnck driver lost control on steering and tilted on embankment. 50m SE ofE-11 30775

7 03/0963 09.07.03 4:50
One loaded truck lost control over steering and fell to the ditch to north side of 20m NE of E-15 28170
HW.

8 03/0964 11.07.03 15.5 Auto Tri-cycle rickshaw van due to front axle broken it was capsized on the road. 20m NE ofE-15 28170

9 03/0964 11.07.03 15:55
When an east bound Auto tri-cycle Rickshaw van capsized in the highway at that 50 m NE ofW-13 8800
time its front Axle broken

10 03/0972 25.07.03 16:27
Due to over speed, driver lost control over steering and hit ballard. 02 concrete WTC 15200
ballard damaged.

11 03/0982 18.08.03 18:40
Due to over speed & careless driving the driver lost control over steering & fallen E-17 27400
between railway line & embankment slope.

12 03/0989 28.08.03
Due to mechanicall fault a speedy bits lost control over steering & fall down on 400m NW ofW-06 2850
highway slope.Thus 20m x Im x 50m of slaDe got damaged.

13 03/0990 29.08.03 18:35
Due to excessive speed driver lost control over steering during taking turn right & 100m S-W ofE-OI 35450
fall down slaDe of south side.

14 03/0992 30.08.03 4:20
Due to over speed & careless driving of a trnck, the driver lost control over W-02 1150
steerin" & hit south side of guard rail.

15 03/1027 20.10.03 14:07
Front Axle broken down & hit the Culvert Bridge foot step by an east bound JMBA-E-03 34625
Ipassenger Bns



Sl.
Ace. Ref. Date Time Description of Accidents Location

Chainage at
No. Accident Point

16 03/1 040 06.11.03 19:35 An East Bound loaded truck while crossing the spot with high speed, during this 200m WofW Weigh
15700time the driver lost control over steering and hit the Flashing Arrow Sing hoard Scale

17 04/1114 19.03.04 19:25 Due to front axle broken one truck hit one Private car. 300m S ofWTC 15200



5.0 Accident caused by Passenger Fall Down from Roof & Freigbt top

SI. Ace. Ref. Date Time Description of Accidents Location
Cbainage at

No.
Accident Point

I 99/0102 10.01.99 II: 15 A Ilassen!!er fell down from the roof of a bus. Just after West Toll Plaza \6100

2 99/01\0 30.01.99 16:30 A Ilassen!!er fell down from a moving bus. West side of E Toll Plaza 21900

3 99/0 136 26.03.99 07:00 A Ilassen!!er fell down from a truck and ran over bv the truck. At the Shuapur circle 35450

4 99/0145 03.04.99 13:10 A passen!'er fell down from the roof of a bus. At E railway station 23650

5 99/0168 06.06.99 One Ilassen!,er fell down from the roof of the bus. At the S side of the E round circle. 22800

6 99/0169 06.06.99 One Ilassen!'er fell down from the roof of the bus. At the E round circle 22800

7 99/0171 11.06.99 One bus Ilassen!!er fell down from the roof of the bus. At the E police station 24200

8 99/0190 17.07.99 20:30 One person fell down from the roof of a bus. 50m Waf the W round circle \5150

9 99/0195 25.07.99 15:30 One passenger fell down from the roof of the bus. 300m E ofEI2 30325

10 99/0212 26.08.99 17:30
A bus passenger fell down from the roof of the bus at the east At the E round circle 22800
round circle.

II 99/0220 07.09.99 12:00 A I",ssen!'er fallen down from roof of a slleedv bus. Aoprox.IOOm E of W2 1250

12 99/0222 16.09.99 13:30 A passenger fallen down from the roof of a eastbound bus.
Approx.50m W ofWl7, near 10550
Kodda Moor bus stand

13 99/0240 17.10.99 11:45 A l"lssen!'er fallen down from the roof of a eastboound bus. At the W round circle 15200

14 99/0241 20.10.99 04:30 A (laSSen"er fallen down from the roof of a westbound bus. 150 m Waf the E round circle 22650

15 99/0264 03.12.99 15:45 A passenger fallen down from the roof of a eastbound bus.
W bound on main bridge, near Pier 20350
No 39

16 00/032\ 26.02.00 06:30 A bus Ilassenl!er sitting on the roof of the bus fell down. 200 m E of E2 35300

17 00/0334 13.03.00 2\ :45 A bus IJassen!!er fell down from the roof of the bus. 05m E of E15 28155

18 00/0352 04.04.00 15:10
One passenger fell down from the roof of a running bus while it On the S-W side of West round 15200
was turning the wcst roundabout with high soeed. about

19 00/0360 19.04.00 I I: 15
While a pedal tricycle was moving from Eta W its passenger fell 700m E of W7 5040
down and injured.

20 00/0389 17.06.00 15:40
One Passenger fell down from the top of a Large Bus moving 200m Waf E 3 34425
from E to W.



5.0 Accident caused hy Passenger Fall Down from Roof & Freight top
81.

Acc. Ref. Date Time
Description of Accidents

Location Chainage at
No.

Accident Point
I 99/0102 10.01.99 II: 15 A..Easse~r fell down from the roof of a hus.

Just after West Toll Plaza 16100
2 99/0110 30.01.99 16:30 A passengcr fell down from a movi'.!1Lhus.

West side of E Toll Plaza 21900
3 99/0136 26.03.99 07:00 AJl'Issenger fell down from a truck and ran over IJy the truck.

At the Bhuapur circle 35450
4 99/0145 03.04.99 13:10 A~lsse~er fell down from the roof of a bus.

At E railway station 23650
5 99/0168 06.06.99

One...E.asse~er fell down from the roof of the bus.
At the S side of the E round circle. 22800

6 99/0169 06.06.99
OneJl'lsse~er fell down from the roof of the bus.

At the E round circle 22800
7 99/0171 11.06.99

One bus.Jlassellger fell down from the roof of the bus.
At the E-lJOlicestation 24200

8 99/0190 17.07.99 20:30 One-.1'erson fell down from the roof of a bus.
50m Waf the W round circle 15150

9 99/0195 25.07.99 15:30 One~~sse~r fell down from the roofofthe bus.
300m E ofEI2 3032510 99/0212 26.08.99 17:30 A bus passenger fell down from the roof of the bus at the east
At the E round circle 22800

round circle.
II 99/0220 07.09.99 12:00 A.£asse~r fallen down from roof of a ~eedy bus.

Approx.IOOm E of W2 125012 99/0222 16.09.99 13:30 A passenger fallen down from the roof of a eastbound bns. Approx.50m W ofWl7, near
10550Kodda Moor bus stand13 99/0240 17.10.99 11:45 A~Isse~er fallen down from the roof of a eastboound bus.

At the W round e ircIe 15200
14 99/0241 20.10.99 04:30 A~~Sse~r fallen down from the roof of a westbound hus.

150 m Waf the E round circle 2265015 99/0264 03.12.99 15:45 A passenger fallen down from the roof of a eastbound bus. W bound on main bridge, near Pier
20350No 3916 00/0321 26.02.00 06:30 A huspasse~er sitting on the roof of the bus fell down.

200 m E of E2 35300
17 00/0334 13.03.00 21 :45 A hus.1"lsse,~er fell down from the roof of the bus.

05m E ofEI5 2815518 00/0352 04.04.00 15:10 One passenger fell down from the roof of a running hus while it
On the SoW side of West round

15200
was turning the west roundabout with h'!£!lspeed.

about19 00/0360 19.04.00 II: 15 While a pedal tricycle was moving from Eta W its passenger fell
700m E of W7

5040
down and injured.

20 00/0389 17.06.00 15:40 One Passenger fell down from the top of a Large Bus moving
200m WofE 3

34425
from Eta W.



Sl.
Acc. Rcf. Date Time Description of Accidents Location Chainage atNo.

Accident Point
21 00/0402 20.07.00 00:05 A passenger fell down from the roof of a large bus moving from

About 3 km W of W Toll Plaza 13100Wto E.

22 00/0414 12.08.00 00:40 A passenger fell down from an unknown vehicle moving fran W to
About 30m E of East round about 22830E.

23 00/0423 01.09.00 15: 15 One nassen!!er fell down from a lar!!e bus moving from E to W. On S-Waf East round about 2280024 00/0456 26.10.00 A nassen!!er fell down from a small truck mavin!! from Eta W. 100m WofWIO 7680
A labour fell down from a medium truck moving from Eta Wand

25 00/0470 18.11.00 08:45 was knocked down and pass over by another medium truck moving 1.5 km E ofWI8 13050
in the same direction.

26 01/0504 24.01.01 10:30 One passenger fell down from the top of a large bus moving from
475m E ofE 1 36025west to east.

27 01/0507 28.01.01 18: 15 One passenger fell down from the roof of a Large Bus moving
200m WofWIO 7580from E to W.

28 01/0521 14.02.01 19:25 Two passenges fell down from the roof of a East bound Large
0lkmWofEI8 25300Bus.

29 01/0522 16.02.01 04:15 One passenger fell down from a Large Bus 1II0ving frolll east to
20111S-W of West Round About 15180west.

30 01/0531 01.03.01 17:30 One passenger fell down frolll one medium truck 1II0ving frolll east
500111E of E West Round About 23300of west round about.

31 01/0541 06.03.01 12:45 One nassen!'er fell down frolll a lar!!e bus. 200 IIIWaf East Round Circle 22600
32 01/0553 03.04.01 22:45 One Passen!!er fell down from roofton of a bus. After crossing the Toll Plaza East 21900
33 01/0616 06.08.01 II: 15 One passenger falls down from the vehicle. At the lIIain bridge pillar no 15

17950south lane
34 01/0630 27.08.01 18:45 One nassen~er falls down frolll the westbound truck. At West Round Circle 15200

One truck lost control due to slecping and hits a passenger-loaded
35 01/0646 27.09.01 04:45 truck. Five passengers fall down frolll the truck another truck run 400111E of W I 870

over one fall down passenger.
36 01/0650 06.10.01 13:10 One nassellPer falls down from a unknown vehicle. 1150m E of W 18 12700



81.
Acc. Ref. Date Time Dcscription of Accidents Location Chainage at

No. Accident Point

37 01/0668 27.11.01 03:13 Onc passenger falls down from the nnknown vehiclc and another
300m WofWI 170vehicle ran over him.

38 01/0691 30.12.01 13:00 One nasscnucr fcll down from the roof of the bns. 300m W of WI 22900
39 02/0717 21.02.02 14:45 One nassenuer fall down from the roof top of a bus. E round circle 22800
40 02/0722 04.03.02 11:50 One I",ssenger fall down from roof top of a bus. 300m E ofE3 34925
41 02/0726 08.03.02 08:13 One bov fell down from the bus. 500m W of W round circle 14700
42 02/0740 10.04.02 16:15 One Passenger falls down from the bus 250m WofEI8 26050

43 02/0746 27.04.02 04:35 A passenger fell down from the roof of a speedy passenger bns
400m E of W6 structure 3650(westbound).

44 02/0750 06.05.02 21 :50 A nassenger fell down from a west bound bns. 500m W to the East round about 22300
45 02/0778 30.06.02 09:22 A nassenl'er was fallen down form the roof of a eastbound bns. 10m N-Wof the East round about 22790
46 02/0780 02.07.02 05:30 A passen!!er was fallen down from a west boound speedv truck. 700m E ofW6 3950

While a casualty was found next to the JMBA E4 it was concluded
47 02/0799 03.08.02 04:18 that the person was a passenger fallen down from a west bound 10m WofE4 33790

vehicle.

48 02/0834 12.011.02 12:30 While a eastbound trnck was crossing the east round about, a
N-Eofthe East round about 22800passenger on the truck fell down.

A dead body was found on the carriageway. Depending on the
49 03/0898 07.02.03 19:45 evidences it was concluded that the man was fallen down from a 1400m N-E of W18 12950

high speed vehicle.

50 03/0955 25.06.03 2:10 One E. bound truck hit another drulll loaded truck. Drums fallen
500m N-E ofE-OI 36050from the roof, broke wind shield of bus.



6.0 Accident caused by Vebicle's Defective Light System

SI.
Acc. Ref. Date Time Description of Accidents Position Chainage at

No. Accident Point

A llIotorcycle rider failed to identify the east roundabout due defective S-W segment of E BEF
I 00/0303 20.01.00 18:45 roundabout on exit to toll 22800bead light. As such, he lost control and fen down from the bike.

approach.

2 00/0335 14.03.00 19:40 A JOMAC patrol vehicle hit a standing truck on the back side. The Approx.1500m W of the
24800truck had no parking light and occuoied about half the carriageway. JMBA EI8
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